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POlBl-lORD 
This  Report  on  the  n.cti vi  ty of the Europc.::.n  Socia.l Fund  covers the 
fi~:1.ndn.l yo:.'r  1974:  in :-.ccorCI..ance  with Article 6  of Council  Regul.::.tion 
{:~c) Ho  853/72,  it .::.lso  incluc:es.::. forec.::.st  of  er~encliture during the 
years  197G  - 1978. 
As  in tho previous report,  the  Cor.nission h.."'.s  endca.vourccl tc l1izh-
light the m.in  difficultic::~ nnd problcns  encountcrect in oporotine tho 
Fund in the past  finn.nciel.l  yenr.  If tho  Fund is to c.::.rry  out its task 
successfully, it requires the acti  vc  n.nd  enlightened o.ssistancc of the 
n.uthori  tics which share in this task at all levels - Community,  national, 
regional and  even  local). 
The  diversity of the authorities is seen first  of all in operations 
which involve  the participation of the  local or regional promoter right up to the 
national offices or agencies which nrc responsible for  voca.tiork~l training 
and the inplenentn.tion of enployr.1ent  policy.  The  role of the Mcnbcr  States 
theoselvos  should next  be  stressed,  partly,  of course,  because they 
assure  ~rt of tho financing (1),  but also because  thoy nrc responsible 
for formulatingna.tional  erJployucr.t  policies,  n.nd  luve the solo right 
to subnit projects ancl a.pplications for assistance  (2). 
(1)  Under  l~icle 8 of the  COlli!Cil  Decision of 1 February 1971,  assistance 
fror.1  tho Ftmd is gro.ntcd at the  r.:::1.te  of  ~;;, of elie;i  ble expenditure 
or - in the  case of pri  vnto-law bodies - to a.n  a.nount  equ.:~.l  to 
the  expenditure undertaken by the public authorities. 
(2)  .\rticle 6  ibid. -2-
Thuse  projects :1ncl  .:~pplicP.tions arc  subcri. ttecl by the  CoDDission -
which n.pprovos  thcr:1  11U) to the J.nount  of the crcdi  ts ;:w-o  .. iler.blo"  ( 1) - for 
consideration by the  Conni  ttoe of the  TI:uro:x::::~.n  Socic.l Fund.1  Nhich is 
tripo.rti  to in its corJposi tion anc',  plays .:m  osaonti21.l  role in the  op.::ro.tion 
of the  Fi.mcl,  po.rticulc.rly .:1-s  the  forun in t-~hich tho  sowoJ.llcd  "C~.oc Iuw11 
of tho Socinl Fund is forculo.tod durinc this considoro.tion of specific 
files  o 
ll.s  t:.J  the c:;cncr2..l  framework of activity,  in particular the specific decisions 
by the  Council  on the  opening up  of new  spheres for assistance from  the Fund under 
Article 4 - us  for  cx:::.r_;j_)lc  oic;rJ.nt  v10rkors  o.nt~  hnnllic::.ppe::l  persons in 
1974- and en the  bu,~e:ctJ.ry 2..lloc::-..tion  of tlw Suci  -:.1  Fund - these  ~-.re  tho 
St<bject  of  Cc;JDission proposc.ls which are present  eel  to the  C·n.1!1cil  fur its 
c'.c:cici<Jr:.  follouinc tho C)inion of tho  Fund  Cor.nittoe, 
The  Council  1  ho~o~cver,  first  consults tho Econouic  ::.nd  Social 
CoorJi ttoo o.ncl  tho  Po.rlio.r::cnt  on propo::::als  for reeulo.tions  or decisions. Furthermore, 
the  nevf  i.rticle 202  (8)  of the  ESC  Troo.ty,  v1hich  oxton(~s the butlceto.ry 
powers  of the P::1.rli:-:.ccnt  for  nc..n-oblic,~tory cxpomliturc - n.s  is the  c:cso 
of the  S  d·.l li\,_;_1:'.- 1Jcc·T.c  :-.):)Ec-,.,lllc  in i97-;  for t=:o  :Jro::-;arc.tion  of 
t"1c  19 7  5 bu.l.cot " 
Thic is the  context  11i thin which tho  ConDission  ~Jbys its role. 
(1)  Article 71  ibiu, -3-
This is ·vrhy  the success of the European  Socic..l  Fuml is  C..."'ll~  can only 
bo  .::.  joint nchicvcoent.  The  difficulties,  Nhich u.re  c..nnlysod  o'ojcctivcly 
in  t~li  s  rc::,>ort,  will be  overcor.1c  by tho opiri  t  of co-oper.:ttion ::u:cl  coodwill 
·,:hich h  ...  ""..S  :::,hm.ys  ~rovailCL1 hitherto,  ospeci:).lly within the Coonittee of 
the  Socio.l  FunC.,  vihose  contribution to the snooth opcr.:ttion of the 
Europen.n  Socin.l Fund tho  Cor.Jnission l'/Oulll  pnrticulo.rly like to stress. -4-
CH.:\.FT  ..3h  I 
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The  eer-er.::.l  t~sk c..ssi91ecl to ti1e  ..::::uropc.::.n  Soci:1l Funcl  by !:.rtiGlo  ·i2~ 
of the  Trc:1ty  ect.::.blishinc the Euro;)ec..n  Scorw~.ri.c  Connuni  ty, or' rendering the 
employment  of workers easier and  of increasing their geographical and occupational 
mobility within the  Conununity,  was  maintained by the  Council Decision of 1  February 
·J971  on the reform  of the FUn.d,  uhich defined the  ne~v tasks of the Fund  ( 1 ). 
( 1)  Council Decision 71/66/i::EC  Officiw.l  Journal No  L  28 1  4 February 1971" 
The  novt  tasks _,9f  the  Fm1,:1 .  ct.rc  definccl  ~ 
L1  l!:J.:ti_cf..~)  (~_CO).c  _ec~.  _r_c£2:1'.:'-~s.  ».(l.r_~]!s):  the recipients rmst  be 
r.wr::bors  of the  labour force  uho o.rc,  in principle,  to pursue 
c.cti  vi  ties n.s  cnployecl persons;  for activities as seli!-enploycc1. 
persons,  hovmver1  a  specific decision by tho  Council is required) 
.1  c..n::L.2.  (o..reo.s  of il:tervention),  tho tuo min passaees  of vrhich 
nrc as  follov1s: 
!..~~-cle 4 : 
"The  Fund  can tnkc  w.ction when  the  enploynont si  tu.1.tion  : 
is n.ffectecl or in d.aneer  of beine affcctoc.l either by special 
neusures  adoptec.l  by the  Council in the  frw.r.1e\-wrk  of  Cormunity 
policies,  or by  jointly aereecl  opcrn.tions to further the 
objectives  of the  Coor~unity; 
calls for specific  joint w.ction to h:prove the balance bohmen 
supply of and denand for r:nnpm.;er  t-ti thin the  Connuni ty.  11 
~<?}~: 
"The Fund  can also t'"-lce  action Hharo the er.1ploynent  situ...-~,tion in 
cortw.in rc[;'ions,  in certain branches  of the  econony  or in certain 
6TOups  of  undertakin0~ is affecteu by difficulties which  do  not 
o..risc  fran  a.ny  particular r.1easure  tn.ken by the  Council within the 
framework of a  CoDnunity policy,  but  Nhich result indirectly frm  .. , 
the wcrkint; of the  corr1on  narket  or ir.1pelle  tho  hri.rnonious 
developnent  of the  Connun~ty. 
In .:tny  such cases,  assistance sh.all be eranted to  elir.1inn.te  lone-tern 
structural unenployDent  and unclerecplo;ynent,  to train a  hiehly skilled 
labour force  anc~,  furthen:.1ore1  for neasures  for the absorption emu 
r<J<:'..bsorption  into active  eD;)loyoont  of the  clisablecl,  aml  of  older 
workers  1  wonen  an('.  youne; '1-IOrkers. 11 
The  scope  of Article 5 is defineJ by  Council  Reeulation  (ZCC) 
Uo  2:.96/7·1  (3  november  1t)71 ),  aml in particular by Article  1  of 
that  Reculation. -5-
'I\-ro  areas  of intervention 1-1ore 
1t1efinec~:  ono1  H:1icl1  C,)UL~ ·vc  ~·_c;:_:­
cribed as  pernanent,  where assistance fran the Funcl1  u.s  dcfineLl  t-n 
trticle 5 of that Decision,  "shall be erantcl without  further action by 
t::o  8or•.n:,:!_ltr  ( 1).  tl:c  other,  based  on Article  4- of that Decision,  an article 
Jrcvi:lin:.; a  frm.wwork  for specific cl.ecisions  by the  Council,  "on a 
proposal fron the  Cor:u::ission1  the latter actine; either on its own 
initiative or at the request  of the  Council  or  of one  or uore f'.l!tlber 
States"  (2).  Even at the staee of the foroulation of the  leea.l 
franework and clelioi  tat  ion of the areas of intervention,  the evol  vine nature 
of the Fund  was  evident,  the aio beins to ensure its o.cln.ptation to 
ioba.lances in eoplOYIJent  vlhether existine or foreseeable,  in particular  as a  result 
of Community  policies or actions;  at this stace,  als~the open  nature 
of the  Fun~ is confiroed:  it is a  joint endeavour,  as stressed in the fore-
word  since,  althou~h it is the  Cor.ltlission which,  under Article 41  :Jakes 
a  proposal for intervention by the Fund,  it c!oes  so at the requeGt  of 
a  Meober  State or  of the  Council. 
However,  the fairly C:enanclin::;  proccclure which oust be  followed for 
the  openine of new  areas of intervention un1er Article 4  t~nders 
flexibility in the operation of the Fund.,  a  flexibility lihich has  bocooe 
oore and oore necessary as the crisis calls for oore and oore  owift 
reactions. 
From this, it follows that  once  a  new  area of intervention is opened,  there is 
an essential need to maintain the greatest  possible adaptability to circumstances 
in the  management  of the Fund. 
(1)  The  end of Article 5 (2),  ibideo. 
(2)  The  end of Article 4  (1 ),  ibider.1< - 6-
It can be  said7  however,  that,  within the lioits of the available 
appropriations,  the  ConDission  has  endeavoured,  on  the basis of the work  of 
the Funcl  Cor.1Dittee1  to  develop flerible  "case  law"  which 
takes into account  national priorities while at the  sal'ile  tine seeking 
coumon  denooinatorc throueh which,  as part  of the desired  Conounity 
solid;'l.ri  ty  1  a  qualitative h:rprovenent  in the  er.1ploynent  policy r.ay  be 
oncour;J.cedo 
In choosine the priorities for nanae;ecent  of the Fund  and also in 
draftine proposals for the specific decisions adopted by  the  Council in 
June  1974  (relatine to r:1iB'!'ant  workers  and handicapped persons),  the 
Couoission has based itself uirectly on  the  Council Resolution of 21  January 
1974  concernine a  social action  pro~Taome. 
The  pre~ble of the Resolution,  after recallinG that, at their 
Conference in Paris in October  1972 7  the Heads  of State or of  Gove~1ent 
had  "invited the  Couounity institutions to drat.,r  up  a  social action pre>-
t:,TaDDe  providine for  concrete r.1easures  and the correspondine; resources 
particularly in the franework of the furopean  Social Func'-"t  concludes 
11th..at 1  to achieve the  pro~)osed actions successfullyt  and.  particularly in 
view  of the structural chane;es  and ir.1balances  in the  Com:.unity,  tho 
necessary resources  should be provided, in particular by  strene;thening the 
role of the E\u'opean  Social Fund11 •  The  Paris SUIIDit  of Deceober  1974 
confirmed this view. - 7-
1fuat  was  the budeet  of the Fu.ncl  in 1974  ?  For the  fina.ncico,l  yGar  1)74, 
the appropriations allocated 1vere  98.8 Dillion u.a.  unc',er  Article 4  anc
1
. 
168.4 Dillion ua uncler  l:.rticle 5,  as  cooparecl with the  correspon~line 
a~l)ro)riations for  1973,  ie 68.8 nillioYl  'liD  (Art.  4)  anc'- 153.4 nillion ua 
(Art.  5).  The  increa:::e is therefore  43~6~{ in Article 4  and  9.8~~ in Article 
5· 
In 1975,  the increase was  slieht,  indeed negative in the licht  of 
inflation,  in respect_ of t~__?Jll?!.<?.EE1:nti._ons  for 1\.rticle  __ j, ~1hich auou.at  to 
110  oillion ua,  as aeainst 98.8 nillion ua in 1974:  it is true that the 
snall aoount  of appropriations used in 1974,  owine to the  lack of projects 
subrli tt  eC.,  clid not  justify an appreciable increase uhen the draft  1975 
budeet  \-tas  prepared,  ie in the first six oonths  of  1971)..  It was  the rapid 
e,Towth  of unec:ployoent  in the funrlh quarter of 1974  which  leC.  the 
Comoission to beein preparation of a  proposal for a  specific  Co~1~il 
d.ecision under .Article 4  "for structural adaptation".  This is the reason 
for the request  for the appropriations  of 51.4 Dillion ua to be  carried 
forward  (1)  (Article 4) oade to the  Council at the beeinnine of 1975, 
in order to ensure an adequate financial basis for the initial staces 
of the iD.plenentation of the new  proposal for action 1mder Article  4-• 
The  strict provisions of the Financial  Reb~ation on  the  carr3~ne forward 
of appropriations - they expire if they have  not  been both  coroitt~d 
and pai<l in the  saue  year as that in which they were  carriecl forwarc'- - oake 
it necessar.y for appropriations to be  carried forward as  early as possible 
in the financial year  • 
.)li._1:h}'~2'\rc~~-S.!~...2t  as a  result  of the use mde by tho  European 
Parlia.i:1cnt  of its new,  nore  extensive rieht  of arilenc1nont  in respect  of non-
oblie,atory expenditure  (2) 1  the nppropriations  for the financial year  1975 
have been  cor~ide~bly increased,  havine risen froo  168.4 Dillion ua in 
1974 to 245  Dillion ua in 1975  (3).  The  increase,  which \'las  only  9.8~ej 
froo  1973  to 1974,  was  45.5;~ freta 1974  to 1975·  This is fully  justifiec~ 
by the ratio of applications/available resoUl·ces,  which oblieed tho 
Comission,  assisted by the Fund  CoDIJi ttee,  to operate a  selectivity \"I hi  ch, 
( 1)  These~.nre approprintions for Article 4 l"lhich Here not  connitted at the 
en<l  of the financial year 1974  an~ which were  therefore not  carried over 
autonatically to the financial year  1975. 
lJeH  Article 203  (8)  of the illC  Treaty. 
It  aclclm~  35  nillion ua to the  2"10  Dillion nz.  laiL:  clown  by the 
Counci 1  (see  Chnpt cr II). -8-
although desirable in principlo,is likely,  beyond a  certain limit, to 
result in arbitrary cuts.  This danger became  clearly apparent  in 1974 
vmen,  in thu  face  of the  enormous difference b(tween requests and 
resources, the Fund  Committee  had to discuss hov:  to  choose  betl-recn  equally 
· acceptable applications.  The  Commission is particularly indebted to tho 
Committee  for overcoming the tensions which are very often provoked by 
suchd~fficulties and for adopting solutions, the severity of which was 
fortunately tcmpc:·ed  by the grnnt,  o:t  th·J  end of September 1974,  of 
additional  appropriations of 40.7  million u.a.(l)• 
This experience  leads to tv;o  conclusions: 
·- the first is that  as the resource:;; of the Social Fund t::>ke  the form  of 
a  "budgetary alleGation"  (the  runount  of thuse resources  is  fixed 
independently of the extent  of the requirements,  these being partly 
reflected in the volume  of the applications and projects submitted), 
o.nd  also in vier: of the  unfor•Jr:;~ nature of the applications for 
assistance  submitted by !-lembl::r  States,  the introduction of increasingly 
precise  and restrictive basic criteria is no  substitute for  prudent 
arbitration on  each spocific oase by  tho  Fund  Committee;  nor  could  such criteriP. 
compensete for the excessive diffor,:;ncc  butueen resources  nnd  applica-·· 
tions for assistance.  There is no  vray  of ensuring 
complete  and  constant  harmony between 
requirements and available resources,  particularly since the  lol70:1.+  of 
applications,  and of resources,  may  vary considerably,  as in 1974(2), 
The  search for nev;  fixed criteria would result  in an increasingly 
finicky  set  of rul0s 1  Nhich  would constitute a  further  source of 
(1)  Soc above- This Nasa carry-forward/transfer, i.e., the carrying 
fori-lard  of appropriations ivhich had not  been  committeed ··  and were 
th,~refore not  carried forward automatically - et the  end of 1973 1  arid 
r.  transfer from Article 4  to Article  5•  It has already been stated 
that th·ose appropriations had not  been committeed owing to the lack 
of·projccts submitted under Article 4•  The late use of these 
appropriations,  in the fourth quarter of 1974,  presented,  furthermore, 
very tricky administrative problems,  which,  fortunately,  were  resolved 
by good  cooperation between the administrative departments of the 
Commission  and those  of th£  Member  States. 
(2)  See  below,  Chapter II on the extent  of these variations and their 
causes. - 9-
rigidity,  paralyse the administration of the Fund and lead inevitably 
to a  simple quota system,  i.e., to the danger of mere  financial 
standardisation,  without  any attempt  at  selectivity and promotion 
necessitated and called for by  Community  require~ents and aims.  The 
Commission  efforts to promote a  co-ordination of national employment 
policies, in accordance with the wishes  of the Social  Conference  of 
16  December  1974,  can  only be helped by the incentive role played by the 
Social Fund in its present  conception. 
the  second conclusion,  the urgency  of which is accentuated  b~.r the 
growth of unemployment  is that,  however  usefUl the promotion of 
qualitative improvement  may  be,  there are thresholds below which support 
from the Fund plays only a  subsidiar,y,  accessory role;  in the  last 
resort a  promoter may  even decide to drop  an application altogether 
rather than change  the form  of presentation in order to meet  the 
criteria and requirements  of the rules,  in p~icular the financial 
rules,  of the Social Fund. 
It must  be  realised that the budgetary allocation of the Social 
Fun·d,  although certainly not  neg;li_oi.ble,  since it amounted for Articles 4 
and 5 together to 267.2 million u.a.  L1  1974  (and 355  million u.a.  in 
1975),  is small  compared with the  resources  of the national Ministries 
of Employment  or specialised agencies,  not to mention public and semi-
public  organisation~,  regional authorities,  chambers  of  commerce,  public 
or private undertakings which acting as promoters  and financial  con-
tributors are responsible for an increasing proportion of the applications 
for assistance from  the Member  States. - 10-
The essentially subsidiary nature of the Social Fund is not  so 
apparent  \'lhen  comparing the applications  submi ttr::d  with the available 
credits as  when  comparing credits and requirements.  Por not  only do  the 
applications  submitted by Uember  S-tates  sometime represent  only  a  very 
small  proportion of similar operations carried out  on their territory,  but 
they cover only  a  fraction of existing requirements.  How  many  migrant 
\ror!:er~;,  for  example,  £~re able to attend vocational training courses '' 
llge>.in,  hoH  m<my  people  leavinrr 8.o"Ticulture have  attended the 
existing trnining; centres,  and  what  is their maximum  intake  ?  Is this 
not  tho real reason why  the appropriations available for Article 4 were 
no-t  used -·  ~hat intervention by  th~ Fund depends  on action and  expenditure 
by tho Met:bcr  States  ':'  Tho  desire to  safeguard firu:mcinl  solidarity, 
which  i;c:k.;:es  into  account  Hthe  problem of the regions  and  categories of 
workers  most  affected by  employment  difficultics11(l),  may  thus be thuarted 
by tho insufficient financi.al anci  administratbre capacities  of the States and 
regions Hhose  noods  are greatest.  ~L;.  other HOrds,  t..rithout  a  corrective 
mechanism,  the  promotional  function of the li'und  \vould automatically tend to 
favour the most  prosporot'.s  and ucll organized States and  regJ.ons, thus, 
paradoxically, contrndictin{S its function  of redistribution or financial 
solid.u.ri  ty. 
Por this reason the  Commission  has  adhered 11;trictly in its admini-
stration of the appropriations  unrier Article 5  during the financial year 
1974 to the priorities governing regions  a.11d  t:,Toups  of people laid down  in 
Regulation  (E:2C)  :rro.  2396/71.  lli1der  .:'\.rticle  2  of that  Regulation,  607·~  of 
the appropriations available pursuant to Article 5  should be reserved"as  a 
matter of priority for  operations w:r..ich  are aimed at  eliminating lon€)-term 
structural 1memploy:Jent  and -,:mderemplo;;,;ruent  in areas"  ••••••  11itihicht  because 
they are  less de-,reloped or there is a  decline in the main activities, suffer 
a  serious  and prolonged imbala.n.ce  in employrnent"(2). 
(1)  CommurD.q-ue  of the  ?o:~ris  Sm;rmit  of 9  and  10  Decem-ber  1974  (paragraph 26). 
(2) Article  1  (1)(a) of the  same  Regulation  wPich is referred to at the end 
of Article  2  quoted above. - 11  -
The  Cornr.:Jission  has also been careful to observe,  in  co:r:.sic~ori::.c 
the applications  suboitted,  the priori  ties  accordec~ to olclor >wrl:ers 
wooen,  and youne people,  in 1\.rticle  1  (2)  (c)  of the  snne  Mculation,  ancl 
also to rese:..·ve  a  considerable proportion of the appropriations under 
..:l.rticlo  5 for he.nclicappeJ. persons. 
No  natter how  restricted it [my  be,  the financial  and also psycholoeical 
incentive constituted by assistance fron the Fund for less favoured eroups 
of people  has played its part  and oust  continue to  clo  so. 
This certainly clocs  not  nean that the Social  Func~ nust  lini  t 1  or clicl 
in 1974  (1)  linit, its assistance to those croups alone.  In thC'  '~e::trch 
to obtain tho naxinun inpact  for its interventions and.  in  accor,::.o.~·:c -vlith 
the Social Action  Proerar;JDe, the  Gormni.ss:i.on  1mdertook preparator;r Nork in 
·197 4  for the co-ordination of enploynent  policies which will be  :· ..  ,~ported 
by the ne\11  StancU.ne;  fuplo,yment  CoJ:IQi tt  ee  (2).  Furthermore,  the  Conunission 
is studying 111ays  of ensuring the best  use  of  Community  finaDcial instrmnents, 
i.e. in ad.dition  t.~ the Social Fund and the Ree;'i.onal  .Fund,  the  EII.GGF  (Guidance 
;3·:ction)  e  .  .:nd  the  European  Investment  Bank-. 
( 1) As  a  result  of the  carry-forward/transfer of 40.7  i:!illion ua 
decided upon by the  Council in Septeober 1974  and referred to earlier, 
it has  been possible to avoid such a  linitation which is in itself 
undesirable  and was  intended,  furthernore,  only.for "glooal"  applications. 
(2)  The  oechanisn introduced when the ne1r1  Social Funcl  was  set  up  can therefore 
finally function  coopletely:  11The  Connittee  (of the Fund)  shall be 
reGUlarly infomed of the various aspects of c,"eneral  Co!JI:lunity  policy 
on social and economic affairs ancl  of those activities of the  Standi~ 
.Q..<:?Emittee  on :Eb.plo_ypent  which are likely to concern the activity of the Fund11 o 
ll.rticle 9  (4)  of Council Ree;ulation  (:$EC)  lfo  2396/71  of 8  Hoveo.ber  1971e - 12-
T!-"e  nece~Sar'J co-ordination of the financial instrunents - which is 
difficult, not  only fol' the  Cor:n::lission  and the EIB,  but  also for the  . 
national and reeional acklinistrative departDents,  does  not  ililply that 
the objectives  coinciC!.e.  The  logic of the 1-rorl:ina> of the labour narket 
is not  exactly analoe;ous to a  re[fional viewpoint for  eY..ar.1ple. 
It is obvious  that1  already in 1974t  econooic trends have  given 
rise to priority neetls  \~hich have  not all occurred in the regions 
recosniseLl as  havinc; priority  ( 1 ), although it nuat  be  euphasised that 
the probleus  of these  l'egions  have  been severely a15e;ravated by the effect 
of the recent  chanL~S in the economic situation.  This has  led the  Conoission 
to develop  a  proposal to open Article 4 to encourage the vocational trainine; 
neecled as a  result of the structural readaptatio:a of the  econoey.  Furthel'-
oore it seems  tl1at  priority needs  could also be net  by  operations  "aimed at 
facilitating aclaptation to the requirenents  of tebhniaal. J!roqess  of those 
_?ranches  of econor.ri.c  activity in uhich such prog.ress  g.i.ves  rise to substantial 
changes  in nanpower a.nd  professioncl_  knowledee  or sldll"(2) and those 
"unclertalcen because  of substantial c;-.anc;-es  in conditions  of production 
or disposal  of products in gou,p_s  of nndertakip  .  .es with  siLJ.ilar  or 
connected activities which are thus  forced to~~  ~e  or tranforo 
their activities poroanontly11{2). 
The  reason for the  low nuober of applications  SU:bmi tted by Member 
States for operations relating to adaptation to technical procress is the 
newness  anc~ tt:e  diversity of these operations1  which,  in view  of· 
their technical nature,  are generally carried out  by the nndertaldnt:s 
themselves,  and which therefore  cou.lcl  be performed only in exceptional 
cases  by national training departnonts.  The  Co~ission has also  cone 
up  ac;ainst  the  sar.1e  llifficul  ties - and all the more  so in that there was 
also the question of coopatibility of the aid neasures with the  Coomunity 
rules eoverninc coopetition- and has  only gradually succeeded in 
olucidatinc.; froEl  the  Coc~mi  ttee  •s  discussions the principles on  which 
----------------
(1)  The  list of priority recjons and areas  adopted for the European 
Regional  Developnent  Fund and presented by the  Comoission to the  Council 
on  10  October  1973  (Doc.  CON(73)1751)  '"as  usecl in 1974 as  a  basis for 
defining tl1e  ret;ions  eli[;ible for assistance from  the Social Fund. 
(2) Article 1  ( 1 )(b)  anc~  (c)  of Rce-nlation  (EEC)  No  2396/71. - 13-
there is sufficient agreeocnt  and which  sllould enable pronoters to 
appreciate the types  of projects likely to benefit fron assistance fro!J 
the Fund. 
For operations relating to eroups  of unddrtalcines1  the difficulty 
1~  not  so much  in the leeal interpretation - althoUgh difficulties arose 
at the application staee with reG<U"d  to the  concept  of "eroups of undel'-
takings" - as in the detemination of tho threshohl beyond which the 
cessation,  reduction and above all transformation of an activity resulted 
ir..  an inbalance  on the labour narket in a  specific J:licr<>•reeion  such as 
to justify assistance from the Fund,while  ensuring that the aid received 
is compatible with the rules of competition of the CoEliilunity  Trea+.ies. 
There was  here  a  real daneer of a  plethora of fragoentar,y  opera~~0rs ~~thout any 
obvious  significance for intervention fron the Fund.  The  growt:r.  -~:t·  uneoploytlent 
which was  very marked in the second half of ;trhe  year1  only heightened the dane'er 
of the dissipation of the Fund.  The  position adopted in 197 4 cl.u:L'ing  the 
examination of an application by the Fund Committee  should be recorded 
here.  The  Cor;mi tteo did not  follow the sug8(lstions made  by the  ComrJission  and 
its oeobers  e~ressed the unaniiJous  opinion that priority should !)e  eiven to 
the difficulties affecting t,"'l'oups  or mediutl-sized underta.!dn.zs,  without  any 
restriction to the priority regions. 
This e:x:anple  of the  jud.:i.ciO".:tS  pr~tism of the  Conuaittee  no  doubt  makes 
it easier to understand why the  Cor:n:lission is anxious to pa;:i  the closest 
attention to its opinions before taking its decisions. CHAPI'ER  II 
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SECTIOn  I  -- BudgetarY appropriations 
~.~.-.::4.1~ 
1.  Pr3li.pin['_cy  rer.mrks,:  procedural copstraints 
To  help understandin.:; of budgetary tables relating to tho Social 
Fund,  three facts  should first be  pointed out: 
a)  in th"'  rseneral budget  of th(;]  Communitien there is a  Title 5 "Funds
11 
containing five  chapters on the Social FUnd: 
Chapter 50  relates to "Expenditure under .LI..rtiq,lc  4 of the  Council 
Decision of 1  February 1971  on th..;  reform of European Social Fund"; 
Chapter 51  concerns  "E:<:penditurc  under Article ,2  of the  Cormcil  Dec-· 
ision of  l  li'ebruary 1971  on the reform of tho  lmropenn Social Fund"; 
Chapter  52  relates to "Social  Fund -:
1Pilot  schcm,es  and gre,Paratory 
studios". 
Those three  chaptoro concern th"''  neN  Social Fund  l'lhich  emerged 
from  the reform of 1971  and which Hill  bo dealt  Nith  below.  But  for 
the  sake  of clarity  1  the!  first table  shm·m  thu last  t'IV"O  chapters that 
relate to the liqtddation of the former Social Fund,  t-1hich  explains the 
decrease in the recources entered. 
Chapter  53  covers 
11Socie.l  Fund - Expencli  ture provided for under 
Article 125  (l)(a) of th0  EEC  Treaty;  this contains tv-10  items; 
5301  ·· vocational retraining;  5302  - resettlement; 
Chapter 54  \'lhich is only included by  wcy  of explanation,  no· funds 
ha1ring been allocat  cd to it  1  covers  ;'Social  F\md  ~- Expenditure 
provided for 1lllder Article 125  (l)(b) of  thL~ EEC  Treaty11 ;  this 
contains only  one  it  em  5401:  rot  raining. - 15-
b)  The  Financial Regulation of 24  April 1972  provides for appropriations 
specifically for the new  Social Fund(l):  apart  from  appropriations for 
the financial year in question,  in other words  authorizations for 
expenditure,  the budget  for one  financial year contains authorizations 
of commitments  for the two  following financial years.  There is a 
practical reason for this proVision:.  operations that rccei  ve aid 
from  the Fund  ma.y  extend over more  than one  year or even if thc.:y 
cover a  shorter period of time mey  not  coincide l'rith the budgetary 
year.  Consequently,  the promoters of such operations must  be able to 
count  on a  firm finance  plan,  particularly,as is frequently the case, 
when  the operation cannot  be  undertaken without  Fund  backing.  This 
clearly is a  useful provision. 
But  since the national administrations do  not  operate on tho  same 
lines,  a  comparison  of commitments  by  country can show  considerable 
variations depending on  whether  or not  the authorizations of commit·-
ments for the two  financial years followinG the C'..lrrcnt  financial 
year are included. 
In tho case of either appropriations for the financial  y~ar or 
. authorizations of commitments:  "Credits for action by the Fund  under 
Article 4  shall be  separate from  those for action under Articlu 5"(2). 
These  are in fact  two  separate budget  appropriations since  a  Council 
decision to transf·er is needed if resources are to be  reallocated 
from  Article 4  to Article 5(3). 
c)  The  provisions in the Financial Regulation  ~dth regard to  th~ cancella-
i;ion,  reporting and.  tra.'1sferring of credits have  the effect  of altering 
the amount  of resources available. 
(1)  Regulation 72/165/EEC,  incorporated in the Financial Regulation of 
25  April 1973  applicable to the general budget  of the Communities 
(73/91)  (ECSC,  EEC,  ElJRATOM:),  OJ  No.  L 116  of ],  Uey  1973:  Articles 
104 and 105 1mder Title VIII  "Special provisions applicable to the 
European Social Fund". 
(2)  Article 9 (2) first paragraph of the  Council  Decision of 1  February 1971. 
(3)  In othor words,  from  one  chapter to another of the Budget  (see P•  18  under ,cc - 16  ...c 
a.a)  \<!hen  the appropriations of a  financial year are not  committed -
following  Commission  approval  of an  application for cid from tho 
Fund - before the end of the  same  financial year,  these appropria· 
tions mey  be  carried forward  (non··automatic  carrying fori'ffl,rd.)  by 
the budgetary a.uthori  ties to the following financial year with a 
corresponding increase in the funds  available for that year.  But 
:.f the D.ppropriations carried fort,.ard  are not  committed and paid 
out  bofore  th~ end of the  second financial year they lapse. 
bb)  l-lhen  the appropriations for one financial year have been  committed 
following approval  by the  Commission during that  fin~cial year 
(1) 
(2) 
they are either paid out(l) or  automaiical~ carr!ed over to the 
following financial  ~rear.  But  the credits that are automatically 
ca:..~ricd fon;a.:rd  are also  r;ubject  to tho rule of cancellation if 
they are not  paid out  before tho end ot·tho financial year to which 
they have been carried forward  (2).  The  extreme rigour of this 
provision in th0  Financin.l  Regulation haJS  the  r:~ost  re:Jtricti  ve  effect 
on the management  of the Social Fund.  The  Commissior.  has 
Even if the operation is not  complete•  ac~.~ording to Article 4  of 
Council  Regulation  (rille)  No.  858772  of 24  April 1972: 
11Peyments  on 
account  may  be made  as tho operation progresses on  submission of a 
detailed statement  of the ex enditure rel<:.ti  thereto  •••••  Peyments 
on account  mn.y  not total more  than  ),b  of the assistance grnnted. 
The  balance shall be paid after the  Commission  has received a 
gener~l statement  of expenditure drawn up on conclusion of the 
operation. and accompanied by  supporting documents."  These  admini--
strative requirements  and the time needed for  checks and inspection 
mean  thn.t  in practice most  pD.yments  are not  made  in the year of the 
corami tment.  This cam:es  considerable inconvenience to the promoters 
anJ.  also to the  adr;!inistration.  The  Commission is looking for 
possible  solutions to tho administrative problem,  possibly by means 
of c:!lllendment s  to the Regulation. 
Pinnncial  Hegulation of 25  April  1973  mentioned above,  Article 6  (l)(c); 
"  Approprin.tions for  payments still outstanding by reason of commit·· 
ments  properly entered into between 1  January and 31  December  •••••• 
shall be  curried forNard  automatioa.l.ly to the next  financial year 
onlyu. - 17-
proposed to put  fon.'tU'd  an amendment  relaxing this provision so 
that the appropriation for the Social  Fund  r.rHl  have thu bonefi  t  of 
u  derocation  sim:Uar to thn.t  applicable to appropriations in the 
Guid~1ce Section of the  European Agricultttral  Guidance  and 
Gunrantee Fund  which are  11ca:rried  for~·rard <eutomatically for a  period 
of five yoars11(l). 
An  easing of the restriction  (2)  is all th0 more  necessLJ.ry  einc·::J  the 
cancellation of appropriations committed  reduces resources actually 
available in the financic.l year to which the peyment  will ultimately 
be  charged.  For  althouGh the appropriations m~  be  cancelled, the 
commitments still have to be met. 
It is enough th0refore  (and this in by  no means a  f~-f~tched 
assumption) for requests for payment  to be  submitted late,  ~.n other 
words after the  end of the financial year in which appropriations 
ma.y  be  carried forNard,  in order to bring about this amput11.",i0n  of 
the funds  later aveilable(3).  It \-Jill  be noted that, as opposed to 
the non··automatic  carry forward - uhioh r..t>plioo  to non-oonnittcd.  i't1J.""lcla  ·~ 
ond  in fact  increases tho  amount  available for tb.e  interventions 
under .Articles 4 or 5 uhich  ~lcno:f'it  fro:~ the  cn.rcy 
(1)  Ibid, .Articel 6  (5):  "ll"ot\-rithstanding the provisiona of  para{~aph 1, 
(see extract  ~~oted in the previous footnote),  the appropriations in 
the Guidance  Section of tho European Ar;ricultural  Guidance  and 
Guarantee Fund in respect  of payments still due pursuant to ·commit·· 
ments entered into between 1  January and  31  December  shall be carried 
fon.,rard  automnticc1ly for a  period of five yea:rs11 ., 
(2)  But  for  a  nhorter period:  t\.,ro  years according to tho propor-:al  o:L'  tho 
Commission 
(3)  But  the  same  situation can arise from applications that  arc merely 
late on  account  of the unavoidable administrative dela.ys  (see 
footnote 1,  P•  19).,  This is why  the Commission is considering an 
cmcndment  to the:::  regulations whereby a  cut···off elate would  be fixed 
for the reception of applications. - 13-
forwnrd1  the automatic  carry forward  - applied to appropriations 
committed in the  pr.:.:vious  financir:l yeo.r but  still outstmd.L1(::  - leads 
only to an  apparent  incre~se in resources. 
cc)  The  seJX1.ration  bet1!eon  appropriations under Article 4 and those 
un<ler  Article:  5 may  ho·.;ever be  overcome  by a  transfer of appropria-
tions.  But  Gince the  appropriations under Article 4 are entered 
in Chapter  50  of the Budget  and those under Article 5 in Chapter  51, 
proposals for transfers by thG  Commission have to be  authorized b;v 
the  Council  as they entail  a  transfer from  one  Chapt'er to anothe/1) • 
Thus,  appropriations  amount inc to 40.7 million u.a.  \vere  carried 
f "'  fon1nrd1 -ine trnnsfe1' from  Chapter  50  to Chapter  51  having b.::en 
e,uthorized by  Council  Decision of 23  September 1974• 
dd)  This ou:tline  of procedural  constr<:"-ints  NOuld  not  be complete  without 
aggravate tho effects. 
Firstly, tho so--called  problem of  11carry·-overs11  uhich to  some 
extent  accounts for the largo  c.unount  of approprie.tions tho.t 
lapsed r.t  the  end of the 1974 financial year ·- 23.35 nillion u.a.. 1 
or 6.6:;  of totnl uso.blc  approprio.tions in 1974  w~<'.o:r  .:-.1 ~~iclo 5 (i0 c 8 C.?l':JZ'O:.Jd.c.i·J.om; 
for the financial ycc:.r  +  non-automatic  co.rryinc fonvard +  automatic 
carryine for1'iard).  A  "carry--over"  ento.ils th;c  cancellation of 
n.ll  or part  of an applj.cation that has alreadf been approved, 
(1)  As  opposed to transfers from  one  Article to another in the  sarr,e 
chapter,  Hhich are decided by the  CorJL'lissicn.  tho  Council  raakes  the 
decisions  on  proposals for  trr.n:-:f 0rs fror.1  li10  chapter to anuther 
(Article 21  (3)  of the Financ:'..a1.  r1ee..:lr<ion  of 25 April  1973). 
Chapter I  of this Report  pointecl  ol't  t)1  j  difficulties (progressive 
balancing of appropriations under Ju·tidc 4  and under Article 5)  in 
the  1~~ of a  proposal for  a  transfer of appropriations  from Article 4 
( Cha:ot er  50  of thu Budget)  to Article 5  (  Chapt or 51  of the Budget). 
(2)  Non··automatic  carrying forward from the 1973 financial year to the 
1974  financial year. - 19-
while requesting that  funds be recommitted for the operations in 
question for the folloHing fincncinl yea:r  or yeo.rs.  If notificc:.tion 
of this ::.·equost  for a  •:eu.rry···over;r,  •1hich  formally  consists of a 
request for tht.!  rcctificu.tion of an approval  given by the Commission, 
occurs during tho  financ~al yero.; the corresponding appropriations are 
released and thus returned to the pocl of  ~vailable funds.  But  if, 
as often happens_,  notification is given durinc;,  or at the  end  of th" 
fourth quarter,  tho approprio..tions  mey  lapse  Ot·linG  to lack of time 
to reallocate tho funus thus releaGed(l). 
!.ate notificationdoes  in any  ca.oe  involve th<"  Fund management  in a 
difficult  juggling  exercise~  seeking as best they  can to avoid on the 
one  h.:md  cancellation of appropriations and  on the other accusations 
of an  ~bitrary distribution of the new  balance(2). 
Bnt  hotvever  at·rktvard  the procedure for  requests for  a  "ca.rrJ'· ·vver
11 
may  b.e  to implement,  it is less  h.::~.rmful  tlmn thu u.nderl7l'l{:  <1:11  more 
c--..-: oral  ~he:tur.:(;p.or. of  over· ·Dst ir.mt ion of tl1e  arJouni s  sulxJ~.  ~-:.: 2<i  for 
approval,  Hhich mainly  accounts for this loss of  appropric.t=.ons.,  As 
shO'!:Il"'•~bove 1  the carry-over,  provided it is not  too late,  does  make  it 
possible to prevent  cancellation.  But the problem here is not  that 
rcque&-ts for payment  are  S4bmittcd c:.fter the time  limit{:))  1  but that 
they are  submit~ed for amounts  considerably loHer than thooe 
(1)  Hhen notification of a  "carry· ·over11  ua.s  submitted not  only lde but after 
the time linit, in other t·/Ords  after thu end of the financicl vcar,  vdth 
a  consequent  cancellation of appropriations  (as tnth tho requests for 
"carry-·overs
11  introduced in 1974  for  t.ppropriations in 1973  that  Here 
comni tt  ed in 1973)  1  th8 lt'und  Conuni tt  ee  reoor:r'e·~cled  1>.  nr~.ctic.;--.1'  o.:."lsnc-.~ to tho 
problem.  Since the  "ca.rry··over"  connists of  n.  pr:.rtia1  withd.raual  folloued 
by  a  net-1  request  for tho follot..ring  financial yo.ar,  the request  tJas  rejected 
1·1hen  it applied to the  same  operation.  Approval  of the neH  request  rTOUld 
be tantamount  to  charging the  same  negligent  promoter's project  for  a 
second time to tho 11vn.ilable  appropria.tiona.  'l'he  Committee has  roco:~JCUI',x~ 
this  ;
1case· ·la\..r
11  t.ri.ce,  at its sessions on  l?-·10  June 1974 and 27··23  NovG-
rnbor  1974. 
(2)  and  (3)  This raises quit0  ru"oth~r ,roblem from  thu.t  entailed by  a 
request  for  p~ent submitced nfter the time limit,  which multiplies 
the difficulties since  cancc~l~tion of tho related appropria.tions is 
not  mc.tched  by  a.  pu.rallel  cancellation of the undertaking to pay.  In 
t~e absence of a  fixed timo limit,  funds in any  subsequent  financial 
year may  be  cut  owixw:  to the carelessness of thoso  :'Coponoi'1lc' ·for ::n{,... 
l'~i tti:t'.[;  <'  J.e.t 0  l'OC[ltOGJ'  for :');:;·" ~O'.;.t e - 20-
originally approved ancl  committed. 
One  of the chief motives for thiz behaviour  can doubtless be 
accribed to the rule that  payment  reqt~0sted may  be  less but never 
r.1orc  than the  riniount  'approved.  -·By  making a  precautionary over--· 
estimate,  which inflation  enco~'agcs,  promoters  provide for too 
lride  a  safety margin.  lfine···tenths  of the losses of appropriations 
in 1974  can no  doubt  be attributed to the psycholot;ical factor, 
whose  negative effects are felt  with full  force  on account  of the 
inflexibility of the prevailing financial regulations(l). 
Partial  refusclls of endorsement  played  only a  mar.;ino.l role in 
1974  'trhen  the final  accounts  ~·m1·e  dra1m  up. 
Th<..::se  preliminary remarl::s,  iluustre;l;ed 1·ri.th  c.  fe~T examples from 
1974,  ceer1ed  necessary to make  it easier to understand the  impact  of the 
procedural constraints o:1  hudgetn.ry and finc>.nciu.l  r.1atters  and easier to 
read the following table's. 
(1)  See 'l'able  7 1  P•  34  ss - 21-
2.  Bu4geta;Y aRPropriations 
Table  1 
Article  Item  Heading  I  Appropriations in millions of u.a. 
..  I 
500 
510 
520  5200 
Chapter 50 
Expenditure under 
Article 4 
Chapter  51 
Expenditure under 
Article 5 
Chapter  52 
Pilot  sChemes  and 
preparatory 
studies 
' 
Total lTe-.1  Socicl Ii'und  (Chapters 5q 
(2l 
Former 1'\md  !  .Chapter  5.3 
530 
540 
5301 
5302 
5401 
[ Expenditure prov-
r ided for under 
\ Article 125(1 )(o.) 
l of tho  EEC  Treaty 
1 Vocational 
[ retraining 
~  Resettlement 
'  Chapter  54 
: i!:xpendi ture prov--
; ided for under 
: Article 125(1 )(b) 
' of thJ EEC  Trt~aty 
' Conversion 
1972 
35.0 
0.25 
52) 
53.0 
2.0 
Total Social Fund  (Chapters 50-54)j  97.75 
(1)  See  p.  22,  footnote  (1). 
1973 
68.8 
153.4 
0,75 
57 .o 
3.0 
282.95 
1974 
98.8 
163.4 
0,60 
;. 
56.0 
4.0 
327.8 
., 
' 
1975 
110.0 
245.0 
0,90 
13.4 
(2)  A sur.una.ry  of  :p~ent  s  by the former  Thnd  for· tha period 1960. ·197 4 is 
in Table 6  (a.)  on  P•  3l(a). 
I 
l 
I 
i 
! 
I - 22-
Cor,liilent s  on Table  1 
- The appropriations for  1973 ;.;ere  increased. by  a  suppler.wntary  budge·~ 
of 45 million u.a. to  cover operations ttnder Article 5,  approved on 
21  Septcmbur 1973.  The  amount  of 103.4 million u.a. initially fixed 
umler Article 5  mu::  t~mo LlcrcrJ.:::od  to 153.4  ~.·,illiou u •  .:·  .• 
For the 1975  :'inv.ncia1 year  1  tho European Parliament,  for thu first 
time using its right  of amendment  with respect to non-compulsory 
expenditure,  by virtue of ne\·r  Article 203  (8)  of the  E.CC  Treaty, 
increased appropriations under Article 510  (expenditure under Article 5) 
b  35  . , 1.  (2)  y  m1- 1on u.a.  • 
The  a:athorisations of  connnitments  "shall fix for the two  following 
financial years tho  araounts up to \..rhich  commitments  mu;y  be  entered 
into  dur5.ng  th'" financial year  concerned,  under Articles 4  n.nd  5 of 
the Council  Decision of 1  February 1971.  T~ey shall b0  grouped 
according to budget year and broken  down  according to the budgetary 
nomcnclnture11 ( 3). 
(l)  For  1974:  Council  74/144 w..;;c,  I!lTRATOI'~t  ECSC:  Definitive adoption of 
the general  bu~get of the  Connnunities for the 1974 financial year 
(OJ,  17th year,  No.  L  1151  29 April 1974). 
For 1975:  European Parliament  75/136  IDR11.TON 1  ECSC,  :CEC:  Defini-tive 
adoption of the general  budget  of the  Connnunitics  for the 1975 
finMcial year  (OJ,  lOth year,  no.  L  54  oZ  20 lt,ebruary  1975 ).  The 
increasing intervention by the Parliv.mont  •·lill bo noted as  symbolized 
by the title of the budget  for 1975. 
( 2)  llmendr.lent  No.  55 by the European Parliament in  11Draft  general budget 
of the European  Communities for the 1975 financial year - Amendments 
i)1troduced by tho Assembly  which  have not  been amended  b:v  the Council •" 
(Council  -· 29  ~lovemucr 1974). 
(3)  Article 104  (3)  of the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973. - 23-
Table  2 
Financial year for  "1-Thioh  tho commitment  "1-laS  authorized 
Budget year  1973  1974  1975  1976  1977 
Article :4 
1972  10  h 
./ 
1973  60  34 
1974  so  20 
19'75  45  20 
Article 5 
1972  20  10 
1973  60  30 
1974  60  30 
1975  90  ':,5 
Comments  on Table  2; 
As  stated above,  the appropriations for  one  financial year  ~over the 
payments to be  made  during that  finlmcial year;  '):)u"l;  these. pa;;'lllent s  corres·· 
pond either to  commitment.s  entered into during that  same  y.3ar  (but  as 
explained above, in practice payments are usually made  in the· follol-ring 
budget  yee:r  as  a  result  of tho  automn.tic  carrying  r'or~rard. of out::.:t<mding 
payments),  or to commitments  already entered into in previous financial 
years by virtue of  at~thorizations of  coiJOitnents.  'l'he  latter, it d1ould 
be  stressed,  arc divided by budget  year with the resu1  t  that the  srra  of 
appropriations actually available  can be considerably  a1t~red,  dependine 
on whether the  pm-ser  to enter into commitments has been exercised  or not. 
This pm·rer  in some  ~-rays  reseml-Jles  a  mortgage  on the future,  so that  in viet-1 
of the diversity of the behaviour of different States in this r3gard,  inter-
State comparisons  cm1  be interpreted very differently depending on  ~•hether 
authoriza.tions of commitments are or are not  included in the tables,  (1) 
(1)  Soc  tt.blc 61  cectio;l II c::.nc'  thG  mx·,n::-.cy  tr>.')lo  <!lmc::  2.  The fir:Jt  ta~Jle 
cavcro the  ?..-~oo~cDtc for the 1972,  1973 and  1974  opcrntiono,  the ocoond 
covers  the  antl1oric~'.tiom: for  c:1ga.~r·c•.ttn for !.975  r.nr1  1976,. - 24-
SEOI'ION  II -·  Hesources available  and utilization of appropriations  =  --= 
1.  The  Corillnission  has recei  veU.  181  applications representinG 
403.4 m.u.a.  for operations planned in tho 1974  fina.l'lcial  ~'ear and 
l06.1m.u.a.  for operations planned in 1975  and 1976. 
Table  3  1Jolo~r CO'lparorJ  those  <:'.DOU."!t:::;  uit~1 the rosouroec  n.vn.ilable. 
It ;Jay be ur;;cful to recall thct hy rccourca:::  a.vc:.ilable  i:::  nc!".nt 
tlw initial buC:.get  appropric.tion plus the  appropriations carried 
forwnrd  on a  non-automctic basis and  consequently not  committed during 
the previous yet),r,  as  opposed to appropriations carried  for~-rCLrd on an 
automatic bc.sis,  i.e.,  committed ood still outstanding. 
Ap,plicutions filed in 1.973  and  1974  ru1d  resources  av,ailabl.~ 
f.'or  1973 
AI?J2lication~  lu·t.~.  Jl.rt. 5 •rotal 
23,1  23S.7  263.8 
Resources 
available  76.3  15G.o  234,3 
Of which: 
initiul budget  GO,C  153.4  222.2 
Non-··auto:·.mtic 
carrying· 
fortmrd 
Non ·commi ttecl 
a;epropria;·  ·· 
~  40.7 
(1) 
4.6  12.1 
40.7 
For  197~-
Art.4  Art.5  Total 
)3,6  354,0  400.4 
9C.8  209~1  307,9 
98,D  16G,4  267.2 
51.3 
(2) 
40.7 
(1) 
1.1 
40,7 
(1) 
For 1975 
Art.,1  Art.5  Total 
(p<:::-rtin1  data: see 
conunents) 
110,0  245.0  355.0 
110,0  245,0  355-0 
(51.3) 
(2) 
(51.3) 
(2) 
(1)  Tl:is  a!]propriution of 40,7  r.:,u.a.  under Article 4 1  not  committed  in 1973, 
,,rc,s  t:1r;  subject  of a  carry· -forvrard transfer  'ndcr P.rticle 5 in Sept.  1974• 
(2)  ~
1his appropriation of 51,3 m.u.a.  under Article 4,  not  corm;~ittod in 1974, 
was the subject  of an application to carry  ..  forward in 1975  from  tl1e 
Commission to the  Council at  th:::  beginning of 1975. - 25-
2.  Applications for assistance under Article 4 t--:ere  once  ~aL. 
insufficient to  exhaust  the availn.ble  appropriations.  In 1973,  40o31:,. 
of tho appropriations available 1-mder  Article 500  of thu budget  ~rere 
committed during the  fin~cial year;  the  situation improved slightly 
in 197!:,  since of a  total of  9G.G  m.u.a.  entered umler this Article, 
47.4 m.u.a.,  or 43%  were  committed.  The 40.7  m.u.a.  not utilized in 
1973  c.nd  carried for\'1ard to the 1974  finr....'lcial  j•car uere tronsferrcd to 
Article 510  o~ the budget  for actions under Article 5• 
The  opening of two  not-•  fieldo of action under Article 4  (migrant 
\·IOrkers  e.nd  h~dicappcd persons)  \iO.S  decided by tha  Council  on 27  June 
1974  and came  into force  in mid July 1974(l). 
Bearing in mind the date  a.nd  the time needed by promoters to 1·rork 
out their projects,  it is obviou::;  thr.t  the  nmount  of applic.J.tic.,n::;  for 
assi.stance •nth respect to the 1974  financial year was  limited. 
FUrthermore  1  Hi th reco.rd to he.ndicapped persons,  the restricted ::1ature 
of the decision  tcl~en by the  Council  has  limited recourse to appropriations 
under Article 4i  consequently mmw  n.pplioations have still b ;2:a  accepted 
under Article 5• 
Hith regard to the 1975  fin<mcial year,  applications for  c.id 
received in the first  quarter of 1975  confirmed the trend  slYnm  by the 
previous  commitment  of 38.4 m.u.u.  for authorizations of comri :.rro11ts: 
the approprin.tions  of 110 m.u.a.  entered under Article 500  0~':  t:-:.("  budget 
lrl.ll  no  longer be uncler-··used.  It may  be  that  greater selectivity 
will have to be  applied to applicationo under Article 4 n.s  .. in the case of 
Article ;. 
T;1e  application for  a  curry·-over of 51.3 m.u.n..  was  submi1.~"Jd by 
the  Cot1llll zsion to far.ili  tn.t e  the  i.rnrnediat e  launchinG of restrt:  >Jt.urin.; 
opcrctions t-1hich  uere the subject  of a  proposal  by the  Comr.1i.:::~,  ... •)n  to 
the  Cm.u.ci.l. 
(1)  Article 4  of the hro Decisions referred to: ...  ,,non the fifth clay 
folloiril!g its publicn.tion  ~~ the Official Journal  of the European 
Cominnn::.ti.0s. 11  The  publication is dated 9  July 1974:  OJ  No,  L 135, 
PP•  20·23, - 26-
3.  Applications for aid under Article 5 h;:wn  once .again fo.r  exceeded 
the amount  of resources available.  Applications  exceeded the funds 
available by  50/>  in 1973  and  oven by  llofo in 1974.  Despite the self·· 
imposed limitation on  the part  of national governments  which led 
them to be more  selective before for\·ro.rding  applications to the 
Co:.rrnL;sion  and to  n.ccept  total or partin1  vri. thdra\fals during the 
exo.mi~ation or  cases  7  resources  were  so  loH that without  the ad.di tional 
contrib~tion of tho transfer of 40.7  m.u.a.  in September 1974,  the 
.!!'unci  Committee  would have  found itself in a  position Hhere it could 
do  no  moro  than adopt  inherently unso.tisfadory solutions  (mtper-· 
imposition of critcrio.)(l). 
It  sho·J.ld be reco.ll  od ( 2)  that  siuce :>7. 5 me u.  v..  had already been 
conffi1ittec,  in 1973  (through the procedure  of authorizations of commit·· 
r.1ents  for  subsequent  financial years) for the 1974  financial year for 
operations under Article 51  the  amount  of a,propriationc still in 
fa~t n.vailable under this heading was  reduced on 1  Jan~~J 1974  to 
110.9  m.u.a,  instead of the  16G-~ m.u.a.  entered in the budGet. 
4;..  ~hlo 4  ;::ho~r;:;  thn  cunulat1ve anou;;.nc  ~.pprovec1.  1-Yy  t'1e  Cor:u:Jisnion,  -.u:.~1.er 
Articlc:J 4  and 5  <J.nd  by  cou.'1try in  ~n.u.e. for tho  operatioilO to be  carried 
out  in 1974  o.lo:,~c. 
(1)  Seo  IntroJ.uction nnd for details Chapter III, Section 2,  bcloH. 
(2)  See  previous Annual  Report  for the 1973  financial yco.r,  Chapter II, 
Sec.tion 2 1  Table  51  P•  16  of the offset  edition. - 27-
:£al?l!:  ~ 
Country  Article 4  Article 5  Total 
' 
J  Belgium 
j  0.9  5~6  6.5 
! Denmark  12.2  12.2 
j 
18.7  2c.o  1 Germany  9.3 
i France  16.3  33.2 
~o  c: 
I  Ireland 
-~  ,10-' 
7.2  9.6  16.8 
i 
4.8  67.7  72.5  l Italy 
l Lu.:;:er.1bourg 
: 
!  Netherlands  0.9  5·9  6.8 
i  !  United Kin1rdom  8.0  54.2  62.2 
! 
1 
j TOTAL  47.4  207.1  25C: '': 
' 
The  follo"'ring tabla  shorts  tho  amount  of commitments  accumulated at 
the  end of 1974  for the 1975  and  1976  finnncial years,  on 1he basis of 
authorizat:i.ons  of commitments referred to in Table 2. 
Corresponding t~ previouo  a.pprov~ls 1  as at 
31  December  1974 
1975  1976 
Article 4  38o4  16.8 
·~ 
Article 5  53.4  10.5 
Concecruently,  under Article 41  appropriations still in far  1 :  r.vailo.ble 
on 1  J<mna..'-'Y  1975  amounted to 110.0 m.u.a.  - 3C.4  m,u.c..  =  71,0 ··1.,u..a. 
(the ar\··.··.ir:ation to carry-·forHard 51.3 m.u.a.  Has  pendinG bof(::·a thu  Council). 
U1cor  Article  5  appropriations still in fact  available  on 
1  Janua...  :.975  amounted to 245.0 m.u.a..  ···  53.4 m.u.n..  =  191.6 ;it.·''-•"'·• ,.. 
• 
- 28-
b  ·:im-l  of the  cornplc~:i  ty of the procedures  and tables, it seemed worth-
wile to  recapitulat~, for 31  Decemher  1974  (1),  the total number  of  commitments 
brol:en  down  by  country and by Article ( 4  and 5)  since the entry into force  of 
the new  European Social Fund  (2) for operations carried out  in 1972,  1973  and 
1974 (1). 
Table 6 
Recapitulation of  commiti:Jents,  by Article and  by countcy,  expressed 
in  m.u~a. since the entEr into force  of  th~ new  Social FUnd  on  1  J~ua;y 
.±.9.15.  for  operations  carried out in 1972,  1973  a.'1d  1974  (2) 
member  States 
Belgi'.ll!! 
Dennark 
Gern.a.;.w 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdon 
TOTAL 
Operations 
Article 4 
1.6 
18.8 
30.7 
7.9 
4.8 
1.7 
9c9 
75•4· 
Operations 
Article 5 
13.J 
17.3 
39ol 
64.0 
18.7 
117.3 
0(191 
13o7 
109.7 
393•7 
Total  % 
15.4  3.30 
17.3  3.68 
5G,o  12.36 
94.7  20.17 
26.6  5.68 
122.1  26.03 
0(!07  o.o2 
15.4  3.28 
119,6  25.48 
469.4  100% 
------
(1)  Com~itments under Article 4 cover the priod 1 January 1973  to  31  December 1974. 
Those  under Article 5  cover the period 1  l&ty  1972  to  31  December  1974•  It 
should be noted that the first two  decisions  (textile and agriculture)  of the 
Council at the  begi~'1ing of Article 4,  dated 19  December  1972,  were published 
in the Official Journal  on  28  December  1972  and  ca~e into  force•~ the fifth 
day follovring its date of publication in the Official Journal of the European 
Communi ties  •" 
For a  SUlllLlary  of commitments  and authorisations of commitments  (period 1972-
1976)  see  Annex  2.  -
(2)  Figures  and percentages are rounded • - 29-
6.  Although the table is rer::tricted to the six oriGinal  l:~embur 
States,  it mey  be  of interest to annex  a  similar recapitulative · 
tn.ble  concerning paymento  by the former Fund  during the period 
20  September 1960  - 31  Decembur  1974•  'l'he  fi[;ures and 
percentages are rounded. 
Table  6a  -- ..... --
Qla. Social l•'und  (in m.u.a.) 
Nember  Stn.te  Vocational  Resettlement  Totnl 
retraining  (item 5302  (Chapter 
(item 5301  of the  53  of the 
of the budget )  budget)  budget) 
f 
! Belg'ium 
l  12.7  12.7 
l  Germrozy  155.0  4.0  159.8 
\ ltl'anco 
'  48.0  2.5  50·5 
I  Italy  136.4  4.3  140.7 
\ Luxembourg 
i 
\ ~Tetherlru1ds  15.6  0.1  15.7 
368.)  10.9  379.4 
% 
3.3 
42.1 
13.3 
37.1 
0 
4.1 
100  ~~ - 30-
~~~!~J~.~:~ - The  fina~cial  operation  of tho  European Social Fuqd 
1.  Im;erovement  of the general rJgtclai;o:r"J  framework 
t'lhile not  wishing to duplicate the "Replies by the  Cormnission  of 
the European  Communities to the  observation~ contained in the report  of 
the  Audit  Bom-d  on the accounts for the financial year 1973"(l),  attention 
should be  clrmm  to  some  points .in that  document  \..rhich  are particularly 
relevant  to the Social FUnd. 
In the matter of control,  nthc  capital importance of the coordination 
of the national and  Community  audits has been stressed by the Audit 
Board  (poi  3 of its report):  the  Corrunission  expresses satisfaction 
at this because it considers that in the present  state of development 
of the  Communi ties the inadequacies of the  Community  audit  cM only be 
mitigated by strengthening the coordination with the national  n.udits"(2). 
In order to facilitate the tnsk of the Audit  Bom-d,  two  internal notes 
(dated 15  June 1973  and 2  July 1974)  have  laid do\m  the  \..rorking  methods 
to be used by the  Conuaission departments(3). 
In order to  establish the  11rules of implementation"  provided for by 
.Article 118 of the Financio:;.l  Regulation of 25  April 1973,  the 
Commission  prepared a  ~aft,set out  in 17  chapters  and 88  articles, 
uhich Has  approved by the European Pn.rliament,  the  Court  of Justice, 
and the Economic  n.nd  Social  Committee in :the  course .of 1974, 
(l)  &::C  Directorate-General for Budgets:  Document  Uo.  XJ.X/300/75  (volume I, 
88  pages  and II,  27  pages). 
(2)  Ibid,  pages 7 and 8. 
(3)  See  also the  cobrnunication of 3  December  1973,  entitled "Strengthening 
and  improvement  of budgetary control  and procedures",  which was  sent  to 
tre Parlinr:.ent  and the  Council.  In addition to proposals of  e.  political 
"1e.t".l.rc  (the  strengtheninr: of the  powers  of Parliament in budgetary  · 
ma.t·i;ers,  the  creation of a  European Audit  Office which would be totally 
independent  and invested with the '!tridest  powers  and means  of investi--
gation),  the  communication contains  a  summary  of certain decisions 
taken by the  Conmission:  creation of posts of controllers temporarily 
attached to the different  operational Directorates--General, including 
the Social Fund;  verification by random  saQpling by the nationn.l 
administrations,  ru1d  a.udits  CBrried out  where there is presumptive 
evidence of fraud  or bad  ~anage8ent, etc. - 31-
The  Council had  not  reached the epd of its  conmllt?~ive~rocedure by 
March  1975.  The  Commission  zr:eam·thile  decided to make  tho "rules of 
i:Jplernentation"  of the Finencial Regulation provisionally applicabl·e 
by  its departments \dth effect  from  1  January 1975(l). 
Lastly,  the  Commission  adopted,  on  20  December  1974,  some 
11intcrnal 
rules for the  implementation of the general budget  of the European 
Communities  (Commission  section)" which  are  applic<'-ble  as from 
1  January 1975  by  all the Commission's  departments(2). 
- The  definition of the unit  of account  in Article 10  of tho Financial 
Regulation is based on  gold.  But  inflation and monetary disorder 
have  n<M  opened  en  ever-·groldng gap betueen the official rates and 
the rate used by the financial institutions from  d~ to day.  The 
solution finally proposed by the  Commission(3),  and  adopted on 
18  Hnrch 1975  by the Council,  ~rhich alreaccy- made  use of it for the 
EEC/ACP  Lome  Convention,  was  the creation of a  netv- unit  of account, 
know  as the  "basket  \Uli t  of account",  an average of the  vt>..lue  of n.ll 
the  Community  currencies.  The  expected extension of the use of this 
\Ulit  of account  vlill bring about  a  profound change  in management  methods: 
claims  and  expenditure  commitment~ will be  stated in units of account 
and  exchanged for their equivalent  in the national  currency in 
question at the rate obtaining on  the date of settlement(4). 
2.  Payment  dffficulti~s:  causes nnd  remedies 
Section I  of this Chapter  outlined the main  proced~al re.straints 
(carrying forward limited to one  year,  cancellation of appropriations, ••• ) 
on  the financial  operation  of the Fund.  Instead of continuing the 
analysis alone these lines and  thus risk becoming too abstract,  the 
best  way  of illustrating the difficulties in the field of payments is 
to describe exactly what  happened in 1974. 
{1)  Ibid.,  pages 9 and  10. 
(2)  Ibid.,  pa(;e  15. 
(3)nnd  (4)  Ibid.,  pages  10  to 20. - 32-
a)  Of  the  92  decisior.sto grant aid from  the ESF,  committing 181.5 m.u.a. 
in the  1973  financial year,  adopted by  the  Commission in December  1973, 
only a  small proportion  (1.2 million u.a.) was  paid out  in 1973,  the 
rest  (180.3 million u.a.) being carried forward to 1974.  Since the 
Financial Regulation limits the time for which  commitments  may  be 
carried forward,  the remaining money  must  be  paid out  before the 
end of the  1974  financial year, if the grant is not to be  cancelled(1). 
The  Cowndssion  faced the difficult  choice of adhering strictly to 
the rules - on  which Financial  Control,  in accordance with its 
task,  based its objection to various  proposals for payment  amounting 
in all to 48.6 million u.a. - or giving priority to the political 
imperative of financing promoters,  whose  good faith was  not in 
dispute,  with the appropriations allocated to projects alreaqy 
approved.  The  Commission  decided to authorise these payments  and at 
the  ~ruae time took administrative steps to prevent the problems recurring. 
Without  going into details, which will be given their place in the next 
Report  of the Audit  Board and the  Replies  of the  Commission  of the 
European  Communi ties  7  a  summary  of the difficulties met  and their causes 
may  be useful in indicating the measuces  which the  Commission  hc.s 
decided to take. 
b)  There are two main reasons for these difficulties: 
Firstly,  the book-keeping systems  of the beneficiaries were ill-
adapted to the new  complex regulations governing the Fund.  The 
principle that aid from the Fund  should be granted "on the basis of 
the actual cost  of the ope:cations11(2)  implies a  system  of book-
keeping in which each separate item of expenditure for which reimburse-
ment  is required can  be identified.  But  this requirement in turn 
assumes that the minimum  requirement  for the introduction of a 
request  for payment  should be  made  clear and  certain variations in 
interpretation, in particular concerning the various types of grant 
( 1)  Article  5  (5)  of the Regulation  "• •••  at the latest by  15  January 
following",  i.e. by  15  January  1975,  to be  more  precise. 
(2)  Article  3  of  Council  Regulation  (EE:C)  T:To.  2396  of 8  November  1971. - 33-
eligible for aid from the fund  should be eliminated.  Even if e::cpari~ 
ence  aho,-re  that the use of lump  sum  rates ia necessary or desirable(l), 
rules and methods of .calculation must  be laid doHn  in order to prevent 
una.ccept able lrucness. 
- Secondly the time actually available for auditing is too  short  and 
too  overloaded.  This point  has been sufficiently discussed in 
Section I  of this Chapter  and need not  be  repeated:  problems of time 
limits for presenting requests for payment,  disturbance of the  ad!i1ini 
strative machinery caused by the late  Council  D~ciuion (late September 
1974)  to  car~J forward 40.7  million u.a.;  restriction of the 
period lor 'Tirhioh  ffi(J'j~o;·  ~1ay bo  CC',rriod  over (1  year). 
o)  Io~t of the r::l! :cdirm  h.r,vc  c:.iroc.dy  hero~ ougge'lrtcd  :I.L~  thic Mc.lynb of 
the causes of the difficulties met,  and are  their natural ~oooo. 
B,y  their nature they  c~~ot be  eliminated at  once but  re~~ire continu-
ous action at  several levels.  Uhile not  wishing to overlap with 
the next  Annual  Report  1  a  list mew  be given of the t1ain measures 
decided by the  Commission  on  5 }ierch 1975,  l'lhich  must  be  talcen  in 1975; 
....  Introduction of standard forms or dossiers for requests for  approval 
and  p~cnt;  simplified presentation of the Social F\Lnd  regulations. 
----------
(1)  Article 2  (2)  of Rerulation  (EEC)  No.  2397/71  states moreover that 
"the Commission  may,  in respect  of certain aids,  fix the maxiraum  tJmount 
of assistance  fro~ the Fund or determine  a  method for calculating the 
costs towards which  tho Fund will contribute".· - 34-
Elimination of variations in interpretation of  Community  Regulations. 
Detcmin.?..tion of  c:1ses  •·rhere  a  lumJ.>··SU.TJ  rate is inevitable,  o.nd 
clefinition of the- calculutin{; method:::  to be  useclo 
:::ntroduction of a  period of 6Tace  for requests for  payment 
(modificution of  Council Regulation  (~c) No.  850/72). 
Prer·aration of directives for on-the-spot verification. 
Prolonga.t ion of th;.;  period in Hhich  carried over credits mey  be 
used. 
d) 'l'hese difficulties behiad tho deleys in introducing requ(!sts for 
~ayr;1ent  have  n2.turally led to the loss of  appropr~ations (see 
Gcctio11  I  (1)  above) 
This  development  is shown in Tables  7,8 and 9  which follo••· 1  .. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
~~~~~.I 
Article 5  ""  Fj•1r>ncial  situation at 1  J<muary  1975  (in u.a.) 
Total appropriations 
avnilD.ble  in financial year 
of which  - initial budget 
- non-e.utomatic 
carry-over 
- automatic  carry-over 
Appropriations cancelled 
Commitments: 
a)  appropriations c>.pproved 
for 1972 
b)  appropriations approved 
for  1973 
c)  appropriations approved 
for  1974 
Payments  ronde  during the 
financie1 year 
Payments  outstanding 
121..4 
361.335.552) 10 
168.400.000,00 
40.712.331,47  (a) 
152.223.220,63 
23.848.430,72  (b) 
207.108.863,63 
2.395.259,60 
45-942.669,32 
158.770.934,62 
176.824.748,07  (c) 
160.662.373,31  (d) 
121.2 
405.662.373,31 
245.000.000,00 
160.662.373,31 
53.391.449,21 
1.061.840,00 
10.928.823,61 
41.400.785,60 
(c)  carried-forward from  1973 to 
1974 under Article 500  of the 
Budget  and transferred. to 
Article 510  by  Council in 
September 1974  .. 
(b)  22.781.786,50 u.a.  from 
appropriations  autom~tical~ 
carried-forward from  the 
1973  financial year,  918 122 
u.a.  non-automatic  carry-
over fron the  1973 financial 
year and 1.065.726,00 u.a. 
from  the uncoQIDitted  approp-
riations for the  1974 
financial yeer. 
(c)  Includes 129.441.434,15 u.a. 
from  the automatic carry-
over from  the 1973 financial 
yeer;  40.711.413,23 u.a.  on 
transferred  appropri~tions 
carried-forward  (see note  (a)) 
and 6.671.900,69 u.a.  pay-
ments  on appropriations from 
the 1974 financial year. 
(d)  and therefore automatically 
carried-over to 1975. 
c,..o  ..... 
p. 
I TABLE  8 
BREAKJXlWN  BY  OOilNTRY  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  UNDER  ARTICLE  5  IN  THE  1974  FINANCIAL  YEAR 
- -
~ancial  .vear  :_  Article_ 510 of Budp;et  ( 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  United  Kingd•m  TOTAL  --~--
A,  Carried  forward  bv  Council 
ApprmprL:lticms  (a)  - - - - - - - - - 40.712.331,40 
unco:nrnitt~ed on  31  December  1974  (b)  - - - - - - - - 918,20 
Committ~d on  31  DeceUlber  1974  - - - 470-744,85  - 40.240,668,38  - - - <10.711.413,20 
-
Pa1d  on  31  Df"!cember  1974  - - - 470.744,85  - 40.240.668,38  - - - 40.711.413,20 
R.  ~oriations for  l~Ull  financial  ::z::ear 
Appropriations  (initial budget)  - - - - -
- - - - 168.400.000,00 
uncommitted  on  31  December  1974  (c)  - - - - - - - - - 1oo65.  726,00 
--1--
Commi tte<:!d  on  31  DecPmber  1974  ').618.0')9,)4  12.2)2, )06,66  18.661.347,28  33.468.167,48  9.6)6.666,05  27.669.592,)0  7 .. 120,00  5-853.245,85  54.187.769,04  167.)34.274,00 
------- --
Paid  on  31  D~c~mber 1974  (d)  - - - 247,683,55  2.15G.361,60  4.267,85~  .• 54  - - - 6.671-900,60 
Payments  Qut standing  (•)  5.618.059, 34  12.2)2.)06,66  18.661.)47,28  33.220.483,93  7 .480, 304,45  23.401.7)6,76  7.120,00  5-853.245,85  54.187.769,04  160.662.373,30 
- --
(n)  Tran~fer:red  carr;:t-over  uf 40.7 million u.a.  Se~ note  (a) of Table 7.  These  appropriations  .,.,.ere  not  cemmitted  ln  1973  and thus  formed. a  non-automatic  carry-over requiring Council  approval. 
(b)  And  1;herefore  cancelled,  as carry-over is limited to 1  year  (see note  (b) t0 Table 7 ). 
(c)  C<)J]celled  as no  request  for  carry-ever was  Gent  ta the  Col.Ulcil  (see note  (b) to Table 7 ). 
(d)  See note  (c) to  ~able 7. 
(e)  And  therefore automatically carried-over to the  1975 financial year  (see Table 7,  note  (d)). 
<:..:>  ... 
aP 
I TABLE  9 
BREAKOOWN  llY  OOUNTRY  OF  APPROPRIATIONS  UNDER  ARTICLF:  4(1)  IN  THE  1974  FINANCIAL  YF..AR(1) 
(m u.a.) 
197.1  Financial  year  Arti_c~O_O of the  Budget 
B~lp:iu.m  Denmark  Germa.rzy  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxembourg  Netherlands  United Kingdom 
- - -
c.  Aopropriation~ for  1974  - -
- -
Uncornmi tted  on  31  Deccrnbr.or  1974  - -
------ ~----·-- -----··---~------
Cor.JJd.tted  on  31  December  197il  92<;,600,00  - 9.288.918,04  16.305.921 '75  7.2)9.197,21  A,772,076,10  861.187,85  8.044.366,80 
~-- 1-·--
Paid  on  31  De~ember 197.1  - - 1.797.962,40  170.599,38  - - -
Paymentr:  outstand1n;;  925.600,00  9.288.918,04  16.305.921 '75  5·441.234,81  4.601,476, 72  861.187,85  8.044.366,80 
-· 
(a)  And.  ther~fore automatically  carried-over to 1975. 
(l)  Since the  comm1tment  or credit!:: under Article 4  is not  as  complex as under Arhcle '),  Table  9  gives only  the breakdown  by  country  on4  should be  used together with Table 8. 
TOTAL 
98.800,00,-
51.362.732,25 
47.437.267,  1o 
1,968.561,  78 
<15.468. 705,97 
c..o 
"""  0 
I - 35-
=====.::::==== 
THE  OPEP..ATIOUS  OF  THE  SOCIAL  FUND 
This Chapter  r;onsists of four  sections~  (1)  operations unc'..er  Article 4; 
( 2)  operations under Article 5;  ( 3)  stu!J.ies  and  pilot projects (Article 7 
of Council  Re~l<'..tio;-1  (EEC)  No.  2396/fl);  (4)  effectiveness of Fund assistance. 
In thif?.  in·J:roduction,  a  rer.1ark  should be made  concerning both the 
operations  of the Europeru1  Socio.l  Fund  as  a  •·rhole  rmd  operations carried  out either 
under Article 4  or under Article  5,  viz..  th:>t  in pr~'ctice  it  is  not 
8.1w·.y;:;  possible.  to  r.Ji.l.kc  n  <:le"lr  distinction  between types  o:f  opera-
tion,  for instance,  when  the  reculat.ions themselves partially obscure  or 
blur the distinctiors.  Thus,  Article  4  has  been extended to cover handicapped 
persons,  although the general provisions of Article  5 still remain in force. 
Moreover,  the  structure and  organization of vocational  traininG vary from  one 
country to cnother anc1.  often c·r.i:'c.hin  the  same  country,  depending on the region, 
sector or even level  of qualification:  a  former  agricultural Norker may  have 
to attend  a  specific centre,  •·rhich  •rill not be  the centre attended  by a 
Helder  \vishing to obtain a  highly skilled qunlification.  In other words,  the 
cntegorics  ( er;onornic  sectors  t  regions,  ngricul  turc,  \vomen,  etc.) referred to 
in tho rules do not  always  closely coincide  •lith operational  categories, 
+h<J.t  is,  the actual  steps tc>.ken  by  the promoters,  'I.Jho  operate in a  specific  loc11.l 
·or  l~G(~ioncl: setting,  and  vJhere  the training infrastructure possesses a 
specific technical  capacity and  material resources.  Thus,  former  agricul-
tural  v.rorkers  are frequently the  subject of a  "regional"  operation under 
Article 5;  similarly,  an  operation carried out  on  behalf of persons leaving 
agriculture  m<.:cy  also affe<:t  a  certain number  of workers dismissed  by a  small - 36-
Operations relating to agriculture end the textile industJ'37  hr..ve 
been  merged under  one  p,nd  the  same  heading in the .i.rticle 4  t2bles,  bec'"-uso 
of th'l  froquenc3r  of  such  "mixed"  oper!:',tions. 
Table 1 below gives  an  overcll picture of operations in the 1974 
finnncio.l  year,  broken  dmm  r..ccording to country  and divided into three 
categories:  Article 4  operationa,  Article  5  ope~ati.ons on behalf of hn.r:di·-
cnpped persons  and  other Article 5 operations.  A  srur~n"Iary table,  prepared 
on  31  December  197 4  ( 1),  giving n  siQi lar breakdo1·m  and  coveri:::1g the 1orholc 
of the 1972/1976  period,  is given in Annex  2  to this report. 
Table  1 
1  9  7  ~· 
I~e:rr.ber  -------,--_,_t 
St~tes 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
France 
Ireland 
Itcly 
Luxembourg 
Netherlo..nds 
United 
Kingdom 
Article 4 
9. 288.918,  o.~ 
16.305.921,75 
?.239.197,21 
4.772.076,10 
861.137,135 
8.044.366,80 
%  /~tiole 5  %  l~ticle 5 otherl  % ! 
.-;----..;.....1_1~Yldicapped  :----+i  thon  hc.nclicappedj 
19,58 
3!) f  37 
15,26 
10,06 
1,82 
16,96 
1.~89.  547 ,J2 
8.923.333,33 
'·12 .188.443117 
5·239.579,04 
966,816,00 
2.625.621,00 
5.020,00 
2.140.814,92 
3,~5 
20,65 
28,21 
12,13 
2,24 
6,08 
4.128.5ll,52 
3.3013.973,33 
6  •.  172.904,11 
27.980. 90:1., 89 
8.669.850,05 
65.068.344,48 
2, 52: 
2,021 
3,951 
17,071 
5,29 i 
39,70: 
(1)  Having been drmm up on  31  Deceraber  197<1.  this tnble,  since it does  not  include 
the  1977  financial year,  d.::.verges  slightly from the  ::JUJJ'JOELI'Y  table  dravm  up  on 
1  Jar~J.ary  1975,  1·1hich is included as  'l'[.Lble  6  in Cha!)ter II. - 37-
~~~~~=1 - ~rations under Article  4 
1.  Two  neu areas for  intervention under Article  Lit. 
Up  to July 1974 the Social Fund  had  only intervened in the  t>V'O  areas 
specified by the  tvm  Council  Decisions  of 19  December  1972:  (i) "in favour 
of persons  occupied  in the textile industry",  whether employed  or self-
employed,  and  who  are to pursue activities in that  same  capacity,  either 
within that  industry or  outside it (l);  (ii)11for persons leaving agriculture 
to pursue non-agricultural activities;'  1  vrhethcr in an  employed  or  self-
employed  capa.city"(2). 
It should be noted that the  Council  limited the validity of the 
"textile industry1
'  decision to three years,  that is, until the end  of the 
1975  financial  yoar, 
By its tvJO  Decisions of 27  June 1974- 1  the Council decided to  open  the 
intervention of the  Fund  to  two  new  categories: 
a)  ~ho:,ant  Horke,}'2( 3) 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
(4) 
Althoue,h at  tho  present  sto.gc  in the  developo<::nt  of the  Community  no 
concerted.policy·on migratiou exiets  (4),  the  Council  n~vertheless 
consid.erGd it c-.ppropriate  to provicle  assistance  from the Social Fund 
for migr&'lt  11orkcrs,  with  tNo  aims  in mind: 
- to improve  the  conditions accompanying the migration of  workers  and 
their integration into  a  new  social and  working environment; 
- to ensure  a  be~ter b~lance in the use  of Community  manpower,  taking 
accoun~ of the need  for  grovnh in the central areas of the Community 
and  the priority to be  given to the development  of backward  areas. 
OJ  EC  No.  L  291/160 of 28  December  1972  (72/4-29/EEc). 
OJ  EC  No,  L 291/158  of 28  December  1972  (72/428/EEC). 
OJ  EC  No,  L 185/20 of 9 July 1974  (7!:/327/FJ?.C). 
See  !~ction  ProGr~mme  on  behQlf  of  migrant  workers 
and  their families"  submitted  oy  the Commission to the Council  (COM(74)2250 
of 18  December  1974)  pursuant to the Com10il  Resolution of  21  January 1974 
concerning a  social action programme. - 38-
Such  Here  the  guidelines for the mo.in  points in the Council  Decision. 
This  Decision provides for action at three levels: 
- In the firPt place,  assistnnce  from  the Fund  is to be  granted for 
operations,  particularly vocational training operations,  on behalf of 
workers  who  are migratine or have  migratecl  from  one  Community  country 
to another.  These  operations must  form part of integrated programmes 
whereby the effectiveness and  continuity of action throughout 
successive phases of migration mn.y  be  ensured.  The  measures  taken within 
the  framework  of the integrated proGI"ammes  must,  moreover,  be  consistent 
with  the  objectives of the  Community policy on industrial and  regional 
development  {Article 1  of the Decision). 
- Secondly,  the Fund is to provide assistance touards measurer::  designed to 
facilitate the reception and  integration of migrants  and  their families 
into the social and  working envirorunent  of the host  country.  Grants from 
the Fund  are intended to cover "costs of allow<mces granted to reception, 
information and  guidance  services(l  ) 11  and  the  costs of basic.language 
courses and  speCialized· teaching( 2)  given to the children of migrant  uorkers. 
Both  Community migrant  workers  and  migrant  workers  from  non-member  countries are 
eligble for  such assistnnce  (Article.  2  of. the  Decision). 
- Lastly,  the Social Fund  may  grunt  assistance to encourage both the basic 
and  further training. of welfare  workers  and  teachers a  .. ealing tvi th !Jligrant 
t'lorkers  and  their families  (Article  3  of the Decision). 
At  the  same  time  as the adoption by the Council  of the  joint action 
programme  for the vocational  and  social  integration of handicapped persons, 
it was  decided to give the Fund  po~~rs to intervene under Article 4 on 
behalf of handicapped persons.  Since this ncH  type  of aid  corJplements 
(1) Aid  B  20. 
(2) Aid not  covering the  cost  of normal  teaching. (cf'  .•  :new  aH B ?.·LI, 
(3)  OJ  EC  No.  L 185/22  of 9 July 1974 '(7~/328/EEC). - 39-
rather  than  repl~lCCS  th~t  granted  Und.::r  t..:rticle  5, 
the Council  considered that it should be  concentrated  on  operations likely 
to hL'..vo  a  multiplier effect end  ::1ninly directed at improving the  quality 
of the  te~ching methods  and facilities used to help to fit handicapped per3ons 
into social and  working life. 
Given  this perspective,considerQtion can be  given  to operntions  of  the 
follovling kinds: 
(i)  short-term demonstration projects aimed at plncing handicapped persons 
in the  optimum  position for  achieving a  successful  integration.  These 
are not  the pilot  schemes  referred to in Article  7  of Council  Regulation 
(EEC)  No.  2396/71 (l) but ren.d.aptation measures  intended to e.pply,  for the 
first time,  the positive results obtained by  experimentation. Application 
of such  results on  a  wider  scale  Nould.  not be  a  "model"  operation and  would 
comG  under Article  5. 
(ii) courses  of basic  o.nd  advanced training for the various categories of 
staff  active  in the reintecration of handicapped persons  (functional 
ren.d.aptation,  guidance,  training,  placement)  and  for specialists in 
teacher training.  The  preparatory work  for the  Decision,  particularly 
that undertaken under  the  joint action programme  mentioned above,  indicated 
that,  through  such  courses,  assistance from  the Fund  should aim  nt  bringint, 
nbout  the  following  improvements  in the  trnining of instructors: 
- a  d.eeper  understanding of the many  aspects of a  handicap  and  the 
consequent  need for a  r;ontinuous,  all-embracing process  linkin~ 
tog'Bther  the various phases  of reintegration into soci2.l  and  >mrking 
life; 
- t:'rdnin,cs in e.utodidn.ctic raethods  and  in multidisciplinary  'l'lOrk~ 
-an aptitude fur the prepartion,  supervision and  assessment  of the 
training programme. 
(1)  of.  Section III  of this  chapter. - 40-
2.  _b._pp_rovals 
Despite an improvement  compared with 1973,  tile total amount  for whic;h 
applications were  submitted under lii'tiole  4- in 1974  was  still considero.bly 
less than the funds  available in the  bud~et(l). 
Tro.ble  2  below  shows  the operc.tions  npproved uncler  Jil:-ticle  4,  as 
of 31  December  197•:.,  for the 1974,  1975  and 1976  finr.nci~~l years,  broken 
down  according to the area of intervention(2). 
Table  2 
Qp_£r~tio!!s_a,EP.EO.Ye.!! .!±ll§:e.E  fF!i.~l.£ .:1  (m. u. a.) 
(Situntion on  31  December  1974) 
----------------- --..-,..---
For 1971  ~  For 1975  ,  For 1976  Totd 
r-------·-------+--------~-----------L------- ~  ~  j 
llcgriculture/  l  I 
~  Textiles  37.1J  2(.3  j  14.9 
I  I~IigrOJ'lt  vTOrkers!  8.0  ll.2  I 
l  Handicapped  I  l 
i  persons  1 
!  :  1.6 
[ Toto.l 
'  1).7.4  16.8  102.6 
It will be noted that the toto.l for operations  u.pproved  for the 
1974  finencial yec.r,  that if.:  /).7 oL1  million Uoao t  can 'be  divided into: 
- 1973 <'!pprova1s  for operations to be  carried out  in 197,1,  totalling 
7.54  million u.ae,  and 
1974 approvals for  operations to be  carried out  in 19741  totalling 
39.90 million u.a. 
(1)  The  exact  figures have  alre~~ been Jiven in Chapter II above. 
(2)  Except  in respect  of agriculture o.nd  textiles,  for the  reo.son given 
in the introduction to this Chapter. - 41  -
3.  Major  characteris.tics of applications for  assist~lC,e (Article 4) 
At  the beginning of this Chapter,  mention  was  made  of a  certain over-
·lapping between areas or categories (agriculture and textiles,  agriculture 
and regions,  handicapped persons Article 4 and Article 5); it Should  also be 
pointed  out that,  in principle,  the decisions on  the extension of Article 4 
Should  not be  regarded as the final  stage  or  culmination of a  policy but 
rather as the starting point for  the  poo~ination of objectives.  To  the 
of  obJect~ves 
extent that  only limited coordinatior;V"has  so  far been achieved there is the 
risk ofnumerous,  highly diverse applications. 
a) Persons  occupied  in the textile industry 
The  foregoing remark applies particularly to a  number  of applications in 
the textile sector where  the existance  of "quantitative or qualitative 
structural  cha.nt,--esH  are affecting,  or threatening to affect  emJ)loyment  may 
certainly be  presumed  to be  taking place,  but  are not always clearly defined. 
As  regards movement  to occupations outside the textile industry,  two  types 
of applications  nr~dominP.tedg first,  clearly defined operations indicating 
new  occupations and  second.,  general training projects for certain groups 
of persons. 
The  "Te::tile" applications approved  in 197 4  for  operations· to be  carried 
out  in 1974  vrero  for a  total of 5.13 million u.a.,  that is almost  one 
eighthof the total for "Article 4"  applications approved  in 1974 for 
operations to be  carried out  in 1974  (that is,  39.90 million u.a.), 
b)  Persons  leavin_g__wicultur~ to pursue non-agricultural activities. 
Here  too, a  large proportion of the applications vrere  for  groups of 
persons undergoing training within the general vocational training system. 
This is hardly satisfactory,  since it does not provide  sufficient guarantee 
that  such  operations are part  of well-defined programmes  drawn  up in 
accordance  trlith  a  specific retraining policy. - 42-
In 197LI,  hm~ve:-,  proerru:t'lles  fully  satisfyinG the  requirements  of the 
Council  Decision  were  irJplemented  in two  countries experiencing a 
considerable drift from  the  land.  They consisted largely of regional 
or local  schemes to promote,  in the  same  ~re0,re-em,lo:~ent in the 
tourist trade,  the builnint:; industry or  environment  i~proveuent work 
in woodland  or coastal districte.  Some  large public  underta~ings also 
applied to the  Fi.u1d  for asoistance  1.v-ith  cpecific programraes which  involved 
changes  in their recruitment  policy to favour persons  leaving agriculture. 
The  1974  financial  year  sa1,r  considerable progress,  therefore,  in the 
use of the  Social Fund  as a  catalyst in the retraining of former  agricultural 
workers,  mich NaS  the purpose  of more  than half the applications approved  in 
1974  for  operations to be  carried out  in  197~ under Article 4,  that is,  2Q.o8 
million u.a.  out  of 39.90 million u.a. 1  leaving aside  certain mixed  operations 
of the "agriculture/textiles11  type  uhich  accounted for  }.22 million u.a. 
The  time required for  such programmes  to yield results mcy  have  been 
underestimated.  In any case,  the  above  results  show  thE>.t  it would be  wrong  to  jump 
to the conclusion that a  Council  Decision has failed in its purpose  ju~t because 
no  flood  of applications ensues  in the  year immediatel,y follovring. 
Besides,  as already pointed  out,  the  overlap betVJeen  regions receiving 
priority under Article 5 and  certain fnrming regions experiencing a  rapid 
drift from the land explains  <;hy  promoters  often thou,jlt it unnecessary to 
single  out  workers leaving agrico.ll ture among  those benefiting from  lcrger-
scale  operations of the  "Resions"  type,  as defined- in Article 5·. 
It is perhaps appropriate at this point to illustrate the function of the 
opinions  of the Committee  to  l<lhich  re::'erence has alrec.dy ·been made.  From 
an examination of the applications  submitted,  it became  clear that too 
narroN a  definition of a  "Person en@'l.ged  in  agricul-ture<~  could hinL.er· 
applications of the 
11Agricul  ture"  type under Article 4.  Thus,  ndional 
administrative practices,  such as that of reGfsterinc job-seekers under - 43-
the heading of the  employment  sought  and not under their present  or most 
recent  employment  (in this case,  agriculture)  could prevent  such workers 
from  being recognized as peroons leaving ~griculture. 
In other  c<>.ses,  former  c>.gricultural  vrorkers living in shanty towns  or remote 
rural areas ·.There  farr.1ing  vras  the  sole  industry had not  been registered as 
such  beca.uee  of an  inadequ.nte administrative infrastructure. 
Toking these administrative incdequacies and  the  characteristics of rural 
life into account,  the  Cor.unittee  adopted a  looser definition.  Thus,  'l"rhere 
a  t-Torker  has not yet  found  another  job or only  succeeds  in obtaining unskilled 
r!Ork,  up  to  two  years ml'-y  elapce  betv.reen his leaving agriculture and  the 
conunencement  of assist<mce  from  the European Social Fund. 
broo.der 
Thisjdefini  ti  on  also includes a.;Ticul  tural v;orkers  1  children \vho  are 
unemployed  or underemployed after leavin[; school,  as a  result of agricultural 
reorganisa.tion or modernisation,  and  the Hives of agricultural workers, 
~vhether or not  the husband.  continues to work  on  <>.  farm. 
Since the Council  Decision  only came  into force  in mid-JuJ.y 1974,  applications 
for assistance approved in  197~, for  operations to be  carried  out  in 1974  have 
been  feN,  c>JDounting  to  3.44 million u.a.  in a.ll. 
The  cl.ifficul  ties of interpretation which arise  from  this Decision should not 
be disguined partic'.llarly as  concerrsthe rather restrictive wording  11short-term 
demonstration projects". 
In any  case  the Decision is Helcome  in that it refers to an "initial Community 
action progra.mme  for the vocational rehabilitation of hMdicapped persons11 
(first indent  of Article 1  (2)  of the  Decision);  here  again,  there has  be~n 
a  real  &dvance  in  1974  as regards the European Social  FUnd 1s  promo-
tional role,  \ihich is performed in ::t.  coherent  framet·TOrk  as defined by a  programme. -H-
d)  Hig;;['Jlt  workers 
(1) 
(2) 
The  applic~tions approv0d in 1974  for  operations to be  ccrricd out  in 
197,1- v;cre  for  a.  toto1 of 0.02  million v  ... ;:;..,  although the period for 
applications  NC.s  short,  since the  Conncil  Decision did not  come  into 
force until  mid~·July 1974.  Little moo..ning  ca.n  therefore  be  asc:ribed to 
the results obtained during  such a  short  period of initial operation. 
Mention  should,  however,  be  mcde  of the  imbalance in the  volume  of 
epplications  submitted by the  V::!.riouf3  countries.  The United Kingdo!J 
applicdion,  which is me  .. de  in respect  of  sover2..l  operations,  n,ccounts  on 
its own  for nlmost  fo~·fifths of the totL'.l  amount  applied for. 
About  thre~-fifths of the total amount  ~pplied for was  for the financing 
of the "costs of  course:::  of  specialized teaching •·1hich  are given to 
children of migr£:nt  vmrkers"  (such aid does not  cover the  cost  of normal 
teaching)(l). 
Ls  for the integrated  progr~cc specified in Article 1  of the Decision, 
which  only applieo in pre.ctice to  CoLliDunity  viorkcrs(2),  the applications 
received dealt  uith one  p;:;.rt  of the Hhole  process,  n2mely  prepa.ration 
for  emigr"tion  ru1d  skilled voca.tionc.l training provided in the  country 
of origin before emigration or 'in the host  country for the benefit  of 
the migrnnts  themselves  and their children. 
Lastly,  as usun.l,  difficulties of interpretation still rcmn,in.  'l'hus,  in 
connection with the integrdion :::~oo.sures referred to in fU"ticlc  2 1  the 
question arises as to hOI"  long a  migra.11t  is to be described e.s  such and 
thus renain eligible for measures  intended to  facilit~te reception ond 
integration into the  socir:.l  o..nd  1.,rorking  environment. 
The  scope  of  ~rticle 2  is difficult to define,  in view of the diversity 
of the services provided by bodies ••hich themselves  vnry  so  \ri.dely1  e.g. 
reception centres,  homes,  hostels,  etc. 
/ud B  2A 1  a  new type of aid provided for in Council Regulation  (EEC) 
No.  1761/74  of 27  Jm1c  1974,  OJEC  No.  L 185/1  of 9 July 1971.  It  should 
be noted that this new type  of aid can  only be financed through  oper~tions 
under .Article  ·1·  (l.rticle 2  of the Regulation). 
"Persons moving or h"-ving moved  from  one  Community  country to enother11 
first  sUb paragraph of i'..rticlc  1  (1 ). - 45-
These  preliminary remarks  sho\'r  the  need  to adopt  a  method  for the 
submission of applications and,  above:all,  to lay down  priority 
objectives accepted by all  sides in the interests of Community 
solidarity. 
The  Commission  received applications under Article 5  for a  total 
of 345.8 million u.a.  1  a  sum  greatly in excess of the  funds available. 
The  budgetary and  financial fig•t.res  nee:' not be  repeP.ted here(l),  It may  be 
recalled,  however,  that the operations appro·.red  for the 1974  financial  year 
on  behalf of handicapped persons  accounted for  43.2 raillion u.a.,  with  the 
remainine; operations 1.mder  Article 5accounti:q-::for 163.9 million u.a.  The  gap 
behreen the resources available  and  the  sums  requested had  caused the Fund 
Committee  to  superimpose priorities on  fl.pplications  of the "global" type 
and  on  specific operations  (the  Commission  GUidelines  of 28  November  1973 
for the administration of the Europenn Social Pund).  Fortunatelya relaxation 
from  the rigours of these priorities proved possible thanks to the transfer 
to Article 5  operations of 40.7 million u.a.  carried forward  from  the previous 
year.  Those  extra :UUds  were,  of course,  1~lcome but  since their transfer was 
not  effected until late September  1974  and  wore  only vn.lid till the  end  of 
the 197·4·  financial year(2),  the Commission  and  the Fi'nd  Committee  found 
themselves faced  vdth the difficult task of adjusting their priorities at the 
final meeting of the CoLlillittee  on  27  rum  28  Hovember  1974.  To  the satisfaction 
of the  Commission~ it proved possible to carry out  this delicate task without 
exceeding the  increased f'unds  noH  available md without  causing divisions within 
the Committee,  \lhose  Opinions  were  accepted by the Commission. 
------
(1) cf.  Chapter II above  and,  in particular7  Section II and Table 1 of 
Chapter II  I. 
(2)  Decisions had  to be  taken regarding coll1llli tments by  31  December  1974 
and  ret5c'.rding the  corresponding payments  by 15  January 1975  ( cf. 
Chapter  II,  Section I). - 46-
1, Bi\ndicapJ2.8d  p~rs,or:s  (.Article 5) 
/~rticlc 1  ( 3)  oi'  CotDcil  ~1o,:;uldion  (;:..'f·~C)  No.  2396/71  of 8  November  1971 
lays clmm.  only  one  condition for  operations  on behalf of handicapped persons, 
namely that they "may  be  a,ble  to  pnrst~c a  professional  or trc.de  o.ctivity 
after medical  rehabilitation,  vocational training or retraininG"· 
The  gap  between the  func~s available and  the total  sum  applied for 
agnin made  the allocation of resources a  difficult problehl;  for,  apart 
from Articlr::  2  of the  same  Regulation  uhich stipulates that  6~ of the 
Article 5 appropri-ations shall be  reserved for  11regional11  operr'.tions(l)  1 
the Commission,  assisted by the F\u1d  Conooittee,  is responsible for allocating the 
remaining  !~CJ%  of the Artic.le  5  ap::~ropri;;-,tions in e,ccordx.1ce  with its 
assessment  of Comrmmi ty priori  ties  in ·the  frame\<tork  of the existing 
regulations. This assessment  is based mainly  on  economic  and  social devel-
opments,  \nth special reference to the general  social policy guidelines 
laid doM1  by the  Council  ( 2)  after consul  tn.tior..  Pith the Parliament  :md 
the ESC,  and in particular the Cmmcil  Resolution of 21  Januc>..ry  concernin~ 
a  social action programme •  .1\.t  its meet~.n[:: of 10 June  1974.,  the  Council 
adopted not  only a  Decision extemlinc Article  -~o  cover handicapped persons 
(Decision of 27  June 197!:)  but also a  =-:esolntion  es·~ablishing tho  first 
Community action programme  for the voc::,tional  rehabilitation of ha.nclicappocl 
persons.  The  Commif;:S,ion, therefore, in accordrncc m  th the  alL~ost  unr'.nir10US 
opinion of the  Ftw.'1d  Conuni tteE),  r>-~:reecl  to  ~et n.sicle  £"-bout  o::'le-,fifth  Qf thP 
Article 5 appropriation:;: for  operc-,-l;ions  on 1}chc.lf  of ha.nd.icr:.pped  persons,  in view 
of the  incre~se in funds,  resulting from the  carry-forward  of 40.7  rn.u.c.  in 
September 1974  and  the reduction in  cpplic::z.tions  following  -tha  cnrry-overs 
effected at the  end  of  the  1974  exercise. 
-----------------------
(1)  These are,  to quote Article  2  of the said Regulation1 
11operntions which 
are aimed at eliminating long term structural unemployment  a.11d  under-
employment  in those areas rel'errect to in Article  1  ( 1) {a)",  that is 
"in areas  t-mich,  because they :lrc less cl_evelop:x:  o::.'  there is a  decline 
in the main activities,  suffer a  oorious  and  IJrolon:;cd  i~abalc.nce in 
employment11 • 
( 2)  .1\.nd  resul  tin::; from  the activi-ties of the  3tanc~ing Cor.-:i~i ttee  on Emplo;yment 
(Article 9 (.t)  of Regulation  (1-:::cc)  Ho.  2396/T). - 47-
It 1iiti.S  agreed,  hO\•TCVer 1  the1t  neither tho  cri  t eric for the  gronting 
of cssistnnce nor the percentage of appropriations allocated to bend!·· 
cci.ppcd  persons,  as  adopted in  197~,  should constitute  r.:.  precedent  for 
It should be fully understood that both the  Commission  and the 
Fund  Gomr.1i ttoe c-.re  relucto.nt  to allocate tho  funds  ad hoc,  and ,,ri.sh to 
cste.bli  ch  c-.  stnbl~ body of  "Gc.se--lo.H" 1  but  nre  equally reluctn.nt,  on the 
other  hc:.Ed 1  -~ o  sot  o..  precedent  for the follovdng yecr by fixing priori  ties 
t·rl.thout  forcknoHledgu  of the  upplicn.tions/fund::~ c.va.ilnble  rr:.tio  or of 
chcmgos  in the  socio--economic si  tno.tion,  such  .:1s  the  current  employment 
crisir::  or  chc.ng0s  in Council poJ.icy  (e.g.  the possible ndoption by the 
Council in 1975  of a  ne>;  "Lrticle 4°  for restructuring opero.tions). 
Juc-~  r.s  o..  consictent  "Casec·-1--::.vJ"  is reqnirod throughout  the finru1cia.l  yeFJ:r 
to  g.J.nrd  c.go.inst  the terr.ptction to  chooso  possibly  r:.rbi trm-y  o..d  hoc 
solutions,  so too the  stereo-Gy:oing  of'  -Gcraporo.ry  solu-t.ions in a  chD.nging 
cnvironra0nt  could  lea.d to a  loss of contact  vri th re0.li  ty end  0- 1::'-ck  of 
flexibility \>hich  would  prevent  the Europefl-'1  Soci::-.1  Fund  from  performing 
it8 promotional function. 
·~::-::..:::::-:"::"·:·  v-;c-,:.;  in feet  giv0n to  oper:,_tions  which  ~>'ere  new  in 
nature  or in scope,  provided that  they formed  part  of n  continuous 
general  progrommc  extending from  the  end  of mcdicd tre8.tment  to the 
plc-.cement  of the hundicaplJed person in thr;  econony  c.t  l~gc. 
It mr"y  b3  noted. th::l.t  voce.tiona.l  rohc.bili tation in sheltered ·work-
shops ·•  o.  r:no::.suro  \1hich  h.::'.s  raiu;cl  uome  difficult  problems now  under  :~·t··.'':· 
in 1974- provided tho,t  those benefiting from  such 
relw.bili  tat  ion  do  rosur.~A  cmplo~rr.1ent  1  tlw,t  is,  providing thC1t 
fuvoured in some  countries th.:::.n  in others,  is only 
c  step tow!ll'cls  finding the ha.ndicr:-.ppoJ  trainee  a  job in the - 48-
Second preference  No.s  t,-"i ven ·to operntions forr.1int;  pu.rt  of the  srune 
p:::-ogra.!lllile 1  but  tvhich  could not  cl::dm  to be  "neN11 • 
Third prcfereaco Hc.s  given to those  oper~tions uhich uere isolated, r:on--
pr:co+.ion:"..l or not in kee!)ing with the spirit of the  programr:Je  adopt erl 
by tho  Cm:unission  nnd Council,  where:  the  emphasis is on the  cp.1e>.lity  of 
tho ruhnbilita:tion t"ork  .. 
/J..d  from  tho E'Lrroponn  Soci<.J  Fund was  gr<.ntod to all npplicotions 
ithich h!'-d  boon gi  von first  pref8:;:-enco  end.  "";·o  o,bou:!;·· ~c.li'" 
-;~·t:.!<:J·  D.pplicationn  given  second. preference,  with the exception of 
Irelnnd,  Northern Irclnnd end Itdy, which  received the full r['te in viel-1 
of their pressing neccl..s  a..>1d  cconowic difficulties. 
2.  pthcr ouerations (trticle 5) 
The  operations e!.pproved  for the 1974  finoncial  year accounted for 
e  toto.l  of 163.90 million u.o..  In 1974  over  72~~ of the funds  (as compared 
with  85~~ in 1973)  w·ent  to three countries·- Itnly  (39.70'}~),  the United 
Kingdom  (27 .191;)  and Ireland (5  .. 29'1~)  ·- u.nd  almost  9CJ/,  to thGse three 
countries plus France  (17.07~). 
a)  "Rcg;i;ons":  Operations of the  11rcgional11  t;y-J)o,  within the meaning 
of .'  .. rticle  5,  :formed the r:w.jority of e.pplice.tions  subt1ittecl,  fo.r  more 
thn.l'l  tho minimum  of 6af._.  laicl do'm in .~ticle 2  of RegulC.tion  (me) 
No.  2396/71 (l). 
The list of priority regions  ~cl m·e~z pr0.p2red for the Europeon 
Regional  Development  Fund  and  submitted by.tho  Commission to the 
Council for-this ptrrpose  on 10  OctobGr  1973 (2)  continued to  cerve  n.s 
u  basis in 197·1  for tho  deme.rcation of "regions" ,-n.thin the ncaning 
of P...rticlo  5. 
t-lhen  dealing vlith  rr:lo:,d~'  r.pplica.tions  (thnt  i:3 1  c.pplic:ntions for 
those parts of nn.tiono.l  progrru,1l!J.es  Hhich :-clateC. to eligible regions), 
( 1)  cf.  point  1  of Section II a.bovc. 
(2)  doc.  COI1(73)1751. - cl9-
the Fund  Committee  vlas  obliged initially to consider limiting assistance· 
from  the J!"und  to operations intended for three groups  of unemployed worker 
from  the priority  rogions.  It Hns  nocessnry to suporimpose  cr:i.terie., 
bec,:mse  of tho  shorto.,ge  of  f1-mds 1  c.nd  to  single out  throe groups 
opocifiod in Article  1  (2)(c): 
yo'.lTig  people under  25  years uho  o.re  uneDployed through  lo.ck  of 
(l1Hllificaticns  or Hhoso  qualifico.tions ae no  longer in domo.nd; 
\40mon  over  35  yee.rs  \·:ho  wish to puroc:.o  a  professional  or tro,de 
o.cti  vi  ty for the first tiue or l';hose  quaJ.ificrttionB after  a  lc;.pse 
of time  c.re  no  lonr,er those in demand; 
v<orlcors  Hho  o.re  difficult to  plc:.ce  in er:1plo;y1nent  again on  nccount 
of their  ar;o  ( th:-.t  is  1  o':er  )0 fears  of  age  1  o.s  c:.greed  fo:r  the 
C 12  type  of aid). 
'l'hc  tr.::nsfer  of 40.7  million u.[',.  made  it possib1e to  abnmlcn  these 
criteria ::md  to  extend  c..ssi:.tDJlce  f:c·om  the Fund to  all other classes 
of  unora~lO;}'ed 1vorker 1  provided they  car.1e  frma  priority r0gions. 
Giv8n the nunbor  n..'1.d  tho  dive::--sity  of the  applications  s-c.bmitted1 
only  <.  fm·l  genero_l  reoarks  cnn  be  mc.cl.e  concerning the  o:pb'.i'o::.'J  o:C 
the  Cor.uni tt  eo,  c.pc::.rt  from  the mnjor  c.cpect s  c:,lreml.y  outlined. 
me)  .".  ~Jtrict  interpretation of the texts generally prevailed, 
due  undoubtedly to  the lir:i  ted resources avo.ilable.  'l'huc! 
c.ny  trc,ining cour sos  of  "- ,r;o:'l'3rG.l  educ:ati onD.l  type  ond  orci.ill2.I'Y 
.:-.pprenti c:0ships  Here  sy::;t or.Jatically eliminated  ( 1).  Only once  did 
the  C:o:.mitt oe  mc.ko  an  exception,  uhen dealing >Ji th c.  mu.rginc,J. 
ons0  uh;;re  tho  U.i stinction bE/moen  ordinnry  school:i.ng Md 
(1)  ":;.ssisto.r..ce  from the F!md  m.:-.~r  not  be  grru.1ted to fincncc the inHid 
trc.Loing of yo1.mg  people  iomcdiC'.toly  c.ftor  compJ.dion of their  -term  of 
ccupulsory  ccllooling-.. 
11  (Lo.8t  sub--po.rc  .. grt'.ph  of Article  3  (2)  of 
Regt~l.c.ticn  (EEC)  No.  2396/Tl).,  1~dmittedly 1  tne rest  of the text  roo.ds: 
"1kvortholes;::1  assistr'  .. nco  from  tho fund  ':lo::J  be  granted for ycung people 
i'J:-J,  alt~wn,:;h  c.ve.ilo.ole  on tho  lo.bour  warket 1  are  lmo,ble  to fincl  v;ork 
bccc.uso  of lacl:  0f quo.li:L'ico.tions  or ooc.::.use  there is no  demand  for 
the  qu2.lifications they  por~so::;s''• -50-
vocational tr2.ining seemed to hinge  o..rtificio.lly on the usc  of 
school  prol:lises by voce-tional  tx-o.ining bodies.  The  size of 
nations.l  educt-.tion budgetc1  and  oven  of t>,llocntions  for  teclmical 
educ2,tion  ulone1  no  doubt  hw  o.  dissuading  effec·t. 
Similarly,  no  consiclcrdion  \'11:\S  ci  von to  "continuouc training"  1 
since the  Committee  regards it as further  ·~raining to enable 
Horkers to  n.dapt  to normd  chwges in their omplo:;'Bent  omd  to 
brine their knowledee  up to Ci.ate.  Tho  notion  ''high qualifica-
tions'1  was  also interpreted in the  strict  sense:  a  diotinct 
upgrading  h~Al to toke place,  vi  th  o.  r:10ve  to  a  better  job  and 
higher  co.l!l.ry. 
bb ).:.  zocon~.  r.y~roc.ch  was  to ei  ve  preference to projocts basec1.  on 
voc:>.tional  training.  ..~pplications concerninc; acth"itios  sub--
ordinate to trn.ining \vere  oliminc.tcd if the  main  operc.tion,  the 
training operation itEJelf1  did not  fig"ll..T'U  in tho  applicr,tion. 
Thus  1  c.pplications  relatin.~ merely to  cour:;,e  prop2..ration 
expenses  or the ;,  24 type  of  dd.  (l) or resettlcr:,ont  Hero  not 
gi  von preference when  ~u'J:)mi tted in(}i'l.rJ.dually  o::  .. nd 1maccompMied 
by  a,  trnining oporo,tion.  Co:::lE!i·ctee  "Co,se···lmr"  r~llo~;ed  some 
relaxation of these  n1L~s for  rccGttlem8nt  oper::.tions no-t  linked 
to  a  specific traininG progra.rnr.w.  L  clistinction ww !'lade  a:.1d 
(1)  .'1.  2.::,:  11Necessary  expenses  incurl"ed b;)'  nnd.ertakings  establisl:ing th'.Jm-
selvos in less developed regions in respect  of e1llor,:ru1ces  pr.id to noHly 
eng3£ed workers.  The  nim  of p:'.ying  such  ~uo~·rr.ru>cs  shall  be  to  ensure 
that workers are fully rerrm.nc't"'.".ted;  the  ru:;ou.."lt  of tho  e.llOi•ic:l1Co  may 
be  pe.yable  over a  mr..:::ir.mm  pori. ocl  0f 6  r.1onths  <:!l1G.  be  eqv.o.l  to  30 1~  of 
the  c-vornge  gross wr.gc  or  salar,}•  recorded in tho tmdertaking in respect 
of  corresponding posts.  The  r.-rorkers  conceri1od  mu:;;t  ·oe  rcceivin[!;' further 
vocc.ti anal training in the tmdertddng,  ox- 1  oHing to  n  leek of practical 
ex::;Jo:':i.ence,  be unc.ble  to  ensure  the output  anticipa-ted from  the 
qua:.'..ifi?ations  record.od ::;t  tho time of their  en~c.cement. 11  (Cotmcil 
Regt.llc,hon  (EEC)  No.  2391/71  of 8  Novcober  1971) •. -51-
yrefercmce  accorde(l_  uhere  the  resettlement  took place in the rec:iol'i  of  orie;in, 
even if not  linkecl  "1-o  a  voca·~ional training operation,  provided that  the 
re;;"icn  of origin 11es  c,lco  a  priority  region. 
cc)  The  thircl method  of selection,  Nhici1  \·Ja.s  aloo the most difficult to apply, 
i·ms  to choose  bet1-Jeen  si:',1ilar application:::  in the lie;ht  of the promotional 
character of  the  :~d. The  recoGnition of the promotional nature of a 
specific  operation obviously calls for a  detailed assessment.  lfuile it \vould 
bo  ir,1possible,  uithot~t coinG into a  iH~alth of detail,  to give the reasons  iiDY 
the CoiDL-nittco  chose  to aclJlm:led.;;e  this promotional  f\mct~.0n in each case,  it 
'1-JOUlcl  be very difficult,  on the  other hand,· to specify general  trends without 
a  ri  slc  of being arbi  tre.l'j'. 
It is ;_:lossible,  neve:c'tl1elcss,  to detect  a  troncl  ai-ICli)'  from  "global"  applications 
if only because  the  m:istence  of nromotiona.l  elements is diff_icul  t  to prove 
in such  case  c.  The  Comr.:i t-~ee ren.lised,  hoHever,  that,  Hhile  "global"  program-
'  mes  for uhich  the Fund  uas  sim!'lY  requester."  to finance  an annual  budGetary 
insta1I.1ent Hi  thm.ct  the:'e  beinr; :'' inc1·earJC  in the  size  of the progr_amme.  could 
not  be encouraged,  they  should not  go  to the other  extrerae  rolli  accept  only 
"individual"  operc..tions.  It  r.11..~ct  "be  rcco[;nised that general  programm_es  often 
constitute the most  efficient r,1ethcx-:.  of  tro.inin,c;.  Individual  operations may 
be perfectly Hell  defined but their promotional  function is difficult to 
go.uGC  since they clo  not  form  part of a  general  ~rocranme for  a  specific  purpos~. 
It has been observecl that,  in rec;i0ns ,.Ji th a  lou  industr-ial density  and 
£\  predominance  of  Sllk'tll  o.nd  meclium-sized  firms,  the insertion of 
operations ir:to  larc;er--scc;.lo  progra.umes  m2.y  be  a  very artificial arre.ngement. 
From  this ra.thor brief account  of the  situL>..tion,  it may  be deduced that a 
bc.lo.nco  must  lJe  l:cpt  betueen  opposite  extremes.  i!qually7  as far as procedm·e 
is concerned,  a  strong emphasis must  be  placed on the :;:>resentation of operatitions 
\-li thin the framework of a  "specific programme",  as  laid dmm in paragraph  4  of 
Article  of the  Reguhtion  (EEC)  No  2396/71  (I ) • 
( 1 )  "Save in exceptional cases,  such operations shall  co~  ~.ribute towards the 
imulement<:.·':;ion  of a  specific programme  directed at  remedying the  causes  of 
imbalance affecting  e~ployment;  such  programme  shall be  set up  for the area, 
branch of the  economy,  groups  of undertakings  or categories  of persons  con-
c~:-rned..  It shall,  in particular,  indicate clearly the  economic  inter-- · 
relationship of the operations being plarmed and.  shall state the  objectives 
ancl  methods  for attaining them." -52-
In the  la3t  analysis,  however,  real guarantees are provided not  by 
procedures,  but  by attitudes;  a  very promising feature  of 1974 
has  been the  considerable rise in the number  of r.·.pplications  sub-
mitted by  large public undertakings,  chambers  of commerce,  regional 
and municipal authorities,  etc.,  for this is probably the area 
in which new  initiatives  can best  be  taken and assistance  from  the 
Fund  can have  a  genuinely catalytic and promotional effect.  This 
does not,  of course,  mean  that  such ne\'1  initiatives cannot  be  taken 
or  encouraged by the ·national bodies which are not  only responsible for 
the co-ordination of  employment  policy,  but which also have the advantage 
of large scale capacity. 
It  can be noted moreover that this promotional characteristic of the 
Fund  has  worked to the advantage  of the priority regions  such as Ireland, 
the  Mezzogiorno  and Northern Irelanrt. 
Hi  thout  attempting to discuss future  orientations these remarks  on 
the  "regional" operations under Article  5 may  be  concluded with a 
reiteration of the fact  that in 1974  such operations  predominated 
greatly. 
b)  "Technical Progress":  These  are  operations Hhich  11are aimed at 
facilitating adaptation to the requirements  of technical progress  of 
those  branches  of ecJnomic activity· in which  such progress gives rise 
to substantial  change~ in manpower  and professional knowledge  and 
skill" (Article  1 ( 1 )(b)  of Regulation  (EEC)  lio.  2396/71 ).  The  1974 
financial year was  a  running-in period for this type  of assistance. 
Few  applications were  submitted,  since uncertainty  seemed 
to continue to inhibit not  only national agencies but also those under-
takings  or professional groupings which  ought to have  been the natur&l - 53-
promoters  of  such  operations  and,  at  any rate,  the indirect bene-
ficiaries.  This  did not,  howevur,  1:1nke  it any  easier for the 
Cor:li!lission  to find principles enabling it to explain clearly to 
prouotors the meaning of this legislative provision. 
From  the f01:  applications submitted in 1974 1  a  better picture  emerged 
of the typo  of raeasure  Hhich  would bo  eligible for assistance from 
tho Fund.  The  consensus  of opinion within the  Commi tt  ce  <-1-S  regards 
future policy is outlined in Chapter v.  This  confirms the tendency, 
already observed in 1974,  to mruce  it a  roquire1:1ont  thnt the operations 
should be  open to :111  lmdortakings belonging to tho  saJne  economic 
sector1  in orclcr  to  avoid cListortions of compe-tition bct,vocn  such 
undcrtakinr,-s.  This  H<'-S  uncp.wstiono,bly  one  of the  m:1jor  obst~.cles 
\vhich  tho  Comr.1isGion  encountered in 1974.  when  uorking out  principles 
to deo.l  \;i th v.pplications of the  "Technical Progress" type. 
Here  again,  a  problem  of dcfini  tion 
could have  orison;  in fact,  the mo.in  difficulty proved to be tho 
question of the  c.mount  of ..:.::<sistancc  from  the Fund.  In the first 
plo.ce,  Wlder·~okings he:.ve  difficulty in forming  groups for the  sub-
mission of  a  joint project  when  they  o.re  independent  of ea.ch  other, 
a.ncJ, t;hut  i o  mor't freqtwntly in direct  competition  ("similar activities"). 
In the  second plncc,  rrhile  the major industrial or finn.ncial  conglom-
erates  (holding companies,  groups,  etc.) admittedly correspond to 
the  d;_)fini tion of a  group, it is doubtful whether in highly integrated 
conglomerates the vm·ious  component  undertakings have  any  separate 
oxistonce;  in other words,  in it still a  group  or  simply one  gioot 
undcrtclcing vli th various  ple.ces  of business ?  Lnd in the  case of 
holclinc;  cor1p211ies  controlling a  highly diversified industriel empire, 
(1)  Operations >1hich 
11are undertalcen because  of subotantial  changes in con· 
ditions of production or disposd  o:f  products in i70UIJS  of undertclcings 
v:ith  similar or  connecto<.l  activities >-rhich  arc thus forced to  cease,  . 
reduce  or transform their activities permanentlyn  (l'..rtiolo  1  (l)(c) of 
Council Rogubtion  (EEC)  No.  2396/71 ). -54-
Hovr  is one to isolate the undertakings or esi;ablishmento  "witll similar 
or connected activities" from the  whole  of which  they form  part? 
That  is to  say,  if a  large enterprise absorbs a  dozen  small  and 
medium-sized undertakings  and  introduces rationalization measures 
forcing  some  of these undertakings to  "cease,  reduce or transform 
their activities permanently",  can it apply for assistance from the 
Fund  "because of subs-tantial  changes  in conditions of production or 
disposal of products",  when  such  changes  are of its own  making,  the 
result of its own  policy decisions?  l~d when  consideration is given 
to the difficulties of such undertakings,  are their financial  links 
with the rest  of the group and the prosperity of the lci.tter to  be  taken 
into account  or not  ?  Is there not  a danger here that the intervention 
of the European  Socio.l  Fund  cciuld  be-. incompatible with the rules  of 
competition of the  Community  treaties? 
From  the administrative point  of view,  the most  awkward  problem 
would  seem  to be  that, if a  very la:rge  groUll  experienced a  crisis,  creating 
problems  t.ffiich  fell  within the  competence of the Social Fund, 
the resources of the Fund available  fo~ such purposescould be 
completely exhausted by a  single ope:r.c\tion. 
In 1974  the applications submitted related mostly to  conversion 
operations in medium-sized undertakings  experiencing difficulties 
and located in areas  with only one  industry.  The  criterion adopted 
was  the extent to  which  the  d.ifficul  ties experienced  b~r the under-
taking might  disturb the local labour market. 
Even  if changes  in the  economic  situation result in this approach 
being considered too one-sided and in a  move  towards greater 
seiectivity ,  the priority which  the  Committee  has tended to give 
to  small  and medium-sized undertakings  would still.· seem  to  be 
specially applicable to operations of the "Groups of Undertakings" 
type. -55-
SEOJ.'ION  3  : ~  schemes  cy1d....J2~aratory studies 
=========== 
1.  In 1974  the appropriations allotted to  Chapter 52  of the 
Bu.d.gct,  item  520  entitled "Social Fund Pilot  Schemes  and Pre-
l)aratory Studies11  amounted to 600,000 u.a.,  compared  with  750,000 
units of account  in 1973.  Article 7 of Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2396/71 
of the  Council  determines the use to  which  these resources are put 
by the  Commission.  Thus  .:hey  na,- bf'  used  ttto  promote,  carry out  or 
give financial  ass~.t?..nce to preparatory studief: and pilot  schemes 
in order to  give  guidance  to  the  Council  and the· Commission  in the 
choice of areas in ,,;nich  tho Fund  should be  able to  intervene  and 
to  enable the  Member  States and thooe responsible for operations 
to  choose  ~he most  effective aid ru1d  organize the  implementation 
therGof to the best  effect".  The  contribu·tion of the  Commission 
to pilot  schemes  may  not  exceed 50 %  of the actuc.l  cost,  the other 
h~lf being the responsibility of the administr&tions or interested 
pucJ.ic or private organizations. 
2.  The  Commision1  in agreement  with the  Committee of the 
Fund7decided the.t  a  selection of the  studies and reports should  be 
made  generally available.  Certain activities dealt in fact 
with very specific  topics~  On  the other hand the  chief objective 
of  some  studies  (:•to  give  guid<:mce  to the Council  and the  Commission 
•••• ")  might  make  it  inadvisable to publish them:  the  effect of 
an."louncing that they  would  be  publishod might  compromise  the 
qualit;)' of studies  \vhich  were  often based on  confidential  infor-
~ation.  But,  in order to  improve  gener~l information, 
it  was  decided,  to  draw up1  as they are  completed,  a  summary  sheet 
of the  studies  J.nd.  scheme::;  likel;y to  have  an  important  impact 
on the  activity" of" tho  Soci11l  Fund and to distribute it widely 
in interested circles. -56-
3- The list of the studies md pilot  sch.::nes  finc..nccd  in 197  4  r.ppccrs 
:i.n  fu"1n0X  4  of this report.  'l'ho  mnin topics 'ri.th  l>Jhich  thoy dcd are  ns 
hero  1lSGiStMCC  should be  gi  VOn  tOl·lO-rdS  implementing 
the  Cotmcil  Decision of 27  Juno  1974: 
dot orr.1ino.t ion of tho roquiranent s  of tiligrcnt  1-ror~cers  nnd  oo st  ncles 
to thoir integri:!.tion into th,:;  cmviro:n;ncnt  of the host  cocmtry; 
resoc.rch into the activities of clubs for youn::;  people; 
menus of ensuring improvec.  intee;rntion in the te}:tile  sector; 
drawing up of an  11 int  egrd  cd.  prograr.llne"  covering tlw t imo  fror.1 
the prepn.ration for clep<'..rtlce  to the orgn.nization of tho  retu.r:n to 
the region of origin; 
training of tenching stnff  ~md soc1n1  Norkers  ancl  ort;c..nisers. 
b)  Nulti:gurJ2.0Se  trc.ipinr;  in various  sectors:  the  r.1eat · industry;  deep...sea 
divers;  persons  oxpcrienoinc; difficulty in rGmaining in steady 
employment • 
. c)  Two  pilot  schctaes  on  .99.cupdiox~nl reM.bili  tatio~:  One  concerninG 
mentally ha.n0.icappod  persons,  tho other blind persons.  (See  the 
C01mcil  Decision of 27  June  1974 in fc.vom·  of ho.ndic<cppccl  persons). 
Trc.ining in th;c  o.pplied  tlnt11  processinG"  sector in 
industry;  reduction of the  irubG.lonce  of  employment  in tho  computer 
sphere. 
e)  ~.  study dealing Hi th the reint  o,anti_on of ,Ho_pe.n  .9:./:ICcl  over  35  into tho 
L:1bour  market. -57-
f)  1  • .  study  aimed  a.t  estn.blishing criterin. for assessing the  effective.,nes,s 
of contributions from the Social FLmd. 
e;)  "".  pilot  scheme  air.10d  a.t  clrm-Ting  up  a  trc.ininr; proqDlllme  for 
management  d. eve  1 opment  a.dvi sers. 
In r,ddition,  during 197,1,  a  series of  studies  were  completed,  uhich 
hnd been financed by appropri11tions  from  the prcrvioits  financinl years. 
a)  Sevcro.l  of thc:r11  concerned lJi.erc..nt  111o,rJ~e.£E_: 
;. pilot  schcrJo  carried out  by tho :.ssocintion .of :tho P.retrnining Centre 
.b 
in f.laro:::dlles  de•Tcloped  a  pl'oc;r::rJne  nncl  a  trnininc;- EF·t.hoc'l.  for 
instructors in rehabilitation and pretraining; 
.'1  stud;-;  carried  ou~;  by  th'~  "Centro Lnimc,zionc  Soci[).lc  It<'~i·:.'.ll0
11 
(Italio.n Centre for  Soci;~J  Training)  in the Brussels municipality poi:1ts 
out  tho pocsibilities of an  ori(;;inn.l  method for motivating migrant workers, 
CO':J.cerrtrc:.t.od  in on,.;  district  of  a  J.1.rgo  to\·m,to  integrc.to into the: 
social lifo of th" host  cou.atry.  'l'hif>  r..othod  consists of placing a 
culturD.l  instruction te:'.m  in c.  (list:cict  to  OJ.'gn.nize  certc:.in activities 
uhich r.10o-t  the noeds  of this section of th" population:  lingaistic 
activities,  the toacl-J.inc;  of readinc:  Lmt.i  Hl'itinc;,  help  i'ol'  chilclren 
v;ho  hL'.ve  cduc;-.ti:mc-,1  pro·clo:::::;,  pretrr!,inin:; in the context  of a 
nvvorkers •  uni  vcrsi  ty"  i 
'I'he  J,ssociation 
11I·Ior:JE1es  et  l1lig;rntion'1  ,  •  11l;1on  Md r'iilj!'ation"- in Paris 
has  developed visual  2.ids  on  15  topics for introducing newly-arrived 
migrants to  the  sociu.l life of the  host  country  (food,  c.ccor:.lli'odation, 
hec:.lth,  transport, purchases,  etc.).  :l/11en  they huve been tested, 300 
scrieo of them  ~Jill be  di:Jtr:.butcd to the vcrious training services 
for migrGnt  worker~; 
Two  ztudios  have  been r.1ade  on tho  educntion  and  vocational tr:rining of 
the  children of raibrrant  workers  in Serra and Moselle.  They  both stress 
the effect  of tho c.leE,-ree  of  inteB'l'ntion of fCl:-tilics  in tho host. country 
on the level  of scholastic cmd  voc.:,tional training of their children. 
The  operations to .be  undertaken for  childrcm1  Hhich  cxo  2.dvoco.tod  by 
those  st"clclics,  incluclo:  tho  provision of information for  primary  school 
too.chors  on th0  probler.1s  of mic;rL'.nt  ;·rorkers  and th:;ir children,  attend·-· 
anco at nu.rsery  schools, 
11binc.tiorwJ."  culture clu.rints·  school hours, -58-
psycho--pedagogical  teuao for children t-Tith  scholastic problems,  thE: 
dove1upment"  cif 'now 'wayif' orlonrri.irig languages,,  more  easily  accessible 
vocational toeching at  uhich attandance  should be facilitated and encouraged. 
·La:st'ly,· ··a: ··st'Ud1"fci!ro,.ied "by  d.  pilot  scheme, carried out  by the International 
Centre for Vocational  end Technical ·l.dvnnceci Training in Turin, has made 
it possible to  drc.~~ up  n.  progr[U!}Iaed  t en.ching  course  with  audio-visuo.l 
aids designed to give initial training to potential migrants in the field of 
mechanical  mn.intenance,  methods  and techniques, 
b) In the a.;ricultural  sector,  follot.;ing the general  study carried out  on 
the retraining of workers  who  leave this sector,  a  pilot  echeme  and  study 
were  carried out  in two  specific reGions. 
The  pilot  scherJe  was  co.rriecl out  by the Hegionn.l  Lssocin.tion of F'amily 
\~elfare Services for  farmerEJ  in thu Veneto.  Its aim  Hr>.s  to test a  new 
training L'lcthod  for instructors  r:.nd  organizers in rurc.l  environments 
intended to help farmers to retrain in order to pursue  an activity in 
another  sector.  The  group  of inntructorEJ  and organizers trained in this 
wo.y  should form the nucleus on  which the region "Till  rely in order to 
implement  the vocational retraining progrru,lJile  which it has  drmm up. 
- The  study was  carried out  by  the Foundation for Social  Rese~rch (Paris) 
in the Bas-Rhone-Landuedoc regior..  It analyses the or,1ployrnent  probleiils 
posed in this region by  changes  in the  type of fenaing  and fixes  suitable 
measures to  solve them,  taking into account  1;he  prospects of economic 
developrilent  of the region. 
c) In the 21-stribution  sector-2.!.,the fooclindustry,the  project  carried out  by 
the  Centre di  Perfezionrunento in RegGio  Ebilia made  it possi  blu to 
develop  a  programme  and methods  suitable for  nscessing the training of 
instructors end orgenizers,  tnld:n[; into  o.ccount  the neH  requirements 
result:L.z from technological  developments in this sector. 
d)  Lastlyj  ~ study made  by the Soris  (in Turin)  analyses tho existing 
l~sources and  requirements  connected 1rith the  implemqntation of the 
develop~ent plans of two  regions of th~ Mozzogiornot  the Basilicata 6. 
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and Sardinia,  for the  voc~tional training of the local labour force. 
Of the activities undorto.ken in 1973  t't'IO  are still in progress: 
a  study  1  together vri. th a  pilot  scheme  designed to develop a  neN 
technique for tho training of adults in order to provide trainees with 
knowh:dge  'vlhich  v.Jill  enable thor.J  to  solve tJOre  successfully tho training 
and retraining problems  which they  encounter in their professional life 
(Lerner,  von  Problemloscverhaltc  ..  ~  iu L'rwachsenenalter ); 
a  pilot  8Cheme  and  nn  assessmenT,  Htudy  aimed to develop a  training 
progrw~mc for instructors nnd  org::mizerR for  community developDent  in 
rural areas. 
The  Comission organized a  seuinar  on data processing and the 
training of adults  n.t  Lu::-:erubourg  o~,  0-·13  December  1974.  Its central theme 
was  tho stdf training problems  J:.oO~Gd  Hithin an organization  (undertaking, 
ad.ministre.tion)  by the introduction of  a  d2.ta processing  syster:~,  tho 
development  of this system or th"'  clovolopment  of its applicationiil. 
It appeared that,  since data processing had remained to  a  very 
large  extent the business of spocin.liGts,  the resistance to social  change 
induced by data processing in all spheres was  a  ouch greater obstacle than 
technical difficulties.  In short,  data processing rn.ises  fewer· problems 
as  a  technological  process  (hard  and  soft  ware,  material  and logi8tics) 
than as  a  social process affecting human  organization,  communications 
and  dcveloprcent, 
The  essenti0l need is not  so  much  to train data processing 
specialists,  prograr.~ers,  as to train people to use data processing,  that 
is to say to rncke  possible the integration of  dn.ta  processing  systems 
into the  context  intended for  applicatior.~ talci.ng into account  vTha.t  ; s 
both a  major  principle and  an inescfl.pable  constraint in our  8C>cieties,  i.·~. - 60-
th~ fact  that  change must  be  understood in order to be  uccep"ted. 
This  seQinar hau a  high level representation for both 
large  man•~.racturing firms  nnd  servicos  concerned With  datq. 
processing and administrative bodies  and  circles specializing in training, 
teaching and  research.  In conclusion, it \'IO.S  proposed tho.t  the Community 
should  und0rt2.3.: .  a  tHo-fold task: 
that of informing and  educating citizens ac  a  whole. 
areas  were  selected for this acclir:mtizntion work• 
s,ysteQ  and  adult  education system; 
Two  special 
the school 
"t:w.t  of training connected with  rnployr,Jer:.t  and  "';he  viOrking  t'lOrld. 
This operation should be  able to make  specific use  of th(:.)  aid of the 
European  Soci~l Fund. 
It was  stressed that  both these tusks presupposed an intensive 
effort to train teachers and  instructors and  widespread distribution 
of information by tho  systematic  ;,,;Je  of  colloqu.ie, informa-tion sessions and 
exchan,:;:Js  of experience  and  by  t.  .c  publico.tion of information concerning 
the findings of research .:md  ex:~-~  •J.ment s. - 61-
SEC'!.'IOf'T  r.v- Effcctiven<:Jsc  of  assi?~ 
~he growing e:cpend.i ture of the Social Fund  c  ~llo for  imp:v.~r·.  ~·l 
i:nfor;an.tion  on  ~h8 intrinsic q'l:ii:lli ty :f the Fund-assisted op;;;rations, 
quhe  .-' .  .lJ·".r ~  from  the  :3.cco~mting o:c  financial  controls.  To  e;nable  tho 
Fund-~,  ~)erform  ~".;s  promotiom'll roie 1  it was necessary to set  up  a  small- unit 
capable of making an independent  assessmen~ of the results and methods 
of  ·~he  ·ncati0nal training progrc-'11Taes  which  constitute the main basis for 
applioc,·:~  .•. om;  fer assiztance. 
In  19'7·1  iJ10  Com:nission set up  :!:'cc- ~his purpose  a  group  of in•'0pGildent. 
voca~:  (.1~"~·.1  -l-raining exports,  vli1~  \'l':>t'c  given the task of st'..!.d,:: -:! .. 1g  a 
number  of selected proe;:rarr.:nes,  ir..  conjlX:'lction vri th the  ccmpr:> ·.  ,;-~~t  national 
offic::·  (or agencies).  The  prime  objective is to encourage  !.~JO  flow  of 
inform~,::::on tu the national  offic,Js  (or agencies)  concerned :  .. t:'!_  then to 
attempt,  by exchanging the  results  of the tests and analysos 1  to bring 
about  the catalytic effect  rthJ.ch  the Fund is supposed to have!  for the 
benefit  of all the aclmini strations and t•odies  in the  Community  which 
d·:3c;.l  ;ri th vocation3.l  '!:rai:1ing. 
As  a  begi;:n1j_ng,  the  group  of  exper·~s undertook to study,  duri!1g -!;he  second 
h~lf of 1)7'h  four projects whicli  had been approved by the  Corr~'lissiOi.1: 
a)  a  project  for the retraining of textile workers  in the  United Kingdom; 
b)  a  project  consisting of a  number  of training operations in  -~he 
Groni11gen  province  uf the Netherlands; 
c)  a  t.~''l.i'1in.o;  project  for ox-agricultural workers  in  a  Gaeltacht 
reg:i.r;n  of IreJand; 
d)  a  tf'aining programr.1e  for yo,mg workers  in the  Tronto  region of Italy. 
These  four projects wore  selected on the basis of their size, their 
geographical distribution and the type of aid being given,  so that,  taken - 62-
together;  they Hould  consti  t·.rte  a  f:'uffici~ntJ.y re!.)resentati  vc  sample 
of the  typ~s of assistance granted by the Fund. 
However,  their di  vGrsi  ty prevented. any  comparicon bet\'lCGll  the projects 
themselves.  it seemed more  important,  o.i;  th.i.s  initial stage,  to obtain 
a  sample representative of the whole and +.o  nn.::lyse  each ·pr·oject 
individually,  in its specific context,  tnldnB the objectives of each 
project  as  given and studying the trn.ining methods  used to achieYc these 
objectives. 
However,  in order to ensure  somo  uniformi  +,y  h0tw0cn the studies made  of 
such varied projects,  t.he  group  of vx:ports  ag1'eed  on  a  cor..mon  fro..mework 
for analysis before  studying these :our projects.  The  grou.;?  of experts 
was  abln t0 accomplish its task7tlunks to tho full  co-operation given by 
tho  competent  national offices  (or  agencies) which facilitated contacts 
with promoters,  inAtru<:tors  and t:·e.inees,  t.:.nd  co1JIIilcnted  on  the draft  study 
reports  pr~pared by the  experts. 
This  w.:l  1,  of course,  only an  i11:: ;;.  : .l phase ;::,nd  the  f>TOup  of experts  h.:".d 
to perfer:"t ita own  methods  of in'.''JS ~ig>.-tion.  However,  apart  from the 
benefit derived by those directly concerned o.t  all le•Jels and "t'1o  groui1s 
own  achievementc in improving its roferonce scules for trninj.ng methods  and 
placement rates following  tr2..ining~  one  conclusion would already seem 
possible at the  end of this  initi~l  st~ge:  the list of aids noods to be 
reviel·ied since certain types  of'  D.pp-ropriate training arc ineligible for 
assistance from the Fund as the  l~gisla.tivo texts stand at the r.oment. 
The  gro"p of experts is to expand and confirm ito conclusions during 
the 1975  fina11.cial year,  for  l<~hich its prograwr.to  of -.;ork  inc).udes  studies 
of the training acti  vi tl  es  of the  Irish Indu.strinl '11:aining  f..u~"i.v'rity 
AnGo,  the Italian Vocational training agoncy  ISFOL  <:.nd  of selected 
Chn.mbers  of Commerce  in France. - 63-
CHAPI'ER  IV 
CRl'TIQUE  OF  THE  _.INF!,UE'NCE  OF  .Tar:·~ESF  b.N .COMMUNITY 
EMPLOYMENT  POLICY 
re  •  •· 
At  the  end of this examination of the budgetary and financial aspects 
of the  Social Fund  and the management  of operations under Articles 4  and 
5,  three major  questions  arise ,  as indicated ir::  fact  by  the Eurbpean 
Parliament  ( 1): 
1) First  7  the  size  of the  0ud;etar;v: allocaticn of  ~he nev<  Social Fund.  A;;; 
a  percentage of the total of the  Community  budget,  this figure  (5.26%) 
is limited;  it is equall;:t limited in relation to national  administra-
tive  eJ~enditure - and above  all in relation to national  expenditure -
on vocational training or retraining and aid to the movement  of workers 
in the  Community;  it is very modest  compared to the needs of the 
(1) 
nine Memoer  States,  in the present  emplo~~ent situation. 
Tho  European Parliament  made  the following remark on  the general out-
lay of the  second annual  report  (1973  fine.ncial year):  "One  is h:ft 
with the  impression on  reading the report that it was  drawn  up  to 
meet  the  administrative needs  and  concerns of the  Commission  itself, 
rather tlo.an  the general need to bring about  through the Fund positive 
effects on  the  development  of the  common  market  in employment,  and 
better co-ordination and h2-rmonisation of national policies in that 
area".  (Re!)ort  by  Mr  van der Gun:  Commission  on  Social Affairs and 
Emplo~rrnent - EP  Doc.  1Jo  380/74 of 5 December  1974). 2)  Second is to  find out if aid from  the Fund has an  addit~onal and 
~_?tional effect at "financial· level  {1).  lXres  aid· from .the Fund 
reall~, increase the resources available to  a  given national  body  Ol· 
ministry? If the  Member  State  does not  increase,  in  due  proportion 
the allovrance granted to the bod.y_or ministn  by the  sum  expr:,cted 
from the  Soci?-1  F4J:\d,  this is not  even a·-"zero-sum game"  - since 
the appropriations for voc.::tional  training in the country remu.in 
unchanged  - but  an unproductive  detour (for the  Community  frame~rk, 
however light,  as  in this case,  is surrounded by ad hoo national 
fra.me"rorks), unless  Ol).e  supposes that quite apart  from the redistributive function 
there is  an  improvement  in quality,  i.e. a  better social yield 
while the amount  of credit  remains the  same.  It remains to  be  seen 
whether tho  established mechanisms  favour or  -not. i:Ih-a<  olian~es'1".'' .·· 
of such an  improvement  in quality. 
In this respect the Social  fu'l.d  mt:::t  be  considered a.  potentially re-
markable  instrument  placed at the  disposal of the Member  Sta.tes.  However, 
regardless of the incenti  vo it g:. '."'.;S,  it is  finall~· the national 
administrations  who  pla;y the ded,.i'le role  in using the Fund as 
a  means  of pt'·omotion.  The  Commission thus  hopes  for a  closer co-operation 
between its services and the national administrations  and national organisations 
(or agencies)  so that aid from the Fund will  st~pplement the national efforts 
rather than act  as  a  simple  substitute. 
(1)  On  th0 financial  level  alone,  apa:rt  f:t?ori.  operations.  On  their 
intrinsic :promotional  nature,  sGc above  Chapter III Section ( 
Effectiveness of Fund  Assistance. - 6fi-
3)  The third and most  important  question,  on  Which  the  European Parliament 
quite  rigntl~r lays special  stress,  is to  ensure liaison between action 
of the Social Fund  and the promotion of a  Communi t;z,  poliC?~ 
emplo;yment  (1). Three particular constraints lir.1it  'the O:omiiiission 
··in  carrying out  this liaison  : 
a)  The first  .' ..  : derives from the limited resources available to 
the Social  Fund (2):  obviously, above  a  certain level,  aid from 
the Fund  would of necessity influence national aid. 
b)  The  second arises from the fact  that  onl3• the Member  States are 
competent"to  forward to the  Commission  applications for assistance 
from "the  Fund"  ( 3).  The Fund provides in fact  only 50  %  of the 
actu8.l  cost of  training carried out  by<ptlblic  admini·str-a.ti0rte1  etc., 
The  public authorities must  guarantee  completion of operations 
undertaken b;r  bodies or other agencies  governed by private law (4). 
MoreovP.r  it is  not  only a  question of  pronotihg initiatives,  but 
of encouraging  their development  and the widespread application of 
successful projects,  which  can be  stimulated by means  of greater 
uarticipation of those  concerned  (5). 
(1)  See  above,  at the  bcgir.ning of the presatchapter,  the  comment  of the 
Eu.ropeon  Parliament  quoted in tho  footnote. 
(2)  See  point  one  above. 
(3) Article 5  (1)  of  Rogul~ion :Ho.  2396. 
(4)  In this case the  Fund  contributes an e.mount  equal to  an~' e:J...']ienditure 
te.kGn  over by the  public authorities (Article 8,  Decision of 1 
February 1971 ) • 
(5)  In addition,  the  promoters  concerned must  be  made  a-v<are  that their 
o-perations  are benefitting from  the Fund. - 66-
c)  The  third constraint  consists of the legal,  material and  psycho-
logical limits met  by the  Commission  in its efforts to co-ordinate 
employment  policy at  Community  level.  The. resolution of  21  Januar;-r 
1974  on  a  social action programme  and the  1tri:partite1  Social  Conference 
of 16  December  1974,  which  led to the  revival of the  Standing Committee 
on  Employment  have  of course  laid new  foundations  and given new  political 
support without  which the very idea of such co-ordination would have 
been inconceivable.  Nevertheless,  the difficulties involved in such a 
co-ordination of employment  policy,  once  we  go  beyond the first  exchanges 
of views  and information which have already taken place and proved 
satisfactory,  should not  be  underestimated. 
In the field of information - employment  figures,  unemployment  figures, 
statistics on training,  public speaking ir. this field and,  in each  case, 
the corresponding forecasts - the eristing situation,  where  the  "non-
comparability" of data must  always  be  acknowledged,  must  be radically 
improved  from  both the technical and the material point  of view.  And  the 
Commission is aware that  rapid and  si~1ificant  development  in the 
co-Jrdination of employment  ~olicy implies a  considerable increase in the 
human  and material resourc3s assigned in each Member  State to the 
promotion of an active employment  policy. - 67-
There  remain psychological or political limits to the  growth in 
awareness  of  Community  solidarity which hinder this co-ordination. 
This is evidenced by  the  difficulties encountered so far in attempts 
to fulfil  obligations to participate in joint sectoral meetings in 
branches  of industry experiencing difficulty.  This in spite of the 
declarations  of principle made  by the Social partners at the 
Social  Conference  (December  1974)  and the Standing Committee  on 
Employment  (February 1975).  But  even if all the  legal,  technical and 
psychological  or political obstacles to the  Community  harmonsation of 
policy or national action in the field of employment  are  cleared away,  the 
convergence  of economic  policies must  be  tr~nslated into concrete terms, 
which implies  a  full co-ordination of employment  policies.  The 
difficulties must  be  overcome if Community  social policy and the policy 
of its essential  fi~ncial instrument,  the  Social Fund,  is to play a  fully 
significant role in the current  employment  crisis.  These  difficulties 
must  be  overcome if Community  social policy,  together with its 
essentia~, financial instrument,  the  Social Fund,  is to find its full 
significance in the  current  employment  (:risis. - ti8-
But while the ways  and  means  of a  more  active  Community  economic policy and 
its associated policies (industrial,  cornpeti  tio~, regional,  commercial) are  being set 
up  anci  strengthened,  the most urgent  need  must  be  met,  namely  not  only 
-to  preserve but to  strengthen the  3oc~al Fund which  remains  the  most  sui  table 
instrument  for  tackling the  concrete  employment  and  retraining problems 
of  Member  States.  (1) 
An  immediate  and  useful  solution,  ''·hhough it is only a  beginninl} could be 
for the  government  members  of the  Co~lllli ttce of the Social  Fund  to give regular 
assessments  of the applications for aid. presented in the  context  of all 
national aid. 
Such a  development  in the role of  th~ Committee of the  ~D1d would meet  the 
wishes  already e.."{pressed  by  some  of  ~ ts members;  it uould be facilitated by 
the  support  and  impulse which the  :::t,mding Committee  on  Enploynent \'IOuld 
g:l.ve  to thJ general guidelines; it  Wc.ulcl  be  an effectivG  ~;a.y of setting up 
a  signif::.crtnt  link between the  Soc:~.E,,.  Fund  and  employment  policy nnd >·70uld 1 
moreover,  ,;ive the  concertation of  e. :ployment policy .a .content  capable of 
benefitL.''lg  and  involving  the  r!,  ''cr States and  thuB  the Standing 
Commi tt< .•  nn  Employment. 
--~--·-·--
(1)  Pursuant  to  the  Council  Resolution of 21  January 1974  concerning a 
Social Action Programme:  11Considers that,  to achieve  the proposed 
action successfully,  and particularly in view of the  structural 
changes  and  imbalances in the  Community,  the  necessary resources 
should be provided,  in particular by  strengthening the role of the 
European Social  Fund"• - 69-
CHAPTER  V 
GUIDELINES  FOR  THE  FUTURB 
.._.  r  g  .-----=e-c  ..., 
In this chapter the  Conmdssion  will  define the guidelines whioh it 
pro;1GGes-~o  follow in order to  ensure  that the Social  Fund will fulfil its role 
ui  th a  cJnst2-ntly gro"L-r:;.ng  effectiveness. 
In order to do  so,  the potential  contribution of the  ~<d in the  prese~t 
crisis must  be defined and  its scope  and  limits set.  General  principles will 
then be indicated for  the  Fund's  ope~ations as a  Nhole.  The  chapter  ends 
with  o  provisional  estimate  of  the  finuncial  requirements. 
At  present 4.4 million people  :-~e  out of l'Tork  in the  Community  and  another 
1.1 million are working short-time.  The  dcterio~ation has  been  general with 
young  people  and  migrant  workers  among  the  most  severely affected. 
Although there  11re  still hopes of an economic  recovery next year, its eA--tent 
is as yet UllCortain.  In r1any  t·lembcr  Staten there are  fears  that  the  general 
conditions  governing  expansion in coming  years vlill not allow  employment 
figures  to  return  to  the  relatively high levels they  reached before 1974. 
There is no  sing:Ce  wa;I  of restm'ing tho  employment  level:  this  will 
depend  on  ;:;,  nu::1ber  of importa:1.t  measures  to  be taken in various fields: 
1.  The  extent of economic  recovery in each State will depend  on the 
capacity to respond to the  new  international  economic  situation and 
the  changing  structure of home  demand; 
2.  Redeployment  of production in the light of this new  situation; 
3.  Reductio~1 of the gaps between the  jobs offered  and the qualifications 
(1)  These  problems have been analysed in more  detail in several  Commission 
reports - in particular "Employment  Problems  and  the Energy Situation" 
(SEC  (74)  1358  final  of 2  ~Ia;y  1974). - 70-
The  last-mentioned factor has  i~self several facets.  Suitable action would 
tnke  "!::to  form  of: 
a)  Improvir~ the prospedsof job-seekers by raising or  ~~pting thier level of 
qualifications  and improving inforElation  on  job  v:::~.cancies; 
b)  Adapting  jdbs to workers  1  ·  needs  ,  by ·ma.ld.ng  them  more  attractive 
and  allowing greater participation in the life of.the firm  ~~din 
major decisions; 
c) Counteracting  regional  imbalances. 
But  a  solution must  also be  found  for two  basic sources of imbalance  on 
the  emplo~~ent market:  first,  the  ina:iequate liaison between education 
and  emplqyment  - a  main factor in unernplo~~ent among  young people (l); 
the  second  the inadequate consideration given to  employment 
implications when  deciding ou  ir.vostment  or GGneral  economic  policy (2). 
To  determine  the  role  of the Sodal Fund  in the  current  context 
raises difficulties which must  be closely examined.  They  are basically 
of three types: 
a)  The  Social Fund  is essentially an instrument  for  stimulating the 
training and retraining of workers.  It cannot by itself create new 
jobs!  which is the most  urgen~ need  at the present time.  However, 
it  can  facilitate and  prol"J.re  the creation of these  jobs Hhen 
dema,;d  has been restored but development is hampered  by lack of train-
ing.  Training and retraining m~  not  trigger an economic revival, but 
the:r  contribute to the  success of the  re-deployment  and  the  extent 
of recovery; 
(1)  document  No  SEC  ( 75)  1706  "Measures  to Reduce  Youth  Unemployment 
11
• 
(2)  It is becoming more  and  more  generally admitted that the  effect on 
employment  of. measures in these fields requires careful analysis because 
of the  complex  nature of the labour market and. its components.  The  least 
one  can sey is that this .:malysis is  s~iil at a  very primitive stage. - 71  -
b)  In the present  crisi~ structural and  short-term factors are  so  closely 
linked that in practice it is often hard to  separate  them~ The  Social 
Fund  is essentially an instrument of structural policy and  can obvious-
ly have little effect on the purely short-terc aspects of unemployment. 
It can,  on the  other hand,  help  to increase the resources 
available for vocational training for  those  expecting a  Hew  job in the 
context  of an economic  recovery. 
c)  Uhlike the period before 1973,  the present difficulties of the labour 
market  are not limited to categories or regions which have  alw~s been 
at  a  disadvantage.  The  core of the labour market  ("middle-aged male 
'\'lorkers in the central regions of the  Community")  is nmr  touched  as 
well as the peripheral regions  and  categories,  Nor  is there ~  w~ 
of forecasting how  long this situation will  continue. 
The  cocrbination of all these factors  me~ns thnt  the Socinl  Fund~ like the 
national organisations, must act in a  situation of uncert;=o.inty.  The  most 
viableand promising activities cannot at present be clearly identified. 
On  the other hrnd, there is a tendency,  in order to clarify the position 
for promoters.  to abandon  trying to  cover  the whole  potential field  and 
to concentrate the  . 
AWork  of the Social fu"ld on  certain regions or categories, Tbus,at  ~ts meeting 
of 17  June 1975,  the  Com1cil  of Ninisters decided to give  immediate 
priority to reeasures directed agv.inst  tU~employment among  young people,  a 
problem causing particuln.r concern at present.  Although this problem is 
of  primary  importance, it should not be  forgotten that it is merely a 
f'ipecial  symptor,l  of the general problem of global unemployment. 
To  concentrate the  efforts of the Social  Fund  on a  specific problem would 
mean  curing a  sJrmptom  without necessarily removing the underly-
ing causeo. 
The  Con~ission feels that the  Social  Fund  must  be used to promote  the active 
employment  policy in its ·totality. Since, by their very nature,its 
efforts supplement those of the l·Ienber  States, they must  of necessity be 
differentiated,  with :treference being  given to certain sectors, :.regions 
or  c:ategories as the case  may  b.e .• - 72-
In the  following .pages  the  Ci::nnmission atte1;1pts  to define the  aims  and 
guidelines vlhich it feels  should be  given priority in the  near 
future.  In deternining these,  account  was  taken of  : 
guidelines arising fror1  Cou."lcil  c'l.cJisions 
the  incentivE!  role  of the  Socia~ Fund  vis-a-via national p·olicies. 
It is difficult to· give  an exad  f~_gure for tota.l public  spending by all 
Member  States on adUlt vocational iraining (including trainees'  p~) but 
the figures available indicuto tha-';  the Social  FU.11d.  accow1ts  for  5-lc% • 
Although thi-s does  not  r:la',~c  tho  FUnd.  a  decidill6 factor,· it never-
theless  1.llows it to exercise  a  r.o.:siderable  stimulatine influence if. 
proper~.:- guided. 
1,  Guide~"i-.os derived  from  Council  D-:cisions 
.........._..u...~.  -~ 
These  "1elines  can be  summ~]·i .  .ri  as  follows: 
a)  To  o· :oport  certain social ob,jecti  ves,  1-rlri•.~h  are  Commm1i ty priori  ties,  on behalf 
o:f  s·oedal categories  of 1;;orkers  (ttrticle 4:  d"!.GWldicapped  people, 
migrant workers  and  more  recently  young  people  under 25). 
b)  To  help to increase the .share of vocational trainin& devoted in the 
Membr>r  States to the unC:err:l3veloped  regions  and to  certain cate·gories 
of ,,,_ .. ·.cers. 
o)  To  helu  gear workers  retrr.i..  -,;  to  the  ccnsequence:s  cf ccor"omic ·change: 
-either  i~;.  the  context  of  G'3rtain  Commm1.:ity  policies  (JL....-i;i::le  L;:  agriculturer  te}  .  .'tiles). 
ThLS'  type  of in"C·crvention  snouloi iJe  c"..eveloped. 
or  1  independently of tl:ri s. context  h11"L  uithin the limits permitted 
by Article 5•  This particularly concerns programmes  aimed  at 
encouraging technical prcgress.  These-wny be  assisted provided 
the  operations <l.re  not confined· to  n  single  or very limited number 
of firms.  In the  Commission's  opinion,  this objective ·can  be  met  in 
s itu:cotit"fdS  -vrhere  ·i;te  promoters  are una  ole to fine.nce  the necesse.rJ' 
t:·:o.inin:-:;  :o;cheues  theoselves 1  or for  e~.:Jerimer.ts  o:l'  interests for the 
CoD!.l-;.unit:',  e ...  ~.  Oeca,use  of tte nev1  t,~ pe  of trainin&;  offere~~. - 73-
2.  Complementary guidelines 
Because  of  financial limitations guidelines additional  ~o  those 
arising explicitly  from  Council De¢isions must  be  adopteda. These 
deal  ~nth the  incentive role  of the  European Social Fund. 
1  Aid  from  the Social  Fund  must  be  used  to boost the overall effort made 
by Member  States in the field of adult vocational training. 
2  When  pursuing this objective, variations in the intensity of need  must 
be taken into account  and  special attention paid to the efforts  made 
by certain countries to  close the gap  between them  and their partnerso  The 
Commission  considers it highly desirable,  for this purpose that  differential 
rates  of intervention should l>e  established. 
3.0n the  operational level,  the  Commission  vmuld  suggest: 
to  encourage  coordinated  operations, combinin& for  example, measures 
taken by firms with those  taken by the various public services con-
cerned with employment  {training,  guidance,  placement,  jobs creation). 
Only  then does the idea. of a.  specific programme  take  on its full 
significance. 
- to  attach particular importance to  innovating or  exemplary actions, 
and  make  them  more  widely known. 
SECTION  III- !£recasts of Social  Fund  expenditur~ 
The  following information constitutes an ·initial outline of the foreseeable 
expenditure uf the European  Social  Fund  during the next three years,  in 
accordance with Article 6 of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  858/72.  This 
expenditure will be detailed in accordance with normal  budgetary procedures 
and  in relation to the  subsequent development  of the Fund. 
Tho  sp€cific features of a  forecast  of this kind  should be noted. 
1.  It is difficult to base  such a  forecast  on  an estimate of training or 
retraining "requirements".  This  term,  which is imprecise,  mavr  be given very 
different interpretations and result in arbitrary· estimates. - 74-
2.  The  Social  Fund  must  intervene nt  "crisis" points  recognised as 
af.~'e!')tll'.g  t.te  Cor.tr!ltilu.ty.  It is a mistake to .think,  particularl;t" in the 
present situation,  th::~.t  the.a.mount  of:assistance corresponding to these  two 
general criteria can be·foreseen. 
Furthermore,  the  intervention of the Social  Fund is 
subject  to the level of aid granted by the 
public bodies of Member  Countries.  The  Social  Fund  constitutes the  end of a 
chain which starts with the  pro~otcrs of projects and  continues through the 
public bodies. The  forecast  of expenditure  should,  therefore,  be  based  on the technical 
potential of promoters to provide assistance and the financial  capacity of the 
'puolic bodies.  The first  cannot  ·be  asses  sell,  but  some  estilllr1.tes  can be  made 
of the second. 
3.  It should be  added that most  Member  Countries do  not  make  multiannual 
forecasts  of their expenditure  on adult training.  The  Commission 
fore,  has to use its own  independent  forecasts. 
,  there-
The  financing of the European Social  Fund  c.:>nsists of assistance (at the  rate of  50~,. 
on  eli~)  bJ e  exoencliture) for  ;d.:~  r~:n;H>l!res  an::l  action by i>n1;lic  ,mi;hori  ties or bodies  in 
Member  Countries relating to adult vocational training,  and to mobility. 
In these  circumstances,  a  positive basis for discussion  i&,  prov:~d.~d  by~  .. 
(i)  making a  summary  of measurec by public bodies in Member  Countries 
relating to adult vocational t·raining in recent yenrs  1  and  defining 
the trend of such measures; 
(ii)  predicting  futu1·e  trends,  taking into  ;o~r;c.::ru:rrt  (.Lose  factors  likel,y to 
cause modifications. 
{iii) deciding upon the best rate of increase for the resources of the 
Europe~ Social Fund  in the light of.the trends thus projected for the 
Member  Countries. 
The  future trends oannctt  of course,  be ascertainqd with  ~.sat~sfactory 
degree of certainty ( ouly Ohe  Member  Country is making  ~1  tiannua.l  forecasts 
of its expenditure in this  ar~a). One  can,  however,  outline possible develop-- 75-
ments  on  the basis of a  i'ew  figures: 
a)  Public measures  by  Member  Countries: 
The  studies mode  by the  Directorate-General for  Social Affairs  suggest that, 
over  the period 1971-19741  public expenditure  on vocational training 
i: 1erea.sed  at an  average rate of about  2rf/o  at current prices.  These  studies 
n.re  based on  a  sample  of public financing bodies covering about  one-third 
of the national  counterpart to contributions made  by the European Social 
Fund.  Although there are  many  promoters of projects,  there is only a  very 
small  number  of public bodies  fine~cing the national public counterpart to 
the  contribution of the European  Social Fund:  seven or eight  such bodies 
alone  cover half of the counterpart  contributions committed for 1973,  and 
the figure  for  1974  differs only  slightly. 
In the next three years,  this expenditure  appears likely to increase at annual 
rates contained in a  bracket of 15-4o% at current prices. 
An  increase rate of 15%  would  represent  a  pessimiStlc view:  budgetary 
restrictions would be meintained for  several years;  despite the stabilization 
of unemployment  at a  higher level than before the energy crisis (but  lower 
than its present level),  the demand  for vocational training would  be low, 
because: 
- the demand  from  firms would  remain restricted,  and 
- the  jobs available would  provide little incentive for workers. 
Even with such a  pessimistic set of hypotheses,  it is difficult to imagine 
that expenditure on  vocational training would  be  very much  lot,'l'er  than in 
1971-74,  a  period of full  employment. 
The  increase rate of 15% represents J.  ,11. ·uiJarun  ll~ypothesis. 
At  the other extreme is the  following optimistic view:  under tne pressure 
of the redeployment  to be  effeotedt  and  the high level of unemployment,  the 
budgetary authorities will make  a  great effort to assist vocational training. 
Firms  and workers will  show  a  marked  response to this effort. 
Even  in the most  favourable  circumstances, it is difficult to imagine that - 76-
the supply of vocational training will  substantially increase  a 
Th~ supuly of training depends  on the existence of physical capacities and 
tlle  avo.ilabili  ty of tec.ch8rs.  The  Member  Countries do  not  appear  to have 
undertaken any major action in this field recently which might belie such 
reasoning. 
Although the ceiling muy  reach a  higher level in  s~me countries, it is 
reasonable to  consider that,  for all the Member  Countries,  it will scarcely 
exceed  35%  nt  current prices. 
If these two  extreme hypotheses  are brought closer together and if an attempt 
is made  to tighten the bracket, it seems likely that the actual increase 
rate of national public expenditure  could be  20-3o% per year at current 
prices,  or 15-25% at constant prices (for 1974). 
b)  The  development  of the proportion of expenditure payable by the European 
Social Fund. 
On  the basis of the present area of intervention,  the appropriations of the 
European Social  Fund  should increase at a.  rate of 20-30'%  per year in order 
+.o  maintain their relative position in national  operations. 
A lower rate would represent  a.  drop in this position, which \-TOuld  be in-
admissible given the persistence of employment  problems. 
Several  arguments could be put  forward  to  justify an increase in the 
proportion:  in particular,  there is the likelihood of additional applica-
tions linked to  Regional  Fund' a  meaau·res,  and the very probable· increase 
in applications in certain areas {particularly in connection with the Com-
munity's undertakings  towards  migrant t·mrkers,  women  and young workers). 
Allowing for  the usunl  time required for the preparation of projects or 
a.pplioa.tions,  such an increase  should be  expected in the near future. 
The  number  of .bodies likely to· call upon 'the European Socinl  Fund  for 
assistance is bound .to increase,  in particular in those  COW1trieS  Where 
there is at present very little contact with the Fund.  Thz  probable result 
will be  an' increase in applications ·eligible for  submission to the  Socia.i  Fund~ - 77-
The  Commission  considers,  however,  that it is more  reasonable to adopt,  as 
a  main  guideline for its Social  Fund  forecasts,  an  average  annual  increase 
rate of 25%,  for the present areas of intervention, with the aim  of 
stabilizing its proportion of the public expenditure of Member  Countries.  This 
position  is based mainly on  two  considerations. 
Firstly,  the granting of assistru1ce  to young people under  Article 4 was 
decided upon  at the Council  oeeting of 17  June  1975  The  Council has 
also undertaken to consider by  30  November  1975  a  Commission  proposal aimed 
at facilitating the geographical  and  vocational mobility of persons  employed 
in the  sectors most  affected by  the recession,  account being taken of the 
regions with the most  serious employment  difficulties, 
Secondl~y 1  as a  result of the rapid increase in appropriations and operations 
over recent years,  the incentive provided by  the Social Fund  is already be-
coming perceptible.  Priority must  be given in the immediate  :f'uture to the 
qualititative improvement  of the applicntions and their correspondence with 
Community  priorities. 
For all these reasons,  the  Commission  feels that, for the next few  years, 
an average  annual rate  of increase of 20-25 % should be  envisaged  for 
the present  areas of intervention. 
c)  Consequences  of the opening up  of new  areas of intervention. 
The.  guidelines described  above  are limited to the present areas of inter-
vention.  It is obvious that the opening up  of a  new  area is likely to bring 
about  an increase in eligible expenditure. 
Increases of this kind are directly linked with the political choices to be 
made.  Owing  to the rapid development  of the  e~lo~ent situation, it is not 
possible to nntioipate three years in advance  the additional tasks which the 
Community will have  to  assume.  The  question of assistance from  the  FUnd  for 
structural readaptation measures  linked with the crisis must  be dealt with 
now,  however,  and  it is taken into  consideration in the  specific forecasts 
which  follow. - 78-
The  figures  for  the forecasts described  above  are as follows: 
1.  Fbr  1976,  nn  rumual  increase rate of 25%,  on  tl1e  basis of the 1975 
budget,  which is 355  million u.a.,  gives about  450  million u.a.  for· all the 
areas of intervention alre~  covered,  at  CUl'rent  prices. 
Including expenses' on  the neN  areas of "yoti.ng  people"  and  "sectors in dif-
ficul  ties11  which the Council is to  consider  by  30  November  1975 1  the 
appropriations required was  estimated at 500  million u.a.  at  current prices 
for the  financial· year· 1976.  This  takes account of the possibility of over-
lap between actions undertaken under  the  new  areas  .. of intervention and.  those 
which  could have been undertaken u11der  areas of intervention which were 
alre~ approved. 
2.  In accordance with Commission  budgetar,y practice,  the multiannual fore-
casts were  expressed in the  const,e~;nt  priCE"~:!, of the  current  finnncial year. 
The  evaluation of the 1976  appropriations,  i.e.  500 million u.a.  at current 
prices,  corresponds to 450  million u.a.  at  1975  constant prices,  the expected 
rise in prices being about  lo%.  Fbr  the  two  subsequent  financial years,  1977 
8.nd  1978 1  the real increase rate n.dopted  iS 1();..15%,'correspoziding 'to the 
rate of 25%  forecast above  at current prices.  There  could be an increased 
effort to assist structural readaptation,  particularly in 1977 1  if the high 
level of unl;lmployment.  were  to persist.  An  additional increase of 5%  in the 
appropriation assigned to Article 4  for  1977  allows  for this eventuality. 
The  forecasts for the two  financial years arc,  therefore,  as "follows, 
in m.u.c.  at 1975  constant prices: 
A P P R 0 P R I  A T I  0  N S 
1977 
1978 
Article 4 
225  - 240 
245  - 275 
Article 5 
275  - 290 
300  - 325 
TOTJJ.. 
500- 530 
545  - 600 
-- 79-
3.  It should be  noted that,  as  a  result of the  opening  up  of new  areas 
of intervention,  a  balance between the o.pproprio:!;ions  fer .Article  f>  e.,r,d  thos<J 
for Article 5  should gradually be achieved,  as  J aid down  in Article 9 {2)  of 
the basic Council  Decision of 1  February 1971  (71/66/EEC)~ - 80-
LIST  OF  ANNEXES  ----------.----·-- .__  .. 
1.  New  regulations  in 1974: 
(e)  Council Decision  of 27  June  1974  on  action by  the  European 
Social Fund  for  migrants  \vorkers  (74/327/EEC  - O.J .E.C.  n° 
1  185  of 9.7.1974). 
(b)  Council  Decision  of  27  June  1974  on  action by the  European 
Bocial Fund  for  he.ndicapped  persons  (74/328/EEC- O.J.E.C. 
n°  1  185  of  9.7.1974). 
(c)  Regulation  (EEC)  n°  1751/74 of  the  Council  of  27  June  1974 
amending  Council Regulation  (EEC)  n~  2397/71  of 8.11.1971 
on  aid which  qua.lify  for  e.ssistance  from  the  European Social 
Fund  (O.J.E.C.  n~  1  185  of  9-7.1974). 
2.  Summary  table  of  approved  operations  (Article  4 and Article  5) 
broken  down  by  country,  for  1972/1976  agreed  on  31.12.1974. 
3.  Graph:  Trends in budgetary alloc<:dions  of the  Social Fund  (old and new) 
by 1mdget  chapters. 
Lf.  List  of studies  and  pilot-project~ financed  in 1974. 
5.  List  of applications  for  assistance  which  were  agreed  in 1974,  by 
country and  by  type  of intervention. - l  -
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COUNCIL  DECISION 
of  27  June  1974 
on  action  by  the  European  Social  Fund  for  migrant workers 
(74/327/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing the  European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  the Council  Decision  of  I  February 
1':171  (')  on  the  reform  of  the  European  Social  Fund, 
and  in  particular  Article  4  thereof; 
Having regard  to the proposal  from  the Commission ; 
Hav1ng  regard  to  the Opinion of the European  Parlia-
ment(l); 
Having  regard  to  thi:  Opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Conlllllttcc; 
Whereas  the  means  ot  action  and  operation  of  the 
Fund  arc·  ddined  by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
23%/71 (·')  of  K  November  1':171  implementing  the 
Council  Decision  of  I  February  1':171  on  the  reform 
of  the  Europc:ltl  SoLial  Fund; 
Whereas,  in  llS  rc·solution  of  21  January  1':174 (') 
concerning  a  social  action  programme,  the  Council 
considered  that,  to  achieve'  the  proposed  actions 
succc·"fully  in  the soci:d  field.  the  necessary  resources 
should be  provickd, 111  particuLH by  strengthening the 
role  of  the  European  Social  Fund ; 
Whereas  the  aforesaid  resolution  provides  for  an 
action  programme  tor  migrant  workers  and  members 
of  tht:ir  families; 
Whe·reas,  at  the  Council  meeting  held  on  12  June 
I  "17 2,  the  Council  e~nd  tht:  rt:presentatives  of  tl1l' 
Governments  of  the  Member  Swtes  meeting  with1n 
the  Counul  adopted  certain  considerations  and 
condusions  concerning  employment  policy  and 
invited  the·  C:omnussion  10  examine  the'  possibility  oi 
action  by  the  Fumpc·;m  Social  Fund  to  improvL'  the· 
conditiom  of  the  frL'L'  mownwnr of  workers; 
Whereas  the  cost  ot  mez"u,·c·s  fo1  migrant  workers 
must  be  borne  primarily  by  the  host  country: 
\'Vhereas  the  imbalance·  noted  in  the  fic·ld  of emplov-
ment  with1n  tlw  Community  re·ve:1b  the  need  for 
specific  jo111t  action  to  .ts"st  migrant  workns  and 
members  of  their  f"milies: 
\X!herc·as  the  purpose  ut  sud1  spec·1f1c  1uint  "c"ticlll 
must  he\  in  p:~rticub1, to  i111p1oVL·  tlw "Jci:li  .tnd  li\-111g 
('I  01  No  L  2N.  4.  2.  t•Pi. I'  I\ 
(')  01  No  C:  2\,  S  \.  [Y74.  p  I\. 
(-')  0! No  L  24'!.  tl!  II.  l~'t.p.  \4 
(')  0  f  No  C  t  \.  I!. 2  I '1~4.  p.  I. 
conditions  of  migrant  workns and  members  of  their 
families; 
Whereas,  in  order  to  ensure  that  action  to  asSlst 
migrant workers in  the Community is  more fully  dieL·-
tivt:  and remains uninterrupted throughout the various 
stages  of  migration,  it  is  neccs;,ary  that  operations 
which are to  benefit from  the  Fund, form  part of  inte-
grated  programmes  having  regard  both  to  tltc·  \nbour 
requirements  of  the  host  country  and  the  develop-
ment  requirements  ot  the  country  of  origin : 
\XIhereas opcratiom facilitating  the·  l"l'ception  and inte-
gration  into  tht:  soual  and  vocational  environment of 
the  host  country  oi  persons  who  havc  kit  thc·i r 
country  of  origin  should  also  4ualify  for  asSistance 
from  the  Fund ; 
\XIhcreas  operations holitating the  training of  welfare 
work<.'rs  and  teaching staft should abo qualify for  :lSSJs-
tanct:  from  the  Fund : 
\XIher<.'as  the  reform  of  the  European  Social  Fund 
decided  on  by  the  Council  enahks  a  contribution  to 
be  made to  the costs  re,tdting from  plans unch:r tkve-
lopml'nt  or  to  be  developed  in  the  Membn  States 
with  the  ,tim  of  'timul:~ting  the  employment  and 
~c·ograph1cal  and  professional  mobilitv  of  migrant 
workers, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Artidl' 
Integrated  programmes 
I.  Op,·rations  Ianning  pnrt  ot  an  mtegrated 
programme·  design:lted  to  facilitate  the  employment 
and geographical  and  professional  mobility of pl'rsons, 
other than  trontin workns,  moVIng  or  having  moved 
from  one Community countrv  to  another  in  order  to 
Lrke  up  employment  the·relll  shall  be  eligible  to 
1·c·n·ivc  assistance  trom  the  Fund  under  Arncle  ..J  of 
the  Council  Dc·c·ision  ot  I  l'ebrunry  I ':!71. 
:\n  l!He·gr;llc·d  pro~r;JllllllL' sh;tll  ilL'  take·n  to.  me;~n  ;!II 
the  111C~l:-.llrL·:-.  lll'Cc-..;-..;lry  to  t..:n~un  .. · thl·  cfkl"tiVL'Ili..'S~ <l!Hl 
COI\IIIllllt\  ul  :~ct1un  throughout  successive  ph;~ses  of 
migre~t1un.  which  n;;r\  run  fron1  pre-par;~tion  for 
e·n11gration  to  re·tum  to  the  country of  or1gin. -2-
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lntegratecl  progmmme'  must  be  consistent  with  the 
objectives  of  industrial  and  regional  development 
policy laid down  in  the  joint actions decided  upon  by 
the  Community. 
2.  Those  ilids  which  feature  on  the  list  established 
by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2397/71 (1)  of  8 
November  I  971  on  aid  wh1ch  may  qualify  for  assis-
tance  from  the  European Social  Fund, as  amended by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1761/74 (2),  may  receive  assis-
tance  from  the  European  Social  Fund  under  para-
graph I. 
Artidt 2 
Integration  measures 
I.  Operations which,  although  not  part  of an  inte-
gmtcd  programme, are  intended to  facilitate  the recep-
tion and intcgrntion into their social and working envi-
ronment of  persons,  other than  frontier workers,  who 
have  left  their count1y  of  origin  to  take  up  employ-
ment  in  a  Community  country,  and  of  members  of 
their  families  shall  also  be  eligible  to  receive  assis-
tance  from  the  Fund  under Article  4  of  the  Council 
Decision  of  I  February  I 971. 
2.  Aids  B  20  to  B  24  provided  for  in  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  2.197/71  may  receive  assistance  from  the 
Fund  under  paragraph I. 
Welfare workers and teachers 
I.  Operations  to  bcilitate  the  basic  and  advanced 
training  of  welfare  workers  and  teachers  responsible 
( 1)  0_1  No L  24'1,  10.  II. 1'171,  p  .  .IH. 
(')  See  page  I  of  this  Official  Journal. 
for  integration  courses  for  m1grant  workers  or  their 
children  shall  also  be  eligible  to  receive  assistance 
from  the  Fund  under Article  4  of  the  Council  Deci-
sion  of  I  February  1971. 
2.  Aids A 10  to  A 23  and B I 0 to  B 22 provided for 
in  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2397/71  may  receive  assis-
tance  from  the  Fund  under  paragraph I. 
Artidt 4 
Final  provisions 
This  Decision  shall  enter into  force  on  the  fifth  day 
following  that  of  its  publication  in  the  Of.fi"ci,d 
joum<ll of  tb1·  Europt<ill  Conuuunitil's. 
It  shall  apply  to  opemtions  of  which  the  draft  has 
received  the  approval  of  the  Commission,  before  the 
expiry  of  a  period  of  three  years  after  the  entry  into 
force  of  this  Decision. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  27  June  I \174. 
For  th<·  Council 
K.  GSCHEIDLE - 3-
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 27  June  1974 
on  action  by the  European Social  Fund  for handicapped persons 
(74/328/EEC) 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishtng the European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  the  Council  Decision  of  1  February 
1971  (I)  on  the  reform  of  the  European  Social  Fund, 
and  in  particular  Article  4  thereof; 
Having  regard  to the proposal  from  the Commission ; 
Having  regard  to  the Opinion of the  European Parlia-
ment (2); 
Having  regard  to  the  Opinion  of  the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee ; 
Whereas  the  means  of  action  and  operation  of  the 
Fund  arc  defined  by  Council  Regubtion  (EEC)  No 
2.)96/71  ("')  of  II  November  1971,  implementing  the 
Council  DeC!sion  of  I  February  1971, on  the  reform 
of the  European  Social  Fund; 
Whereas,  in  its  resolution  of  21  January  1974 ('1) 
concerning  a  social  action  programme,  the  Council 
considered  that  to  achieve  the  proposed  Ktions 
successfully  in  the social  field,  the  necessary resources 
should be  provided, in  particular by strengthening the 
role  of  the  European  Social  Fund ; 
Whereas the above  resolution  provides  for  the  imple-
mentation  of  a  programme  for  the  vocational  and 
social  integration  of  handicapped  persons; 
Whereas,  on  27  June  1974,  the  Council  adopted  a 
rc:-olution n  establishing  the  initial  Community 
action  programme .for the  vocational  rehabilitation  of 
handicapped  persons ; 
Whereas  the  employment  situation  regarding  handi-
capped  persons  calls  for  specific  joint  action  to 
improve  the  balance  between ;upply of,  and demand 
for,  manpower within  the  Community; 
Whereas  assi:-wnce  from  the  Fund  should  bcilitate 
short-term  demonstration  projects aimed at  improving 
the  quality  of  vocational  rehabilitation  facilities  and 
the:  organization  oi  training  and  advanced  training 
course' for  tlw  personnel  required  to  cn>urc  the voca-
tional  and  soual  integration  of  handicapped  persons; 
( 1)  O.J  No  L.  2H,  -1.  2.  IY71,  p.  15. 
(')  OJ  No  C  2.l,  X  ..  l.  I  ~7-1,  p.  15. 
(l)  OJ  No  I.  2-1'1,  10.  II.  IY71,  p.  54. 
(')OJ No  C  ll. 12.  2.  IY74.  p.  I 
(')  OJ  No  C  XII,  Y.  7.  I Y7-l,  p ..  lll 
Whereas assistance from the Fund should not discrimi-
nate  as  to  the  origin  or the  nature  of  the  handicap; 
Whereas self-employed  activities,  in  certain  cases,  are 
more  suited  to  the  capabilities  of  handicapped 
persons ; 
Whereas  the  reform  of.  the  European  Social  Fund 
decided  on  by the  Council  enables a  contribution  to 
be made to  the costs resulting from  plans under deve-
lopment  or  to  be  developed  in  the  Member  States 
with  the  aim  of  stimulating  the  employment  and 
geographical  and  professional  mobility  of  handi-
capped  persons, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
A rtich  1 
I.  Specific  operations  to  facilitate  the  employment 
and geographical  and  professional  mobility of  handi-
capped  persons  shall  be  eligible  to  receive  assistance 
from  the  Fund  under Article  4  of  the  Council  Deci-
sion of  1  February 1971, provided  that  they form  part 
of an  operation  involving: 
the  integration,  within  an  overall  contimious 
process, of all stages of medical rchabilitatio.n, voca-
tional  training  or  rehabilitation  and  procedures 
prior to  employment; 
the  development  of  facilities  and  applicntion  of 
methods  for  medical  rehabilitation  and vocational 
training  or  rehabilitation  suited  to  the  require-
ments of handicapped persons by placing them in 
the  best  conditions  to  bring about  vocational  and 
social  integration  or  reintegration  which  is 
adequate  in  relation  to the position of able-bodied 
workers. 
2.  The following measures  may be given considera-
tion  in  this context : 
short-term  demonstration  projl'Cts  aimed  at 
improving the  quality  of  vocational  rehabilitation 
facilities  to  the  extent  that  they  conform  with 
Chapter  II,  point  2  of  the·  initial  Community 
action  programme for  the vocational  rehabilit~tinn 
ot  handicapped  person'; 
the:  organization of training  :111d  advaJKed  training 
courses  for : A  \'-I N l~/( 1 b  ---------- - 4-
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P'-·rsons  employed  in  the  medical  rehabiliw-
tion,  vocational  guidance,  training,  vocational 
training  or  rehabilitation  and  re-employment 
of  handicappc.d  persons, 
those  responsible  for  the  training  of  instruc-
tors. 
Artid£·  Z 
I.  Irrespective  of  the  origin  or  nature  of  their 
handtcap,  the  Fund  may  intervene  in  favour  of 
persons  considered  capable,  after  medical  rehabilita-
tion  and  vocational  tr~ining  or  rehabilitation,  of 
working  in  paid  employment. 
2.  Opc·rations  conceming  handicapped  persons 
who  arc  to  pursue  self-em played  activities  shall  also 
be  eligible  to  receive  assistance  from  the  Fund  under 
the  conditions  laid  down  in  Article  I  and  in  para-
graph  I  of  this  Article. 
Artich 3 
Those  aids  which  feature  on  the  list  established  by 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  23';17/71  (1)  of  X 
( 1)  OJ  NuL. 24'!,  10.  II  IY71.  p.  ;s. 
November  1'!71  on  aid  which  may  qualify  for  assis-
tance  from  the  European  Social  Fund, as  amended by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1761/74 (2),  may  receive  assis-
tance  from  the  European  Social  Fund. 
Ar!i<"h  4 
This  Decision  shall  enter into  force  on  the' fifth  day 
following  that  of  its  publication  in  the  Otfhi,I! 
Joum<rl  o( th£- Eurof>l'dll  Crmlllllllliti£'.,.. 
It  shall  apply  to  operations  of  which  the  draft  has 
received  the  approval  of  the  Commission,  before  the 
expiry  of  a  period  of  three  years  after  the  entry  into 
force  of  this  Decision. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  27  June  I '174. 
Frn·  JIJ£·  Cuu11cil 
The  Pu·.~idtlll 
K.  GSCHEIDLE 
(-')  See  l'"f!"  I  oi  thi'  Oitiual  Journal 5-
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(Act.'  u/ml't  Jmbfic<~tion  IS  obli);.tto•.l) 
REGULATION (EEC)  No 1761/74 OF THE COUNCIL 
of 27  June  1974 
amending  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2397/71  of  8  November  !971  on  aid 
which  may qualify for assistance  from  the  European  Social  Fund 
THE COUNCIL OF  THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to  the Treaty establishing the  European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2396/71 ( 1)  of  H  November  1971  implementing  the 
Council  Decision of  I  February  1971  on  the reform  of 
the  European  Social  Fund, and  in  particular Article  3 
thereof; 
Having regard  to  the  proposal  from  the Commission ; 
Whereas the Council, pursuant to Article 4 of  its  Deci-
sion  of  l  Febnwry  I 97!,  adopted  a  Decision  on  27 
June  1'!74 (!)  on  action  by  the  European  Socia;  Fund 
for  migrant workers; whereas, in  order that the objec-
tives  of  the  specific  joint  action  provided  for  by  the 
said  Decision  may  be  more  fully  attnined,  Council 
Regulation (EEC)  No  2397/71 (l)  of  R November  1971 
on aid which may qualify for  assistance from  the Euro-
pean  Social  Fund,  should  consequently  be  amended; 
Whereas,  in  order to  facilitate  the  reception and inte-
gration of migrant workers and members of their fami-
lies  into their social  and working environment, provi-
sion  should  be  made  for  an  aid  to  assist  the  children 
of  migrant  workers  to  adjust  to  their  new  educational 
environment, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Arridt  I 
The  list  of  aids  under  heading  B  2  in  Article  I  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  23'!7/7!  shall  be  supplemented 
by  the  following  text: 
'B  24  - costs  of  courses  of  specialized  teaching 
which  are  given  to  children  of  migrant 
workers;  such  aid  shall  not  cover  the 
cost  of  normal  teaching.' 
Article  2 
Article  3  of  Rcgulal!on  (EEC)  No  2J<J7/7l  shall  be 
replaced  by  the  following  text: 
'Pursuant to Article 5 of  the  Council  Decision of  I 
February  1971  on  the  reform  of  the  European 
Social  Fund, the  Fund  may  contribute towards  the 
financing  of operations  for  implementing the  aids 
listed  in  Article  I,  with  the  exception  of  B  24.' 
Artirh 3 
This  Regulation  shall enter into  force  on the fifth  day 
following  that  of  its  publication  in  the  Offi(ial 
Juun~<lf of  tbt·  Europt·dll  Coll!llllllliti£-.,. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  111  1ts  entirety  and  directly  applicable  111  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  27  June  1974. 
( 1)  OJ  No  L  24'1,  10.  I I.  1'171,  p.  14. 
(')  Scl'  pogl'  20  of  this  Offic1ol  JournaL 
eJ  OJ  No  L  249,  10.  II. 1971.  p.  \H. 
For  the  Dillll<'il 
TIH  J>ruirlull 
K.  GSCHEIDLE MEMBER 
STATE 
SUNMARY  TABLE  OF  OPERATIONS  AGREED  FOR  THE  PERIOD  1972-19?6.  (in u.a.) 
(Situation  on  31.12.1974)(1) 
1972  1973  1974 
Art.  5  "  ,  t  ,  "  Ad •  5  "'  Ad •  ~  "'  Art.  4  ,  Art.  5  "'  ~ rt.  5  ,  , 
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·  .tlan<hcap.  ijandi.cap.  ~ __  . 
BELGIUH  1.740.9';7,12  c,04  720,Gr~G,OO  2,'i'i  1.47C.~92,42  4,7rJ  5.C05.658,00'  3,95  Y25.eGO,OO  1,95  1.409.547,€2:  2,~5  4.:23.511,52  2,:.z 
---~--------~-----------------------------------------~-------------:------------·------------------------------~--------~--------------~--------------------~------- . 
DENMARK  - 3.203.333,31,  10,22  1.851.113,33  1,46  ~-.923.333,33.  20J5  UCS.973,:3  2,C2  ! 
----------~-~---~-----------------~-~-----------w--------------------~----------------~-------------------------------------------~---------------------------~-------
GERHANY  ;:;,116.530,05  35,10  9.5.:2.~h1,53  3~,05  6.418.57~,45  20,49  3.962.978,13  3,13  9.288.918,04  19,58  12.108,1+43,17  ·  2~.21  f,1;72.9~L,1i.  3,9) 
----~--------j--------------------------------------------------------~------------~-~-----------------------------------------~----------~----------~---------~-------
~  ~/,  ~(c~  0.03S.279,3c  31,35  14.":2.G·7,0G  51,i3  7.'•10.0fJ,3q  23,f.5  14.350.0G7,59  11,3316.305.921,75  34,37  5.239.57'?,ot,.  12,13  27.c;:r;,~r;4/'<  17,G7 
•  l  •  • 
---------------------~------------~---~~-----------~-~-----------~---------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------~------- !  I 
IRELAND  - - 70.'.]00,8n  2,52  442.07-1,72  1,41  S.B55.278,40  5,84  7.239.197,21  15,26  ·  9GU15,00.  2,24  8.CC9.85C,C~: 5,2"  . 
------------~--------------------~--------··--------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------~~------------~------------------------
5 Cf1  qq 7'1  zn  71- 10  1'A  7'  'u'  14  1  GPF.  227  r.o  5  'Y"  41  U9'·  oso  43  1'1  1r.  4 772  ·07'  'tO.  10  06  2 '25  ~z1  nn.  >.  "'  ~5  (·~~·  ,,  ~  M·  -.·n  7f':  ITALY  .~ >  .J  ........ ,  ""  u,  1  .)..,.  ty,  J  :  •  ........  ,.,~c  . ,J.J  , ...  't •.  _j  J,  "''"''  u  •  •  ),  ,  .  .  .o  .u  ,_~..,  ...  ,~..c- c  •  ---~<+,  ~  ....... ,  J 
------------------ ...... ------------- ~~--------------------------- ,..._ -.----------- ... ---· -----------------------------------------·------......... ----------......... - ... --------... ___. ... .----------
LUX[I;;;2lJ:\G  23.000,CO  C,Cf:  - - ~l.S?O;c~n:  0,13  - - .  - - 5.020,00  - - - , 
------------~-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------I 
NETHERLAND~.SZU.i:i,70  fj,(:7  c07.320,1f5  2,87  2.2i3,?07,62  7,0i)  3.74S.508,28  2,95  8Gl.1H7,85  1,22  2.140J!H,'<2  4,95  3.712.G,'l.J  2,2r  : 
---------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------~-------------------··--- i 
UNITED  - - U  cc.GRP,80  5,71  8.1+45.COO,CO  2fi,9(;  47.060.220,00  37,17  R,044.366,eD  16,96  9,[,30.840,00.  22,29  44.55f.822,C~ 27 , i0  i 
~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::: ! 
TOTAL  z;~ .s 2s. 2"'J. 99  1  oo, co  23. c:; 1. f'.'B, 53  1  co, oo  ?1. m. 6o4, ~i _  1  ~~~~~-L?~:~l~:.2~3!~~-2~9!92_~2:~E:3~2!2~--229!.~~---~3:329~22~!3~--2~~!EE  __  ~~l:~~~:~~~!}~--~~~:lE9 ! 
:::::::.::~~=~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::~:::::::::::~:::::::::_:_::  ______  ---------------------------------------------------------------------~~·~;,:j;;~-:E----------
Thl.s  sum  J.ncludes  act1ons  carrl.ed out  l.n  1972  for  a  total.P.JC:.p6nditure  .of  4,260,206,20-u.c. 
[l)  I'J'~~s expla:J.ns  the. slight  ga_p  - 9-u~  to.  exclu~ion a.!,. the  1977. exe-r-cise-- which  separate  the  overall total as 
J.naicated·J.n  the  summary  table  J.n  Chapter II and  drawn  up  on  1.1.1975  (see chapter II,  page28and  the  note). 
)> 
:z: 
~ 
>< 
N SUJVIJVIARY  TABLE:  OF  OPERATIONS  AGP.E''iD  FOR  THE  PERIOD  1972-76  (in u.a.) 
(Situation on  31.12.1974 cuntinued) 
1975  1976 
TOTAL 
G£ri£RAL 
1 
•  I handicapcs  ~>  ·  handicapes  I  ;,  handicap€s  h~ndica,~s 
A t  4  %  i Art.  5  "' !  Art.  5 sans  . r·-;--i  ~rt. 4  l  "'  Art.  5  I  X  :  Art, 58  sns  %1  - ..  ,. 
~~ 
j::-4 
lfU 
-~:~~~~i~·~-~_..:_  ______  ~-~-~:~~~~:~:_  __ !  ___  ::~~ _  L----=--------- --=----+--:-=--------r-=-- __:~=~~~:~---- -~~~  _,:~':~:.:~.1. 
-----;;;:;;;:;;t--;:;;--i----:----------r-:--r:--:;;:;i;:;;--·--i--·o:;;--j------:---------j--:----~----_:__-------r-:-- :--·;;:;;;:;;··-- -;;i;  -;;~~;;~~-!-·  ., 
~;;;:;;;:;;!-;,."' :  - -----~  :-- ;:;;o:  ,,:;;--·--r·,~;;-T2:;;;:_;;;~;--i;;:;;·1-----::·~-----·T:-- --;;~;;;:;;--- ·;:;;  ;;,;;-,;-;:;;:;;t 
------------l-----------------------...,.---i-----:-------~------~-------------r---------------------r----1-------;;---------- ----- --------------·-
8  ~~--_;_------------f-=·  -~-:~:~:  186:~~--l-~:~-L--~~~~~!~~~~----L-~:~~--L----=---~-----t-=--t-~~:::~~:~_o  ----t-~:~9  _:~:~~~~~::~-4-
---------~:!~.J  ___  :_ _________  ~-=--J  ... ~:~~:~~~~sa.  :~---r'  _::=--j-!.::~~~~::::~~---.l~~:::J  _______ - __________ 1:__  ~:~~:~~~~--t~·  co  zoo. ~:~:~~~~~--L 
i  I  :  '  .  I  I  I 
- :  - - ;  - I  - - I -l  - l"  - -~  6!1.  920,00  :  ---_  -- --=----:----=---------r=~r--~~:~;5~;-----r-~;;9·--i------=  ---~-----r·=--
1 -----=------- 1-=--i-------=--------r-:  ;5:~5;:;;~~;-r· 
~";;;I-~~-:- __  --r-::-=--:=:::::::::Jt::-~~~·~::_-:_i:~!:S::::l::  ..  '~~!~!~:::Jt:i:~s:Jt::::--=:::::::::::_-::r::::J:~i~!~!:~:::_-:::J::~~ !!5:~~~!~~-::r:  ·-;;:;;-,;:;;;:;~J,;----;-------:-·---------t·:-T;;:;;,;:;;;:;;---·-;;;;;---;-;;:;;~;;;:;;·-·1  -~~~-~T-----=---------- -;-:--~~:~;~:~~:;·-----;~-~~~~~-;~;;~~~~;:;;-~  _________ l ____  .,; ____________________  ..:_ _________  ~-------~-----~--.:---------------------~..l...---~------------....:..---~-:--------------------------~--------------H 
BuroD<;an  Sodal.  t.·'.u1'1 
====.:..:.:=::;::;:.:..;_.::...=======::::::-;:::=::-: 
(Art.  125  of EEC  Treaty and  Council  Decision of l  February 1971) 
'!:J1.1·~!_DS  IN_  p~D_G_f~rAB_-:£_!\J:.!fl5;/~!I...9l'!..~ 
1972  1973  1974  1975 
450  TTni.t:  willinn n.a 
400 
367, 9  368,  4 
nY 
/ 
..  355,0 
<  ..-.  ~t\·s,  ~· ,, ,, , 
'  p..t\·4  "'' ,, '  ... ,, 
(\'0  • • 307,9 
350 
300 
282'L 
/  :<.'-·~ .... •• 
br:  .lc'  t-:,.' 
""''(\..- ... ""  .. 
f 
..  ..  245,0. 
222,2 
,..,,.s _______ 
I  •  ------ ft  .. 
~ 209,1- ~~ 
.•  "'  .  "  -"'  .., ..  P--"~""-
"•  15l4- .  .  ,  ..,, 
....... , 
97,5  '!',  ,t>.rt.4  •••••••• 110,0 
k( . " 
~··  ········  ..  " 
...,,.4  ............  . ,  6~c·~·!;~  ~~ ___ 
8,8 
.:  /  Art.12S  .• 
..  ,ji~JV  ___ ..,..  6~~o 
c.  i  ~  ••  60,0 
42,~5;,,  ~<'-;.·· 
~ 
"35,0 ••• 
........  ...q,.l. 
.· 
~c~ I!_S 
.... 
250 
200 
150 
100 
so 
.. 
•"7.s  ... 
13,.C 
- -----~  ···--···  0 
J FMAMJ J AS 0 N OJ FMAMJ JASON DJ"FMA·~J  J A SON_D_J  FMAMJ J AS 0 N D 
12  24  36 .. 
1972 = 97,5 = 100%  1973 .. 282,2 = 289,4%  1974 = 367,9 =  377,3%  1975 = 368,4 = 377,8% 
I 
V:y 
TTnit.  TT)i !_ l  i  on  \1 .• a. 
Total Social  Fund  Budge~ 
( f\·-nt· .'1·?-r.  -~~~,;r._~·  ·..~_  C0•1r ,-:i  1  . 
DRCiRiO~ of  l  ~ob,l97J.) 
New  Social Fund 
(rr:')·t·~·,· ··"!,;,_..,...-.·  ·()·;-·~·.;:. ..... _+..; 0:': 
'1!1~ cr.  .'\ r-~ ..  11  .  l, r·-t.  ~  o-:: 
DPr:i f;i 0';  0f  'l  Rt:?h. l_r:'7l) 
••••.•••.• lT'?\•  :.::ori.-1  ?,.l:C'l!~-
.(c\~c·r·:"·t·~  ·o~-f"!·  ·l_~·n-~cr  Art.  4. 
~~Decision ~~ l,7Ph,l971) 
11-.~·.:n  c;nr,.; ·1l  -,~...,~nc 1 . 
(Q"n8·r~t-io~r; .",'n2ier  t,rt." 
nf.DA~~.Aion 0r  1  T~~~~.l~7i) 
iGlil  Soci.e.l  "!'lmn 
jCi\ii'." "i2s_0_:f ·i.;,;:c  'lreClt") 
..~  ,, 
::> 
;) 
~ l- !}j,_f£.:::.._7lt  W~,E 
30/74  ]<;•.[' 
34/74 ET 
42/74  EP 
44/7'+  "P.'Jl 
46/74  ET 
47/74 EP 
List  of preparatory: s.t1:diec  and  f.i.lot.schene:3  ~·.;Gmitted furl9/4- (1) 
(Euron".=cc.n  S:.cial  ?und) 
-~----.,--·~--
(Art  i_c_l_ e_..Jl 
Study  of tha  saclo-economic  and  occupational 
integration n8eds  of migrants 
Study-dey preparatory to  a~t::n~1 bj the 
Socinl  ~and to assist  reception  centres  for 
youn~ migrqnt  workers 
Scheme  for  the  training of migrants  to  faci-
litate their integration into  the  British 
textile sector 
Study  prepa·ratory to  the  experimentatj on  of 
an  "integrated  programme"  goinp;  from  the 
preparation  to  the  organisation of  th~ return 
of  a  grc~p of Italian migrants  to  tneir 
region  of origin 
TrRining of teaching staff and  social  wo~~ers 
for  immigrant  workers  and  their children 
Cer.t:rr;:  d'Et,~de  des  Prob1emes 
dP  Population  Ac~ive et 
d'i~vcstissern~nt  en  ressoa~­
c~J  hu~bines  (C3P~AC)  Bruxelles 
Crge.niFa  t :l. 'J:--1  E1.:ropee:-ine  des 
Cnions  de  Foyers  et Services 
pour Jeunes Travailleurs 
The  Cotton  E.r.d  Allied Textiles 
Industry 1':raining Board  ... 
Hanct  ... Pater 
Institut Europeen  Inter-
universiteire  &e  l'Action 
Sociale  - Narcinelle 
Inst~i~t  Inte~~ationa1 de 
RP•:herche  et  de  ForrnDtion 
( IR:  'F;D)  - Pa;.'i.:: 
ET  :  prep~ratory study 
EP  :  pil0t  sche~e 
j_n  u.  ~0 
29,000.··-
1,400.-
10,200.--
15,200,-
41,410.18 
34,208.42 
>  :::<  ::s 
CD 
X 
+" 49/74  B.l:' 
51/7h..-75  "'l? 
Training  programme  for biling"llal  instruc-
tors  - or;:$niz-o:::-:3 · Utalian  ~ Germun1 
Modr.>l  training programme  for  welfare  w"Jrkers 
responsitle  fo~ migrant  workers 
2.  Hu1 ~.l'"s~J:r_ai  ning 
31/71+  lT 
35/74-75 EP 
38/74 EP 
43/74  1.:'" 
52/74 EP 
3.  E:l.t.z."':"~c_('Sfdng 
36/7  4.-f!J  EP 
Hultipurp0se  training for  the  meat  industries 
in Brittany 
IntroductiJn of science  su'.;;.:jecL:;  in·~o  occu::_:Ja-
tional training for  industry 
Fclyvalent training programme  for highly-
:s~dlled divers 
Preparation and  validation of a  programme  of 
versatility  tr~ining f0r  persons  experiencing 
difficulties in  re.taining stable  e:~:ployment 
Creation  of  a  tr&i~ing centre  for the sector 
of data-processing applied to  industry 
Istituto  p~r l~ Formazioro 
e  l 10riental!lento  dei  lavo-
ratori  rnig:r-anti  (I.FOLll)  fume 
Katholisches Sozialinstiltt 
FreiBing  (GH'lllany) 
Association  pour le Devel>p-
pement  de  la  P~omotlon So~iale 
en  B~etagne  (ADPSB)  - Rer.1es 
R1 t e  Nazionale  ACLI  per l' Is-
truzio~e  ?rofe~sion~le 
(ENA.IP)  !:.)me 
Training  Se~v]r.e Agency 
(n  r~~l~c body within  the 
Hanpowe:c  Ser'7ices  Con;;rL.l.s;i.on) 
London 
A:1CO  - The  indaBtrial  Trdnb.g 
Au1:hority  - Dublin 
Universi  te  cu  ~revc>i::'_ 
Paul  Paotur  (Charleroi) 
:.r, 
.!E_.l:l~~-=-- ~ 
65,983.60 
36,202-19 
26,160,44 
166,008.-
33,896.48 
18,540'1--
30,024.-
71,800.--
\' 
/· 
!:..:> (co) 
39/74  ET' 
4.  Hanj..;i capped 
37/74  .E,p 
50/74 EP 
5.  Vlome:r: 
40/74  J:!;T 
6.  ·~rc~~.~1ers  ------
41/71+ EP 
?.  5:e}:til,e 
48/7/f  ET 
Evaluatior  st~~y i:1to  the  pot~ntial contri-
tribution of  traini~g Etaff  to  m~~j~~oc 
em?loyment  disequili0l~U~ in  t~c  comp~ter 
field and  the  means  of achieving it 
Occupntio~al and  social resettiement  o~ young 
mentally  handicapp~d adults 
Tr~ining of handicarpcd  persons  in  the  use  of 
a  ty~ewrite~ actionad by lighc  irnpulseci 
Reintegration  into  the  labour market  of  ~omen 
over 35  years  ~r age 
Training  progra~wc for  ~andg~~ent Development 
Advisers 
Stoddng and  tic;!-1ts  indusL7 within  the  EE8 
Inst.j tute of  PP.rson,!E>l 
Mailag~~ent - London 
"ll.-~1C :mtl es  Eur0p·~:-•tnes  fl 
Gra~" te 11  (Belgituv;  "C:1antier 
ruro?~en de  Jeuncs  i  Gra~~e~ 
(L·anc:-)  u:~c.rtman-Stichting 
c~~~~e" (the  Netherlands) 
Centre  de  R~adaptati~n 
"De  lbC'c;s~:.-&tat•;  L~ersurr. 
(t~e  ~etherlands) 
I~iustri~~ Relations  ~nit 
Ct·ept.  ,~f  E~~'Lra-Mural 
StudiPs)  - M~nchester University 
r0nart~ent of  Employ~ent -
Lon  cion 
Coc.  Capelin  - Geneva 
in u.  c•.  26;4.oo::_ 
12,211.50 
22,514.-
5,520.--
24,648.--
16,637.68 
w 
.;_. 
,-
~\' 
"' 
.r-8. ~~~~Fund 
33/74 ET 
9·  ~ion~ 
45/74 rT 
Setting-up of machinery  to measure  the 
efficiency of occupational training schemes 
Guosidised by  the Social  Fund 
Study preparstcry to  an  operafu:c~ in which  the 
European  Social  Fund  ;.Till  be  a.sked  to  intervene 
(shi~yard /  declining  ~egions) 
(1)  104,220.69 u.  a.  of which are  chars~d 
against  financial  year 1975-
Oarnpbel town  Shipyarc'. Ltd. 
N.  Scotland 
TOTAL.ao•·······~·····~·· 
i:.1  u.,.  a. 
9t900~--
1,500.~-
699,364.49  (1) 
~=:so:=:=~:;:=::== 
;:., 
·/· 
""'  I AN.NEX  5 
LIST  OF  APPLICATIONS  fOR  AID  AGREED  IN  1974  BY  COUNTRY  AND  BY  TYPE 
OF ~~EJi.!:[QI!. 
NOTE 
The  figures presented in the  columns  headed  "No.  of workers" 
and  "Assistance Requested"  are  purely  indicative  : 
a)  The  _fj._g_~~US£._fU>..§..i~~Jl!lS!:  ...  }~-~q~_!ed are adjusted between  the 
time  of the initial presentation of  the  application,  when  first 
exploratory contacts are made,  and  the  time  of  the  final 
agreement.  As  a  general  rule,  the  figures  given  correspond  to 
the  figures available at  the  time  of the  agreement. 
b)  As  regards  the  ~.'!:lmb~_E  __  ~.!_!',~E,.ke~_,th0  figures  given at  the  time 
of  the initial presentation are  corrected in keeping with 
changes  made  in the  amount  requested,  especially on  the basis 
of  crite:do. of acceptability  The  information  should neverthe-
less be  interpreted on  a  case  by  case basis,  taking account 
of the variety of  the aids which  can  be  applied.  They  call for 
caution especially as  regards  globcl  demands.  The  data  on 
number  of  workers  should  be  considered as  simply giving 
an indication of the  size of operations. ::~~ s  C0Y'cou-s  1\.ssi stance  Zusch1.·ss 
Co\ ntry 
Lrutd 
Ce..·:;e~Jvric 
Catc;g0ry 
l~atego~·ie 
Or(ianiSiilGS  rccponsab1es 
R"sponsib1s bodif's 
Tri:i.ger 
Periodo  de realisation 
des  o;:-e:·ations 
Fel"i.cic  in v;hi.ch  the 
opcrattuns  are  carried 
out 
Veri~Jirklj_chu~:zsi·,.!ri' .ie 
der i'-lassnall;Jen 
Effectifs 
concern€ s 
No  Jl0l'k8rs 
inchGed 
Ar;",,;::1 
Arbei t-
nell>'ller 
(in 1000  v .c.  )(~n 1000 u.a. )(in 1000  R.E.) 
J~?rcer1estea  -p~-or-o:.~7i-';Ci;;o;;e;---
b0antre.,;t  VOl c;'d;<...i1J.a,;en 
tota1/inges'llil  t  tota1/ingesamt 
~-----------~-~-
B 
I 
L 
c 
I 
c;_ 
( 
I 
Agricu1-
tv.re 
Office na.tiona.1  cle  1'em-
p1oi  (O:NB'•'f) 
Janv.  1974 -dec,  19'i5 
-~~~·----------.·-·  -~----------
Te:;:ti1e  Offi.ce  national.  de  1'om'" 
p1oi  (OH!:;l\1) 
Jan-.r.  1974- d5c.  1975 
-------~~~-----
Trav, 
miv·ants 
JuiiJ.  co;:n.milla1e  St.  Josse- Nov.  1974- ,iuin  1375 
ten-Nocde 
500  620 
1.500  1.32<; 
60  3 
------~---~-.~~~--- ----~- ---~-·--··---~ 
Handica-
pes 
Fonds nat.  rec1assement 
sor.ial des  handie-e.pes 
Janv.  1974-- dec.  1974  2.816 
620 
1.324 
3 
1.490 
---~~--·-·-----·-.. -~------.~-·  --~·-··---- ------~--·~·~----~-----~---·-·--~~~~-· 
R3gicn8  Office nat icna.l  dE:  1 'efil-- Janv.  1974 - dec.  1975  11.460  8.628  6.6l]3 
p loi  ( OH.B;.J) 
Office national  cl.e  1 'em- Janv.  197~ - dec.  1976  3.:oo  740  7-10 
p1oi  ( O:i.-T:E:;I) 
==  =========:=.~:::~=::;::;;t;:-=o================="=====================~t:::::;:l:;"!::l%=========~::=~;;;;::::::;;:;::e;;============~;;;;;;::.,;;:;::=  ·::========~-:;:t;-==::===::-:=:-:==---=~=,.~~====:.: :=== 
I 
J 
r 
] : 
},f 
.A 
it 
K 
Handica.pes  Ministere des Affaires 
Sociales 
TI§gions  1linisteriE:t for  gr¢'n1and 
Sekretariatet for Arbejd-
smarkedsuddanne1serne 
~~G~r-o_u_p_G----=s=-e-kret  arie_{;;'t-ror  -x_r:.~--
d' entrepri- be,idsmarkeds-c1ddannelsocrne 
ses et 
regions 
Janv.  1974 -dec. 1974  .17.847  8.923 
---~~~~----v-----.=>--~--~---- -----~-~------
Jan.r.  1974- dec.  1974  1.350 
Janv.  1974 -dec.  1974  4·540 
Jan·~-:-T;74-=--·dGc.  1974  ·-
450 
1.032 
2.440 
32il. 
623 
2.305 
-----------~------
312 
=':':===========-~=::::=-=·":"=:....:==~r!.=:-:-;:;-::==~::=:::::;;-:::-::=::=::::~:o.-:!':-=================::-:===============':'::-=========~;:;:-===:=:-:::-:t-======:-::=~n===============:=:::::::::::==== Pays  Categorie 
Country Category 
Lnnd  Kategorie 
Organismes  responsables 
Responsible bodies 
TrYger 
P~riode de  r0alisation 
des  opC:raticns 
Periode  in which  the 
operations  are carried 
out 
Verwi~klichungsperiode 
der Nassnahmen 
Effoctifs 
concernes 
N•  workers 
included 
Anzahl 
Arbci  t·" 
nehmcr 
··--------------------
Concours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en  1000  u.c.)(iL 1000 u.a.)(in 1000  RE) 
der.;ande/requested  prcpos~/pr  oposed 
beantragt  vo1 g<:schlagen 
total/ingesamt  total/ingesamt 
·--------·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
R 
E 
p  . 
F 
E 
D 
• 
Agricul-
ture 
Tc:·:tile 
Bunnesanst0lt  fur 
Arbeit 
Eandcmerkskamer Hieder-
Bayern Oberpfalz 
Bu;1desanstal  t  flir 
Arbeit 
Janv.  1974  - dec~  1974  3.650 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  250 
Mars  1974  - dec.  1974  +  2,000 
D'  ----- -------------------· 
A 
L 
L 
E 
M 
A 
G 
N 
E 
Travail- Intcrnationaler Bund  f~r  Sept.  1974  - Ao~t 1975 
meurs  mi- Sozialarbeit 
gr&nts 
Internationaler ~und fUr  1975 
Sozialarbei  t 
Handica!les Bt;.n,iesnnstalt  !"lir  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975 
Arbcit  •••  und  andere 
Tr~ger 
Regions  Der Senatur  fUr  isbe:.i.t  Janv.  1974  - Me.  1974 
uud Sozlalcs in Berlin 
BayeriscLes Staatsminis- Janv.  1974  - a;.,c.  1s;74 
tcrium  fUr  Arbeit und 
S ozi'l.lordnung 
il  II  II  I!  J anv.  1.974  - dCc.  1974 
Bu::d::,s:3.nstal  t  fUr  Janv.  1974  - d~c.  1976 
Arbeit 
591 
8.209 
850 
650 
1.400 
2.890 
6.453  6.453 
23  23 
2.652  2.652 
--------·--· 
229  229 
336  33F 
12.188  12.1se 
820  404 
96  96 
571  462 
8.781  6.140 
==============~~=====~=~==~~======~=================~==~======~~=~~=====================;================~~~~=============== 
(;.;) 
I a.y;o 
ioun·cr·y 
and 
F 
Il 
A 
N 
c 
E 
Cat3go~y 
Cat~~or:e 
Katego~ie 
Or~antsme3 reapo~s!bles 
R&sponsi ble h,,clies 
Tr!iger 
Agriculture  Ninistere Agriculture 
Commissariat  g~neral au 
tourisme 
Acriculture  S.N.C.F. 
et t0xtile 
Textile 
------
lligrant.s 
Fed.  fran~.  Ind.  Maille  et 
Bonneterie 
Ministere  du  developp~went 
illdustri;:,l  et scientifique 
Secretariat d'Etat  trav. 
im~.  promoteurs  divers 
Periode  de  realisation des 
operatic!"ls 
Effectifs 
Periode  in which  the  operations 
i:o  cnrried  out 
Verwirklichungsperiode  der 
Mossnc.hnen 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Nov.  1974  - Oct.  1975 
Janv.  1974  - Avril 1974 
Jar!v.  1974  - dec.  1974 
14  juillet 1974  - dec.  1975 
COi1C\"!t·nGs 
N~  we-r:ters 
included 
AnzP.hl 
ilrbe:it-
nci1J~1e:r: 
7.200 
434 
2.800 
221 
4.680 
17.216 
--------------
Handicap&s  Centre  orientation sociale 
hinistere  du  travail 
Union caisses centrales 
de  18.  r.JUtu:J.lite  agricole 
Association Pont-;'..char<l 
Sept.  '1974  ·~  ao11t  1976 
Janv. 1974  - d~c.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975 
Now.  1974  - Me.  1976 
90 
250 
320 
Concours Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en  1000 uc)(1000  u.a.)(IOOO 
dcmande/requested  propose/ 
beantragt  proposed 
vorgesch 
toilllirlse:oL~mt  totnl/inges~ 
13.51'7 
535 
1.420 
135 
686 
2.900 
168 
17.090 
1.084 
43 
13.517 
535 
1.420 
135 
488 
1.343 
168 
212 
297 
43 
w Pnys  Cat6gorie 
Country Cate  .  .;ory 
Land  Kate gorie 
F 
R 
A 
N 
c 
E 
Regions 
Orgonismcs  responsables 
Responsible  bJdies 
Tdiger 
Chambre  Commerce  Albi 
Centre regional  prOI.~O­
tion tra"mil  (CREPT) 
Associati0n Promotion 
Sociale Gironde 
Centre Etudes Indus-
trielles  (CESI) 
Chambre  Commerce 
J\ngouleme 
Ass.  ·g~rance Ecole  ap-
prentissage maritioe 
La  Rochelle 
Charr.bre  commerce Loire 
i..tlant.iqu':!  Nantes 
(CEPIC)  I 
Ass.  formation  prof.  et 
promotion sociale 
Loire A  tlnntique 
Pcriode  de  realisation 
des  operations 
Pe~iode in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirklichungsperiode 
der  Massnahr:~en 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
J~nv. 1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
J~nv. 1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.· 1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Nunicipalite St.  Nazaire  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
(Loire Atlantique) 
Fed.  Reg.  mai.s.Qns . fami-
lialeR,  inst.  rura~e 
d'&duc.  et orient.  et 
centes  format.  Bays  de 
la Loire 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Effectifs 
concern&s 
N°  worl~ers 
included 
Anzahl 
Arbeit-
nehner 
15 
90 
11tO 
62 
410 
41 
60 
730 
325 
615 
Concours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en  1000 u.c.)(in 1000 u.a.)  (in 1000 R.E 
demande7requesUid 
beantragt 
t'utallingesarnt 
31 
65 
132 
261 
398 
30 
122 
263 
18 
141 
propose/proposed 
vorgeschlagen 
tota17Ingesamt 
31 
65 
132 
261 
398 
30 
122 
263 
18 
141 
.;:... \  "") 
---~---------------·  ·------~------· 
Pays  Cat6gcrie 
Ccun~~~ Cnte~ory 
Land  Kat0gorie 
F 
R 
f• 
N 
c 
E 
Regions 
Recions 
Progrcs 
technique 
Regions 
Re3ions 
Progres 
technique 
Organi:,mes responsables 
R0si~~n3ib:e  b.dies 
T:cager 
P~riode de  r&alisation 
des  op&rc-' -t .i..ons 
Perio~e in which  the 
opgrati.rms are carried 
o·.~t 
ve~wirklichungspariode 
de::  !·lassnr  ... nn~C:ll 
·------·-··-----· 
Lyc&e  tachni~we C~oict- Janv.  1974  - dec,  1974 
Luqon  (Nin~ Educ;.  nat.) 
Centre  E~udes Industr.  Janv.  1974  - d&c.  1974 
(CESI)  Nantes  -Chantenay) 
A~sociation s6rance  &co- Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
les apprentissage  ~3rit. 
Lorient-Ke~~orlay 
Ass.  dev.  proQotioa  soc.  Ja~v. 1974  - dec.  1974 
Bret~gne  (Rennes) 
CocDissariat  g6n.  au Tou- Jnnv.  1971f  - d&c.  1974 
risme 
Ministire  du  Tr~vail 
Proootcurs divers 3  r6-
gionf'.  en r0corvcrsion 
Ministere  du  Travail 
Pro~ote~rs divers Sud-Est 
Secret.  g6n.  depart. 
Cutre-Mer 
Prornoteurs  diverses r0-
gions prioritaires 
Janv.  1974  - dCc.  1974 
Ja:w.  1974  - n6c.  1974 
1974  - 1975 
1974  - 1975 
1974  - 1975  - 1976 
Effectifs 
cor.~ern6s 
N°  workers 
included 
;;,n?ar.l 
Arbeit-
n~hmer 
30 
177 
135 
185 
1.276 
6.?.50 
5-437 
777 
15.900 
1.867 
2.21;6 
Concours  AssiBtnnce  Zuschuss 
(en 1000  UoCo)  (L1  1(;00  u.a.)  (in 1000  R-.~  .. 
'd\mar_dC/.·e(i'i:~estcd  p:..·opos6/proposed··---· 
b~aht:agt  vorg~schlagen  -------- ~---....... ---------
total/ing.'s,)d 
14 
126 
'116 
129 
371 
14.655 
6.106 
3.000 
7.602 
1.704 
tc  t:..:..: /.  -~.L·;r; ..:.s::.u~. t 
·---------------
14 
126 
116 
129 
371 
9o3Q<) 
1 .960 
1.287 
7·459 
501 
1.518 
1;/1 P2ys  Cat63orie 
Cou~1try Catet;ory 
La~d  Kategorie 
F 
R 
A 
N 
c 
E 
Regions 
Rezions 
+  [70U-
pe  d'en-
treprise 
Progres 
technique 
Groupes 
d'eatre-
prises et 
reGions 
Organis~es rasponsnbles 
Responsible bJdies 
Tr~ger 
P~riode de  realisation 
des  operations 
Periode  in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirklichun[;s;_:Jeriode 
der Mo.ssnahmen 
Institut formation  tech- Oct.  1974  - juin 1975 
nique  mnnutention  (art.5) 
I.F.T.I.H.  (e.rt.4) 
s.N.r.A  .. s.  Oct.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Centre internat.  tele-
m&canique  dtenseir,ne-
mP.nt  et de  fornation 
Compagnie  gen.  de 
Geophysique 
Centre  formation assis-
tants en  gcstion indus-
trielle 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Ecole de  travaux  en  plon- Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
g& e  scus-c10.rine 
Minister~ kmenag.  Terri-
toire 
1974  - 1975 
Ass.  forrn~tion et promo- Jonv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
tion profess.  de  la Chaus-
sure 
Centre interprof.  forma- Janv.  1974  - d6c.  1974 
tion chambre  cbumeroe 
AnBouieme : j 
Effecti:f's 
concernes 
N°  worl~ers 
included 
Anzr,hl 
Arbeit-
nehmcr 
47 
25 
330 
2o150 
270 
45 
50 
1.940 
255 
72 
Concours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en 1000 u.c.)  (in 1000 u.a.)(in 1000  R.E, 
demnnde/requcsced  propose/proposed 
beantragt  vorgcschlagen 
total/ingesamt 
92 
35 
2.365 
162 
207 
208 
165 
2.964 
477 
55 
total/  ingesamt 
58 
35 
959 
162 
207 
208 
2.964 
477 
55 
~ -------~--
Pays  Cat~gorie 
C  ount.~.:j- Ca te b0r:.,' 
Lend  Kategorie 
F 
:1. 
A 
N 
c 
Grou:p~s 
d'entre-
prises 
Organisoes  responsables 
H0sr.2:tsible  b:.ti.ies 
Trager 
Ass.  Meusienne Inter-
prof.  For:Jation et 
Pro~otion - Ministire 
Tra'lli.J 1  Emploi  et Po-
pulation  - Chambre  com. 
Hontpell:ier 
Ministire  du  Travail 
·-------- -------'-""----
Puriode  de  realisation 
des  opero:tioas 
Periode  in •vhich  the 
operations are carried 
ou.7. 
Ve:;:wirklichungsp<eriode 
deJ.'  ;-,iassr:ahmcn 
Sept.  1~74 - ~vril 1975 
Oct.  197~ - avril 1975 
Effcctifs 
concern& a 
N~  workers 
included 
Anz<'.hl 
Arbeit-
nehmor 
580 
15 
Cone ou:·s  J\ssist:mc e  Zuschuss 
(in 1000 u.c.)(in 1000 u,a)(in 1000  R.F..) 
demande/requested-
bcantr«gt 
total/ingeaa8t 
790 
17 
propos&7prop'"Z~a·--­
vorGcschlacen 
tt!>tnl/ingcsamt 
762 
==~=============~~=~=====~~~~=~~~====~~~=~~~===~~~======~==~~~=======~==~=~=======~~~~=========~~~====c====~~==========~==== 
--..) P::tys  Cat5Gorie  Orsanisn;es  responsables  P~riode de  rea!isation  Ef:Zectifs  Cone ours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
Country Category  Responsible  bodies  des  operations  concernes  (en  1000  uc)  (in 1000  ua)  (in 1000  R.E.) 
LCcnd  Katesorie  Trliger  Periode in which  the  N°  workers 
o~erations are carried  included  deoande/requested  propose/pro?osed 
out  Anzahl  bermtragt  vor geschlagen 
Verwirklichungsperi  ode  Arbeit- ----
der  Massnahr:wn  nehmer  total/ingesamt  total/ingesamt 
I  Agriculture Industrial Development  Janv.  197~  - dec.  1975  2.100  933  933 
R  Authority 
Gaelt~rra Eireann  Janv.  1974  - d~c.  1974  1.200  373  367 
L  f,n Chomairle  Oiliuna  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  2.750  2.288  2.168 
A  (Anco) 
N 
Shannon Free Airport Dev.  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  200  85  85 
Company  Ltd  (SFADCO) 
D  0  Dwyer  Steel Co  Ltd.  Mai  1974  - mai  1975  40  8  8 
E  Aer  Lin~~s Teoranta  Oct.  1973  - sept.  1974  60  115  86 
Agriculture Industrial Dev.  Autho- Mai  1974  - sept.  1976  4.ooo  2.484  2.484 
et textile  rity 
co 
I.J  .M.  Company  Ltd.  Janv.  1975  - dec.  1976  42  67  67  I 
J.& L.F.  Goodbody Ltd.  hvril 1974  - avril 1976  111  62  62 
Glenn Abbey Ltd.  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975  5.5  4:1  34 ·---------------
Land  Cat~coric 
Country  C~tecury 
Pays  Katcgorie 
I 
R 
L 
Textile 
Textile 
Organisrnes  responsablos 
Responsible  bodies 
Trager 
Industric:l Dev. 
i~uthori  ty 
Montrnellick Textiles Ltd 
Tull~nore Yarns Salts 
Periode de  realisation 
des  op~rations 
Periode in which  the 
op~rations are carried 
ov.t. 
Verwirklichungspcriode 
der  llassn~hl;Jen 
Janv.  1974  - d&c.  1974 
Avril  1974  - avril 1976 
:.vril 1974  - o.vril  1976 
Effectifs 
concerncs 
N°  workers 
included 
h.nzahl 
Arbeit-
:r.e:1ner 
9 
20 
57  A  agriculture 
N 
D 
E 
Navan  Cnrp~~s Ltd.  i,vril 1974  - avril 1976  32 
H::tndic::tpes  Ee::tlth Board  and  Nal.  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
R6gions 
Rehabilit.  Board 
Private bodies 
Irish Industribl Tr&i-
ning .'..uthority  (!,NC
0
) 
Irish 1-ianagcment  Inst. 
Ind.  Develpr.;cnt  Auth. 
Janv,  1974  - d6c,  1974 
J,mv.  1974  - C.8c.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - d&c.  1975 
!  4.320 
).850 
Dwyer  Steel Co  Ltd,  t:2i  1974  - r.mi  1975 
5.060 
1.950 
66 
Arthur Guineas Son  and  C
0  Janv.  1974  - d·Sc.  19'!6 
Shannon Free Airport Dcv.  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Co  Ltd. 
170 
400 
I.D.h. 
Department  of Education 
National Manpower  Servo 
I.J.~l.  Co  Ltd. 
Oct.  1974  - dec.  1976  748 
1) 1er Janv.  au  31  aeut  74  4  400 
2) Sept.  74  au  31  ao~t 1975  • 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  830 
1975  - 1976  21 
Concoure  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en 1000 uc)  (in 1000 ua)  (in 1000 R.E,) 
der.andc/requested 
beantrngt 
t otc.l/  iugesa  mt 
3 
5 
8 
17 
4qh 
470 
4.120 
1.200 
1.035 
20 
424 
103 
510 
7.048 
55 
34 
--·-----::::-r=---- propose,proposed 
vorgeschlagen 
total/ingesnmt 
3 
5 
8 
17 
496 
470 
3-783 
592 
1.035 
12 
106 
"103 
510 
2.436 
5::.> 
34 
\0 r~yG  Category 
Country Categorie 
L~nd  Kategorie 
I 
R 
L 
A 
N 
D 
E 
Resions 
Agric. 
Textile 
Regions 
Progres 
technique 
Organismes  rcsponsables 
Responsible bodies 
Trager 
Tuney Meat  Packers Art.4 
>•rt. 5 
Botahy Weaving  Mill Art.4 
.  Art. 5 
Ir~sh Paper Sacks  Art.q 
.~rt.5  Department  of  Educa~~on 
_G.E.R.T.  Art.  5 
Departcment  of  Educ. 
C.E.R.T.  Art.  4 
Janelle  Art.  5 
Art.  4 
Surfi·t Corrugated lates 
hrt.  5 
Ji.rt.  4 
Pcriode  de  realisation 
d<:s  operations 
P&riode  in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirklichungsperiode 
der  t'iassnahmen 
Nov.  1974  - avr.il..  1975 
~vril 1974  - avril 1976 
Janv.  1975  - dec.  197; 
Janv.  1974  - aoat 1975 
J anv.  1974  - ,\o1lt  1975 
Avril 1974  - dec~  1975 
F&vr.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Irish Sugar Co  Ltd.!~~:'  Nov~  1974  _  1975/76 
Dept.  of local Govern- Janv.  1974  - d&c.  1974 
ment 
An  Foras Forbatha  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Effectifs 
concern&s 
N°  workers 
incluned 
Anz.ahl 
;.rbcit-
neluwr 
60 
38 
~ 
5 
1.170 
z.eGo 
665 
75 
20 
105 
-.40 
48 
30 
700 
350 
Concours  assjstance  Zuschuss 
(en  1000 uc)  (in 1000  ua)  (in 1000 R,E.) 
demande/requested  propose/proposed 
benntragt  vorgeschlagen 
total/ingesamt  total/ingesomt 
103 
20 
3~ 
692 
3.743 
699 
8 
33 
115 
29 
69 
18 
24 
42 
?7 
8 
1~ 
12 
31 
692 
2.464 
699 
8 
33 
115 
29 
13 
18 
24 
37 
====~~~=====~~=~~~=====~==========~=~======~=~==========================~~=======~========~===~===============~~~~======~~==== 
- Q 
I -----·------·----···-------·--·------·--------------------·------·---------------· 
Pays  Catcgorie 
Cnu~·try Ca~cgory 
::,and  Kn  tc.;o:ri·~ 
I 
T 
A 
L 
I 
E 
Asricul-
ture 
ii.grico 
Regions 
Progres 
techniq11e 
Agr:ic. 
OrganiE~~s respunsnbles 
Responsible  bodi8n 
Trager 
Societi Montcf:iore 
Ente Delta Padano 
Regione  Marche  Art.  4 
Art.  5 
I.;',,.L.  Us<:.  Addestra-
r:;e;Jto  Lo:tv .;.rato:·i) 
Regione  Lombardia 
Pirio1e  de  rcalisatio~ 
des  op.§rutior:.s 
Period8  in which  the 
operati0ns  a~e carried 
C"J.t 
Verwirklichungsperiode 
dar  Massnahnen 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Janv~ 1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv~ 1975  - dec.  1976 
de  1974 a 1977 
de  1974  &.  1976 
---··----- ·------------· 
Textile  1cdrn.  Region.  Toscana  de  1974 a 1975 
----·------·-·---·--
Travail-
leurs  mi-
grants 
I.F.O.L  ..  N~ 
Linist.  Affc.d. Zsteri 
Promotori vari 
Sept.  1974  - nov.  1976 
Sept  •• 1974- sept  •. 1975 
Eff:octifs 
cone el'L1C s 
N°  workers 
ir:clud.ed 
,\m·.ah.l 
Arbeit-
nclwer 
).675 
250 
2.630 
1.303 
2.445 
6.000 
552 
14.100 
E.N.A.I.P.  14  juilt.  1974  - dec.  76  26.910 
Hr:ndic2p6s 
2egione  Veneto  A~t 0 4 
Art.5 
~igione Lombardia  Art.5 
Oct.  73.1.74  - 1975 
1974  - 1975  - 1976 
300 
1.630 
1.700 
Conco·~s  ~ssist8nce  Zuschuss 
(en  100  uc)  (in 1000  u<l)  (in 1000 R.E.) 
demaJ.d6/r;:,quested 
beanl.ragt 
tota,./ingcs-"mt 
4.650 
499 
2~774 
4.278 
15.375 
--------· 
607 
48.910 
6.223 
3.511 
701 
1.429 
443 
propose?  pl oposed 
vorg,Jschlugen 
t ob  }_j ir, gesarnt 
4.650 
499 
1  ~005  ~ 
1.152 ) 
2.609 
11.533 
607 
5.939 
2.868 
2.141 
701  ) 
1.  42'7  ) 
443 
......  ...... 
I P:lys  Categorie  Organismes responsa0les  Periods  de realisation  Effectifs  Cone ours  Assistance  Zu:;chuss 
Country Category  Responsible  bodies  des  operations  concernes  (en 1000  ue.)(in 1000 ua.)(in 1000  RE) 
Land  Kategorie  Trager  Periode  in v1hich  the  N·
0  workers 
operations  are carried  i·ncluded  de~ande/requested  propose/proposed 
out  Anzahl  beantragt  vorgeschlagen 
Verwirklichungsperiode  Arbeit- -
der Hassnahmen  nehmer  total/ingesamt  total/ingesamt 
I  Handicapes  ENAIP  Oct. 1974  - sept  •. 1976  480  893  893 
T  ENAOLI  1974  400  1.037  0 
A 
456 
L::..,  AN NIL  Janv~ 1974 - Juil.  1975  195  772 
I  Assoc.  Nle  Scuola  Ito  1974  - 1976  80  426  30 
(ANSI) 
E  Istitut  per Acricoltura  Oct.  1974  - dec.  1977  1.150  1.9 58  1.599 
Istitute Naz.  Previdenza  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  155  298  298 
Sociale 
H<:lndicar,,;s  Adm 0  prov,  de  Pa.rme  Janv.  1975  - d6c.  1976  90  5SO  590  ....... 
Agricul- Nov.  1974  - dec.  1976  352  31'1  308  ['..;) 
ture  E:t-LIP  1974  - 1975  - 1976  (  400  (  2.709  (  2.709 
~  100  (  2.709  (  2.709 
Regions  Ultra  - SPA  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975  120  102  102 
A.N.A,P.  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1976  1.740  14.142  4o229 
Pl&smon  Sud  Jan<.  1974  - dec.  1975  224  109  79 
Isx;-.a  SpA  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975  315  150  150 
Regions  Veneto  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975  14o820  16.133  10,,071 
E.N.I.  Nai  1974  - dec.  1976  2.210  4.246  3.84.4 --------------------------
~~y~3  Cat~~orie 
C  ot:ntr  y  Ce tegory 
Land  Ka~egorie 
I  Regions 
T 
A 
L 
I 
E 
Organis~es rcs~onsables 
Responsible bodies 
Tr!!ge:r 
Videocolo-:- SpA 
General  Impi1:.atl  ) 
Val  eo 
) 
) 
Drag"  ) 
Aeromeocanica Sud  ) 
Siderurgica Herid. 
Stefana 
Maniflt:tture Tessili 
PUGliesi 
Intermocc.r 
Fiat SpA 
ENJ..P 
Dorothy  SpA 
INIP 
Olivetti SpA 
Ente  Naz.  per Lavoratori 
Rin1patriati 
Regione  Abruzzi 
Periode  de  realisation 
dP.s  cperatio.r1s 
Ps:d.odc  in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
VcrwirkltchuLgsperiode 
der Massnahmen 
Effectifs 
cancernes 
N°  workers 
included 
Anzahl 
Arbeit-
nehr:ler 
Concours  Assistance  Zusch~ss 
(en 1000  u~)  (in 1000 ua)  (in 1000  RE~ 
demande/requested 
bean tragt 
propose/propor,ed 
vorgeschlagen  -------------· 
total/ingeaamt  total/ingesamt  -----------------,-----------.....,..-------------
Oct.  1974  - nars 1975 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1975 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1976 
1973  - 1975 
1974  - 1976 
1974  - 1975  - 1976 
1974  - 19~5 - 1976 
1974  - 1975  - 1976 
1974  - 1975 
Jlai  1974  - 197.? 
1974  - 1975  - 1976 
500 
( 
(  100 
( 
(  ;· 
(  c_-:: 
280 
40 
166 
1.700 
50 
350 
60 
1.ci8o 
2.964 
400 
310 
350 
31 
53_ 
'-25 
327 
457 
56 
319 
2.000 
556 
2~3 
981 
1.139 
80 
525 
350 
3 
9 
3 
10 
457 
48 
308 
2b1· 
37 
226 
25 
981 
0 
80 
367 
w Pays  Cat&gorie 
Country Category 
Laud  Kategorie 
I  Regions 
textile 
T  Regions 
A  Progres 
techno 
L  Rer;ions 
Progres 
I  techno 
Groupe 
E  entrepr. 
Regions 
agric. 
Regions 
agric. 
Gro,Jpe 
entrepr~ 
-
Progres 
tecllno 
Groupe 
entrepr. 
textile 
Groupe 
entrrr. 
r[gions 
Organisrnes  responsables 
Responsible  bodies 
TrMger 
Montefibre  Art.5 
Art.,4 
Iri 
Efio 
Regione  Toscana Art.5 
Art.4 
Montedison  SpA  Arto5 
Art  .. 4 
Periode  de realisation 
des  operations 
Periode in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirkli~hun~speriode 
der Massnahmcn 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Mai  1974  - 1975 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Mai  1974-1975-dec~ 1976 
Consorzio  per il  pro- 1975  - 1976  - 1977 
gresso  didet~o e 
metodologi co 
Gec-onf Art.4 et 5  Hai  1974  - juiile·i; 1975 
Egan  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Standa  SpA  Juin 1974  - mai  1975 
Effectifs 
concernes 
N°  workers 
included 
An:uahl 
Arbei t-
nehr.Jer 
Concours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en 1000 uc)  (in 1000 ua)  (in 1000 RE) 
1.850 
5.675 
12.025 
1.177 
175 
175 
3.215 
1.055 
270 
demande/requested 
beantragt 
total/  ingesamt 
4.000 
4.651 
15.338 
1.680 
154 
8.771 
443 
(4T ·212- \'+r -zt,  o 
(5)  202  (5)  260 
120 
450 
155 
781 
propose/proposed 
vorgeschlagen 
total/  ingesamt 
1.507 
4.651 
11.395 
1.3'11 
0 
80 
5.680 
953 
--
443 
(4)  310 
(5)  260 
155 
382 
====~=~~===========~~~~============~===========~~~~==========~=====================~=~====~=========-=======~===~========~ 
.... 
I ~)a::.; 
Country 
Land 
VG.t'~,3'0i"ie 
Ca'ccgcry 
Katct;"orio 
Orgar1i smes  responsables 
Responsible bouies 
Trager 
---~~~- ------~--~~-----
L 
u 
X 
E 
"  ,, 
B 
0 
u 
R 
"  u 
Handicap0s  Office  placement  et 
(\rt.  5)  reeduc.  prof.  trav. 
har1dicapc s 
Ass.  ass/c.  accidents 
section ind.  agric. 
forest. 
Periode de  r6ali;~ti-;;·des  Effectiliconcours  ll.se-istance  -.z;sc:h'-lss-. --
operations  concernes  (en  1000 u.c. )(in  1000 u.a. )(in 1000  R.E.) 
P~riode in  1:hi~h the  opera- ~o workers  demar,dejreqUe<;tcd 
t1ons  are  calTled out  1nclud.C'd  b  t 
Ver·,;irklichungsperiode  fu'".lzahl  ean  ragt 
der I'-lassne.hmen  Arbei t-
nehmer 
Jar1v.  1974 -dec.  1974 
J=,-·  1974  - dec.  1974 
;:2 
1.200 
llO 
total/ingesamt 
14.030 
28 
7 
propose/prop~ed:  ____  __ 
vorgeschlagen 
total/ingesar.~t 
5.020 
0 
0 
===========~==~=====~~~~~~==~===~===~=======~===~=~==~==============~===========~~~=~=================~~==~===========~~========== 
p  A;ricul- t.Unisterie Varl  Sociale  Jar1v.  1974 -dec.  1974  600  861  861 
A  ture  Zal<:en 
y  ---· 
~ 
s  Handicapes  Ministerie van  Social&  Janv.  1974 -dec.  1974  4.000  4.209  2.141 
Zaken 
B  --------·- - ----... ~~~----.a---~---~-----=--- A 
s  Regions  r.Unistcrie van  Socia1e  Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  5-195  4 .038.  3-477 
Zalcen 
~=========================~===~=~==========================~~=~~===~===========~~=~~~~·~===~===~=~~===========~~~~==========~~~~ 
.,_ 
0/l Pnys  Categorie 
Country Catesory 
Land  Kategorie 
R 
0 
y 
A 
u 
M 
E 
u 
N 
I 
AGricul-
ture 
Agric.+ 
regions 
Textile 
Trav. 
migrants 
Organismes  responsables 
Responsible bodies 
Trager 
Dept.  of Employment 
Cosira  - Sicras 
Tyrone Crystal Ltd. 
The  Construction In- (4) 
dustry Training Board(5) 
Dept.  of Emplcyment 
Ministry  of Health  and 
Social Services 
Northern Irland 
~-Joel Jute Flax Industry 
Training Board 
Homo  Office Deprt.  Em-
ployment 
Periode  de  realisation 
des  operations 
Effectifs 
concernes 
N°  workers 
included 
Anzahl 
Arbeit-
nehmer 
Concours  Assis~nce  Zuschuss 
Periode in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirklichungsperiode 
rler  Massnnhmen 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Mai  1974  - dec9  1974 (C) 
(S) 
Nov.  1974  - dec.  1976 
Oct.  1974  - 31  juillet (4) 
300 
2.612 
932 
69 
.450 
1976  et 77 (5)  5.358 
Janv.  1974  - doc.  1974  650 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974  1.600 
1974  - 1975  850 
Juillet 1974  - dec.  1975 142.500 
(en 1000  uc)  (in 1000 ua)  (in 1000 RE) 
de~andc/requested 
beantragt 
total/ingesarnt 
( c ) 
( s ) 
Art.4 
Art.5 
154 
403 
207 
233 
531 
1.699 
272 
295 
61 
6.359 
propose/proposed 
vo::-geschlagen 
total/ingesamt 
-
154 
(C)  15'4 
(S)  45 
103 
(4)  ,425 
(5)  1.347 
272 
295 
31 
--
6.344 
-
Handicapes Dept.  of Employment  1974  30.844  9.631 
Social Service 
Empbyment  Service Agency  1974  - 1975 
Dept.  of Health  and Social  Aoat  1974  - dec.  1974 
Security 
545 
670 
545 
700 
I  - 0"-PJys  Cat6gorle 
Country Cate5ory 
Land  l~ategorie 
R 
0 
y 
A 
u 
H 
E 
u 
N 
I 
Regions 
Regions 
a~ric.  + 
textile 
Orgarrismes  responsables 
Responsible bodies 
Triiger 
The  Training Services 
Agency 
The  Training Services 
Agency 
Ministry  of Health and 
Social Services 
T.s.A. 
Dpt.  of ELlployoent 
Periode  de  realisation 
des  operations 
Periode  in which  the 
operations are carried 
out 
Verwirklichungspcriode 
der  Hassnahnen 
Janv.  1974  - d6c.  1975 
Mars  1974  - aoat 1975 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1974 
Janv.  1974  - dec.  1874 
Effcctifs 
concern&s 
N°  workers 
included 
Anz!'bl 
Arbeit-
nehmcr 
22.185 
1.670 
12.920 
3-435 
100 
Footwear Iniustry Training Janv.  1974  - dec.  1975 
Bonro 
735 
Strathearn Audiq Ltd. 
Northern Ireland Elec-
tricity Service 
Andus Electronics art.5 
~rt.4 
D.I.  Smyth 
Tools  and  Cans 
Tufted Carpet 
Breton 
art.5 
art.4 
art.5 
art.4 
art.5 
art.4 
art.5 
1975  - 1977"  1.360 
Oct.  1974  - sept.  1975  (4)  156 
(5)  77 
Mai  1974  - 30 avril 77 
Oct.  1973  ~ mars  1975 
Mai  1974  - dec.  1975 
Mai  1974  - dec.  1975 
Mai  1975  - avril 1976 
35 
106 
36 
18 
73 
28 
84 
16 
48 
Concours  Assistance  Zuschuss 
(en 1000  uc)  (in 1000 ua)  (in 1000 RE) 
demande/requested 
bc3n!;ragt 
totaJ../ingesamt 
72.480 
1.718 
12.719 
15.002 
4.53jl 
675 
1.033 
(4)  72 
(5)  36 
27 
91 
13 
2.7 
110 
17 
24 
20 
8 
propose/proposed 
vorgeschlagen 
total/ingesamt 
(4) 
(5) 
25.688 
773 
9.520 
539 
7c44b 
675 
1.030 
72 
36 
27 
91 
13 
40 
110 
17 
24 
20 
7 
===~~=~=~=~=======~==~=======~~~~==========~~~===========~=====;=~~==============;=;========~=~~=====~~~==~=======~~=~===== 
-..j 